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PREFACE

A geometric evolution equation (for plane curves) is of the form

@

@t
= fn ; (�)

where (�; t) is a family of curves with a choice of continuous unit

normal vector n(�; t) and f is a function depending on the curvature

of (�; t) with respect to n(�; t). Any solution of (�) is invariant under

the Euclidean motion. The simplest geometric evolution equation is

the eikonal equation when f is taken to be a non-zero constant.

The next one is the curvature-eikonal ow when f is linear in the

curvature. It includes the curve shortening ow (CSF)

@

@t
= kn ;

as a special case. Let L(t) be the perimeter of a family of closed

curves (�; t) driven by (�). We have the �rst variation formula

dL

dt
(t) = �

Z
(�;t)

fkds :

Therefore, the CSF is the negative L
2-gradient ow of the length.

When (�; t) is also embedded, its enclosed area satis�es

dA

dt
(t) = �2� :

Thus, any embedded closed curve shrinks under the ow and ceases

to exist beyond A(0)=2�. The following two results completely char-

acterize the motion.

Theorem A (Gage-Hamilton) The CSF preserves convexity and

shrinks any closed convex curve to a point. Furthermore, if we dilate

the ow so that its enclosed area is always equal to �, the normalized

ow converges to a unit circle.

Theorem B (Grayson) The CSF starting at any closed embedded

curve becomes convex at some time before A(0)=2�.
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From the analytic point of view, the curvature of (�; t) satis�es

kt = kss + k
3
;

where s = s(t) is the arc-length parameter of (�; t). This is a non-

linear heat equation with superlinear growth. It is clear that the

curvature must blow up in �nite time. However, it is the geometric

nature of the ow that enables one to obtain precise results like these

two theorems. On the other hand, the CSF is a special case of the

mean curvature ow for hypersurfaces. It turns out that, although

Theorem A continues to hold for the mean curvature ow, Theorem

B does not. This makes planar ows special among curvature ows.

After Theorems A and B, subsequent works on the CSF go in

two directions. One is to study the structure of the singularities

of the ow for immersed curves, and the other is to consider more

general planar ows. In this book, we present a complete treatment

on Theorem A and Theorem B as well as provide some of general-

izations. There are eight chapters. We outline the content of each

chapter as follows: In Chapter 1, we discuss basic results such as

local existence, separation principle, and �niteness of nodes for the

general ow (�) under the parabolic assumption. In Chapter 2, we

describe special solutions of the CSF which arise from its Euclidean

and scaling invariance: travelling waves, spirals, and contracting and

expanding self-similar solutions. These solutions will become im-

portant in the classi�cation of singularities for the CSF. Theorem

A is proved in Chapter 3. In the same chapter, we also study the

anisotropic curvature-eikonal ow

@

@t
= (�(n)k +	(n)) ; � > 0 :

This ow may be viewed as the CSF in a Minkowski geometry when

	 � 0 and its general form is proposed as a model in phase transi-

tion. Depending on the inhomogeneous term 	, it shrinks to a point,

expands to in�nity, or converges to a stationary solution. We deter-

mine its asymptotic behaviour in all these cases. In Chapter 4, we

study the anisotropic generalized CSF

@

@t
= �(n)jkj��1

kn ; � > 0 ; � > 0 ;

following the work of Andrews [8] and [10]. Analogues of Theorem

A are proved for � 2 [1=3; 1). When � = 1=3 and � � 1, the ow is
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aÆne invariant and is proposed in connection with image processing

and computer vision. Beginning from Chapter 5, we turn to non-

convex curves. First, we present a relatively short proof of Theorem

B which is based on the blow-up and the classi�cation of singulari-

ties. This approach has been successfully adopted in many geomet-

ric problems including nonlinear heat equations, harmonic heat ows,

Ricci ows, and the mean curvature ow. Next, we present Grayson's

geometric approach where the Sturm oscillation theorem is used in

an essential way in Chapter 6. Though strictly two-dimensional, it

is powerful and works for a large class of uniformly parabolic ows

(�). In Chapter 7, we discuss how the CSF can be used to prove

the existence of embedded, closed geodesics on a surface. Finally, in

Chapter 8, we study the isotropic generalized CSF and establish an

almost convexity theorem when � 2 (0; 1). Whether the convexity

theorem holds for this class of ows remains an unsolved problem.

Many interesting results on (�) have been obtained in the past

�fteen years. It is impossible to include all of them in a book of this

size. Apart from a thorough discussion on Theorem A and B, the

choice of the rest of the material in this book is rather subjective.

Some are based on our work on this topic. To balance things the

we sketch the physical background, describe related results, and oc-

casionally point out some unsolved problems in the notes which can

be found at the end of each chapter. We hope that the reader can

gain a panoramic view through them. We shall not discuss the level-

set approach to curvature ows in spite of its popularity. Here we

are mainly concerned with singularities and asymptotic behaviour of

planar ows where the classical approach is suÆcient.

Thanks are due to Dr. Sunil Nair for proposing the project,

and to Ms.Judith Kamin for her e�ort in editing the book. We are

also indebted to the Earmarked Grant of Research, Hong Kong, the

Foundation of Outstanding Young Scholars, and the National Science

Foundation of China for their support in our work on curvature ows,

some of which has been incorporated in this book.
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Chapter 1

Basic Results

In this chapter, we �rst establish the existence of a maximal solution

and some basic qualitative behaviour such as the separation princi-

ple and �niteness of nodes for the general ow (1.2). These proper-

ties are direct consequences of the parabolic nature of the ow. For

the reader's convenience, we collect fundamental results on parabolic

equations in Section 2. In particular, the \Sturm oscillation theo-

rem," which is not found in standard texts on this subject, will play

an important role in the removal of singularities of the ow. In Sec-

tion 3, we derive evolution equations for various geometric quantities

of the ow. They will become important when we study the long time

behaviour of the ow.

1.1 Short time existence

We begin by recalling the de�nition of a curve. An immersed, C1-

curve is a continuously di�erentiable map  from I to R
2 with a

non-zero tangent p = d=dp. Throughout this book, I is either an

interval or an arc of the unit circle S1, and a curve always means an

immersed, C1-curve unless speci�ed otherwise. The curve is closed

1
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2 CH. 1. Basic Results

if I is the unit circle. It is embedded if it is one-to-one. Given a

curve  = (1; 2), its unit tangent is given by t = p=jpj and its

unit normal, n, is given by (�2p ; 1p)=jpj. When  is an embedded

closed curve and t runs in the counterclockwise direction, n is the

inner unit normal. The tangent angle of the curve is the angle �

between the unit tangent and the positive x-axis. It is de�ned as

modulo 2�. However, once the tangent angle at a certain point on

the curve is speci�ed, a choice of continuous tangent angles along the

ow is determined uniquely. The curvature of  with respect to n,

k, is de�ned via the Frenet formulas,

dt

ds
= kn;

dn

ds
= �kt; (1.1)

where ds = jpjdp is the arc-length element. Explicitly we have

k =
2pp

1
p � 1pp

2
p

jpj3 :

We shall study the ow

@

@t
= F (; �; k)n; (p; t) 2 I � (0; T ); T > 0; (1.2)

where F = F (x; y; �; q) is a given function in R2 �R�R , 2�-periodic
in �. A (classical) solution to (1.2) is a map  from I � (0; T )

to R
2 satisfying (i) it is continuously di�erentiable in t and twice

continuously di�erentiable in p, (ii) for each t, p 7�! (p; t) is a

curve, and (iii)  satis�es (1.2) where n and k are respectively the

unit normal and curvature of (�; t) with respect to n. Given a curve
0, we are mainly concerned with the following Cauchy problem:

To �nd a solution of (1.2) which approaches 0 as t # 0.

© 2001 by Chapman & Hall/CRC



1.1. Short time existence 3

For simplicity, let's assume F is smooth in all its arguments.

It is called parabolic in a set E if @F=@q(x; y; �; q) is positive for

all (x; y; �; q) in E and uniformly parabolic in E if there are two

positive numbers � and � such that

� 6
@F

@q
6 � ;

holds everywhere in E. Further, F is called symmetric in E if

F (x; y; � + �;�q) = �F (x; y; �; q) ;

holds in E. When the set E is not mentioned, it is understood

that F is parabolic, uniformly parabolic, or symmetric in its domain

of de�nition. Among the ows described in the preface, the curve

shortening ow is uniformly parabolic and symmetric. The general-

ized curve shortening ow is parabolic, symmetric but not uniformly

parabolic in R3 � Rnf0g when � is not equal to 1. The anisotropic

curvature-eikonal ow is uniformly parabolic but not symmetric in

general. This is clear from its physical meaning: Reversing the ori-

entation of the curve means interchanging the phases. Although the

initial phase boundaries are identical and the di�erence in tempera-

ture is the same, the ows evolve in di�erent ways.

Recall that a reparametrization of a curve  is another curve

0(p) = (�(p)) where � is a di�eomorphism. The reparametrization

is orientation preserving if �0 is positive and orientation reversing if

�0 is negative. It is an important fact that (1.2) is invariant under any

orientation preserving parametrization. In fact, an orientation pre-

serving reparametrization 0(p; t) = (�(p0); t) solves (1.2) if  itself

is a solution. Equation (1.2) is also invariant under any orientation

reserving reparametrization when F is symmetric. In particular, for

an embedded solution, that is, (�; t) is embedded for each t, the ow
is independent of which parametrization is used in the beginning, and

© 2001 by Chapman & Hall/CRC



4 CH. 1. Basic Results

so it only depends on the geometry of the initial curve. In this sense,

(1.2) is geometric. However, this may no longer be valid for immersed

curves. In an example following the proof of Proposition 1.6, one will

see an example which really depends on the parametrization of the

initial curve.

What is the type of (1.2)? At �rst sight, the most natural way

is to view it as a system of two equations for the two unknowns 1

and 2. To examine its type, we need to linearize the system at a

solution . Thus, let (") be a family of solutions of (1.2) satisfying

(0) =  where  is parameterized in arc-length. Then � = d=d"(0)

satis�es

@�

@t
=
@F

@q
M

@2�

@p2
+ g ;

where

M =

264 (2p)
2 �1p2p

�102p (1p)
2

375 ;

and g depends on �, �p but not on �pp. It is clear that M is a

non-negative matrix and has a unique null direction given by p, re-

ecting the invariance of (1.2) under reparametrization. So even if

F is parabolic, (1.2) is never parabolic when viewed as a system.

To retrieve parabolicity, we need to �x a parametrization and ex-

press (1.2) as a single parabolic equation. There are several ways to

achieve this goal. The simplest one is to express the solution in local

graphs. Suppose during some time interval each (�; t) is the graph
of a function u(x; t) de�ned over some interval J . If ux is bounded,

using the inverse function theorem we can write (p; t) = (x; u(x; t))

© 2001 by Chapman & Hall/CRC



1.1. Short time existence 5

where x = x(p; t) and u is as regular as . We have

@

@t
=
@x

@t
(1; ux) + (0;

@u

@t
) :

Taking the inner product with n = (�ux; 1)=
p
1 + u2x (here we as-

sume the orientation of the curve is along the positive x-axis), we see

that u satis�es the equation

@u

@t
=
p
1 + u2x F (x; u; �; k) ; (1.3)

where now tan � = ux and k is given by

k =
uxx

(1 + u2x)
3=2

:

Clearly, when the gradient of u is bounded, (1.3) is a parabolic equa-

tion if and only if F is parabolic.

Another useful way to obtain a single parabolic equation from

(1.2) is to represent the ow as graphs over some �xed curve. When

0 is smooth, we may take the �xed curve to be 0. But, it is always

more convenient to take it to be a smooth or analytic curve close to

0. For a �xed closed, smooth curve � near 0, we can express the

solution of (1.2) starting at 0 as

(p; t) = �(p) + d(p; t)N (p) ;

where N is the unit normal of �. When t is small, d is small and

dp is bounded. Let's write down the equation for d. To simplify the

computation we shall assume � is parametrized by the arc-length,

i.e., j�pj = 1. First, by (1.1),

t =
�p + dpN � �dT

jpj ;

jpj2 = (1� �d)2 + d2p ;

© 2001 by Chapman & Hall/CRC



6 CH. 1. Basic Results

where T and � are respectively the unit tangent and curvature of �.

We also have

k =
(1� �d)dpp + 2�d2p + �pddp � 2�2d+ �3d2

[(1 � �d)2 + d2p]
3=2

: (1.4)

It follows that d satis�es

dt =
1� �d

[(1� �d)2 + d2p]
1=2

F (; �; k) : (1.5)

When F is parabolic, (1.5) is parabolic as long as �d < 1 and dp

is bounded. Local solvability of the Cauchy problem for (1.5) can be

readily deduced from standard parabolic theory. Before formulating

an existence result, we �rst show the equivalence between (1.2) and

(1.5). In fact, the following result holds.

Proposition 1.1 Consider the ow

@

@t
= F (; �; k)n+G(; �; k)t ; (1.6)

where F and G are smooth and 2�-periodic in �. Let  be a solution

of (1.6) in C1(S1 � [0; T )). There exists ' : S1 � [0; T ) ! S1

satisfying '0 > 0 and '(p; 0) = p such that 0(p; t) = ('(p; t); t)

solves (1.2).

Proof: With the notation as above, we have

@0

@t
(p; t) =

@

@t
('; t) +

@

@p
('; t)

@'

@t

= F (0; �0; k0)n+G(0; �0; k0)t+
@'

@t
p:

© 2001 by Chapman & Hall/CRC



1.1. Short time existence 7

So 0 solves (1.2) if

@'

@t
= �jp(')j G(0; �0; k): (1.7)

With  already known, (1.7) can be regarded as an ordinary di�eren-

tial equation where p is a parameter. From the smooth dependence

on a parameter for solutions of ODE's, we deduce the existence of a

solution ' satisfying '(p; 0) = p and '0 > 0. �

This proposition shows that the geometry of the ow (1.6) de-

pends only on its normal velocity F while the tangent velocity merely

alters the parametrization of the ow.

Proposition 1.2 (local existence) Consider the Cauchy problem

for (1.2) where F is smooth and parabolic, and 0 belongs to C
2;�(S1)

for some � 2 (0; 1). There exists a positive ! 6 1 such that (1.2)

admits a solution  in eC2;�
�
S1�[0; !)� satisfying (�; 0) = 0. More-

over, the followings hold:

(i)  is smooth (and analytic if F is analytic) in S1 � (0; !),

(ii) if ! is �nite, then k(�; t), the curvature of (�; t), becomes un-

bounded as t " !, and

(iii) if 0 depends smoothly (or analytically and F is analytic) on a

parameter, so does .

From now on, we call the solution de�ned in (0; !) themaximal

solution of (1.2) starting at 0.

Proof: Applying Fact 3 in the next section to (1.5) and then using

Proposition 1.1, we know (1.2) has a unique solution  in C1�S1 �
[0; T ]

�
, T > 0, (�; 0) = 0, where T depends on the C2;�-norm of

0. Moreover, (i) and (iii) hold. Also, the solution can be extended

as long as the C2;�-norm of  is under control for some � 2 (0; 1).

© 2001 by Chapman & Hall/CRC



8 CH. 1. Basic Results

We shall show that a uniform curvature bound yields a bound on

some C2;�-norm for . In fact, we can always use a rigid motion

to bring a point (p0; t0) to the origin so that n(p0; t0) = (0; 1).

The curvature bound ensures that there exist Æ > 0 and a rectangle

R = (�a; a) � (�b; b) such that, for all t 2 (0; !), jt � t0j 6 Æ,

(�; t)TR is the graph of a function u(x; t) whose �rst and second

derivatives in x are bounded in (�a; a). By di�erentiating (1.3), we

see that the function w = ux satis�es a uniformly parabolic equation

of the form

wt =
�
a(x; t)wx

�
x
+ b(x; t)wx + c(x; t)w + f(x; t) ;

where the coeÆcients and f are uniformly bounded. By Theorem

11.1 in Chapter 3 of Ladyzhenskaja-Solonnikov-Ural�ceva [86], we con-

clude that there exists some � 2 (0; 1) such that kuk
eC2;� is uniformly

bounded in any compact subset of R�(t0; t0+Æ). By parabolic regu-

larity theory, all higher derivatives of u are bounded in any compact

subset of R� (t0; t0+Æ) as well. If the curvature of (�; t) is bounded
near !, we may solve (1.2) using (�; t0) where t0 is close to ! as

initial curve to obtain a solution which extends beyond !. This is

impossible. Hence, the curvature must become unbounded as t " !.
�

Remark 1.3 The above proof has established the following esti-

mate: Let  be a solution of (1.2) in S1 � [0; T ). Then, for any

Æ > 0 and k > 1, there exists a constant C depending on the curva-

ture such that

max
n��� @i+j
@si@tj

��� : i+ 2j 6 k
o
6 C ;

on S1 � [0; T ), where s = s(t) the arc-length parameter of (�; t).

To see this, let's �rst observe that it follows from the above proof

that @k=@s are bounded by k in [0; T ). Next, by di�erentiating

© 2001 by Chapman & Hall/CRC



1.1. Short time existence 9

the relations
��s��2 = 1 and 1s

2
ss � 2s

1
ss = k repeatedly we see

that @n=@sn can be estimated by k and its derivatives up to (n �
1)-th order. Finally, we can estimate the derivatives of  in t by

di�erentiating (1.2).

Proposition 1.4 (uniqueness) Let 1 and 2 be two solutions of

(1.2) in eC0;1(S1 � [0; T )) where F is parabolic. If 1(�; 0) = 2(�; 0)
in some parametrization, then 1(�; t) = 2(�; t) for all t.

Proof: Represent 1 and 2 as graphs over a smooth curve close to

1(�; 0) and then use Fact 6 to deduce that they are identical for all t

in [0; T ). Note that representing a closed curve as a graph over some

smooth curve is possible provided the curve is Lipschitz continuous.

�

Now we formulate two useful properties of the ow (1.2). They

are immediate consequences of the strong maximum principle.

Proposition 1.5 (preserving embeddedness) Consider (1.2)

where F is parabolic and symmetric. Then, any solution (�; t) ineC0;1(S1 � [0; T )) is embedded if 0 is embedded.

Proof: Since (�; t) tends to 0 in C0;1-norm as t # 0, (�; t) is

embedded for all small t. Suppose that (�; t) has a self-intersection
at some time. We can �nd p; q, p 6= q, and t1 > 0 such that (p; t1) =

(q; t1), but (�; t) is embedded for all t less than t1. Without loss

of generality we may take (p; t1) = (0; 0) and n(p; t1) = (0; 1). In a

suÆciently small rectangle R = (�a; a) � (�b; b), RT (�; t1) is the
union of two graphs ui; i = 1; 2; over (�a; a) satisfying u1(0; t1) =

u2(0; t1), u1x(0; t1) = u2x(0; t1) and u2 > u1 at t = t1. Moreover,

u2 > u1 for all t < t1 and close to t1. By the embeddedness of

(�; t); t < t1, (x; u2(x; t)), say, is transversed along the negative x-

axis and (x; u1(x; t)) along the positive x-axis. However, since F is

© 2001 by Chapman & Hall/CRC



10 CH. 1. Basic Results

symmetric, reversing the direction of (x; u2(x; t)) does not change the

equation it satis�es. So both u1 and u2 solve the same equation, and

we may use the strong maximum principle to conclude that u2 = u1

for all t < t1, and the contradiction holds. �

Proposition 1.6 (strong separation principle) Consider (1.2)

where F is parabolic and symmetric. Let 1 and 2 be two solu-

tions of (1.2) in C([0; T ); C0;1(S1)) and let D1(t) be a component of

R
2 n 1(�; t) whose boundary @D1(t) changes continuously in t. Sup-

pose that 2(�; 0) is contained in D1(0) and touches @D1(0) only at

regular points of 1(�; 0) or is disjoint from @D1(0). Then, 2(�; t) is
contained in D1(t) for all t > 0.

A point on a curve  is called a regular point if there is a disk D

containing this point such that D
T
(�) is a one-dimensional mani-

fold.

Proof: Parametrize both 1(�; 0) and 2(�; 0) by arc-length. We shall

prove the proposition when 2(�; 0)
T
@D1(0) is non-empty. Let X

be a point on 2(�; 0)
T
@D1(0). By our hypotheses, we can �nd

a maximal interval [�a; a] on which 2(�; 0) and 1(�; 0) coincide.

Now represent 2(�; 0) and 1(�; 0) as graphs over a smooth curve

de�ned in J = [�a� Æ; a+ Æ] for some small Æ. We may assume that

d2(�; 0) > d1(�; 0) on J and d2(�(a + Æ); t) > d2(�(a + Æ); t) for all

small t. By Fact 6, d2 > d1 for t > 0. In other words, 2 is separated

from 1 instantly. A similar argument shows that they cannot touch

afterward. �

At this point, we present an example showing that the ow (1.2)

in general, depends on the parametrization of the initial curve. Let

C be the circle fx2 + y2 = 4g and C 0 the circle fx2 + (y + 1)2 = 1g.
We may modify both circles near A = (0;�2) so that the resulting
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1.1. Short time existence 11

curves have smooth contact at A. Let B = (0; 2) and B0 = (0; 0).

Consider two curves: 1 is ABAB0AB0A and 2 is ABABAB0A,

both parametrized by arc-length and transversing in counterclock-

wise direction. Mark a point P and a point Q on C which lie on

the left and the right of A, respectively. Consider the arc PABAQ

on 2. We can �nd a corresponding arc P 0ABAQ0 on 1 with the

same length. When P and Q are close to A, we can represent the

second arc as a graph over the �rst arc. So d1(�; 0) > d2(�; 0) � 0 and

d1(�; t) > d2(�; t) for small t at the endpoints. By Fact 6, the arcs

will be separated instantly. It shows that, although the geometry of

1 and 2 are the same, their ows are di�erent.

Now we give some consequences of the Sturm oscillation theorem

(see Fact 7 in the next section).

Proposition 1.7 Let 1 and 2 be two solutions of (1.2) in C
1(S1�

(0; T )) where F is parabolic and symmetric. Denote the number of

intersection points of 1(�; t) and 2(�; t) by Z(t). Then Z(t) is �nite

for all t in (0; T ), and it drops exactly at those instants t when 1(�; t)
and 2(�; t) touch tangentially at some point. Moreover, all these

instants form a discrete subset of (0; T ).

Proof: Use the local form (1.3) and Fact 7 in the next section. �

Proposition 1.8 Let  be a solution of (1.2) in C1(S1 � (0; T ))

where F is parabolic. Denote the number of nodes of (�; t) by N(t).

Then N(t) is �nite for all t in (0; T ) and drops exactly at those

instants when F ((�; t); �(�; t); k(�; t)) has a double zero. The instants

at which this happens form a discrete set.

A point (p) on a curve  is a node of F if F ((p); �(p); k(p)) =

0. In the curve shortening ow, a node is simply an inection point

of the curve.
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12 CH. 1. Basic Results

Proof: For each �xed t�, we may represent (�; t) as graphs over
(�; t�) for all t close to t�. From (1.4), we know that a node of (�; t)
is a zero of dt(�; t). By di�erentiating (1.4), dt is seen to satisfy a

linear parabolic equation, and so the proposition follows from Fact

7. �

We end this section by establishing a more general existence

result for immersed curves.

Proposition 1.9 Consider the Cauchy problem for (1.2) where F

is uniformly parabolic, symmetric, and satis�es (i) for any compact

K in R2 � S1 � R, there exists a constant C such that����@F@x
����+ ����@F@y

����+ ����@F@�
����+ ����@F@q

����jqj 6 C(1 + q2) ; (1.8)

for all (x; y; �; q) in K � R, and (ii)

F (; �; 0) only depends on � : (1.9)

Then, for any closed C0;1-curve 0, there exists T > 0 such that the

Cauchy problem for (1.2) has a unique solution in eC0;1(S1� [0; T ))\
C1(S1 � (0; T )).

Proof: Since 0 is a C
0;1-curve, we can �nd open intervals J�; � =

1; � � � ; N , in di�erent coordinates and C0;1-functions u�0 de�ned over

J� such that 0 can be described as the union of the graphs f(x; u�0 (x)) :
x 2 J�g, � = 1; � � � ; N . Let fj0g be a smooth approximation to 0

where 
j

0 is the graph of some smooth u
�;j

0 in J� converging to u�0 in

C0;1-norm. By Proposition 1.2, for each j there is a maximal solution

j taking 
j

0 as its initial curve in [0; !j); !j > 0. We �rst show that

f!jg has a uniform positive lower bound.

Let C0 be any circle of radius Æ centered at a point lying on

the 3Æ-neighborhood of 0 and let C(t) be the ow (1.2) starting at
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1.1. Short time existence 13

C0. There is a uniform, positive t1 such that all C(t) exist and stay

outside the Æ-neighborhood of 0 for all t in [0; t1]. By the strong

separation principle, we know that, for suÆciently large j, j(�; t) is
con�ned to the Æ-neighborhood of 0 for t < minf!j ; t1g. On the

other hand, for each � and x 2 J�, consider the vertical line seg-

ment `x which passes the point (x; 0) and whose endpoints lie on

the boundary of the 4Æ-neighborhood of 0. Since F (; �; 0) only

depends on �, the ow (1.2) starting at `x, `x(t), is again a vertical

line segment, and it moves horizontally at constant speed. For each

�, �x a subinterval J 0�, J 0� � J�, so that the union of the graphs

(x; u�;j(x; t)) over J 0� still covers to j(�; t). There exists t2 > 0

such that the line segments `x(t); x 2 J�, cover J
0
� for all t < t2.

Besides, the endpoints of `x(t) lie outside the 2Æ-neighborhood of

0. Now, as each `x intersects the graph of u
�;j

0 transversally at ex-

actly one point, by the Sturm oscillation theorem (Fact 7 in the next

section) the graph of u�;j(�; t) cannot become vertical in J 0� � [0; t3],

t3 = minf!j ; t1; t2g. This means that the gradient of u�;j is bounded.
Observe that u � u�;j satis�es (1.3), which is now written as

ut =
p
1 + u2x �(x; u; ux; uxx) :

So w � @u�;j=@x satis�es

wt = (
p
1 + w2 �(x; u(x; t); w;wx))x :

By uniform parabolicity and the structural condition (1.7), it follows

from Theorem 3.1 in Chapter 5 of [86] that wx is uniformly bounded

on every compact subset of J 0� � (0; t3]. Thus, the curvature of each

j is bounded as long as t 6 t� = minft1; t2g. By Proposition 1.2,

j exist in [0; t�] for all large j.

Next, we derive a uniform gradient estimate for u�;j by the fol-

lowing trick. Instead of using `x, we tilt it a little bit to the right
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14 CH. 1. Basic Results

and to the left to obtain line segments `0x and `
00

x. Each `0x (resp. `
00

x)

makes an angle �0 < �=2 (resp. �00 > �=2) with the positive x-axis.

When �0 and �00 are close to �=2, `0x and `
00

x are still transversal to the

graph of u
�;j

0 , and their endpoints still lie outside the Æ-neighborhood

of 0. By the Sturm oscillation theorem again,

juxj 6 maxftan �0; j tan �00jg

for all u = u�;j over J 0� � [0; t�]. As before, it implies a uniform gra-

dient bound on every compact subset of J 0��(0; t�] and, by parabolic

regularity, all higher order bounds follow. By passing to a convergent

subsequence, we obtain a solution of (1.2) which is a local Lipschitz

graph of u�(x; t), x 2 J 0�; t 6 t� with uniform C0;1-norm. Proposi-

tion 1.10 below ensures that this solution takes 0 as its initial curve

and it belongs to eC0;1(S1 � [0; t�]). �

Proposition 1.10 Let  be a solution of (1.2) in [0; T ) where F is

uniformly parabolic and symmetric. Suppose that f(�; t) : t 2 [0; T )g
is contained in some bounded set. There exist positive constants �

and C depending on F and the bounded set such that

(�; t) � N
C
p
t�t0((�; t0)) (1.10)

for all t0 and t satisfying 0 6 t� t0 < minf�; Tg.
Proof: By uniform parabolicity, there exist positive constants k0

and C1 such that

supfF (x; y; �; q) : (x; y) 2 D and � 2 Rg 6 C1q

for all q > k0, where D is a bounded set containing the image of

(�; t), for all t 2 [0; T ). Let C0 be any circle of radius Æ, Æ 6 1=k0,

centered at the boundary of the 2Æ-neigborhood of (�; t); t0 2 [0; T ),

and denote the solution of

@C

@t
= C1kn; C(�; t0) = C0 ;
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1.2. Facts from the parabolic theory 15

by C(t). This solution is a family of shrinking circles whose radius at

t is given by
p
Æ2 � 2C1t. Hence, it exists for t in [t0; t0 + Æ2=(2C1)).

Noticing that the curvature of C(t) is increasing and so (1.10) con-

tinues to hold, we infer from Proposition 1.6 that (�; t) and C(t)

are disjoint. Since the center of C(t) could be any point on the

boundary of N2Æ((�; t0)), (�; t) stays inside N2Æ((�; t0)) as long as
0 6 t� t0 < Æ2=(2C1). In particular, taking t� t0 = Æ2=(4C1) yields

the desired result where C = (ÆC1)
1=2 and � = (4C1k

2
0)
�1. �

1.2 Facts from the parabolic theory

Let E be a region in R2 . We consider the equation

ut = �(x; t; u; ux; uxx) ; (x; t) 2 E ; (1.11)

where �(x; t; z; p; q) is smooth in E�R3 . This equation is parabolic if
@�=@q is positive in E�R3 , and uniformly parabolic if � 6 @�=@q 6

� holds for some positive constants � and �. A function de�ned

in E is called a (classical) solution of (1.11) if it is continuously

di�erentiable in t, twice continuously di�erentiable in x and satis�es

(1.11). From now on, a solution always means a classical solution.

The parabolic H�older space is de�ned as follows. Let Q = I �
(0; T ) be a cylinder. For a function u de�ned in Q, we introduce

the following semi-norms and norms: for each integer k > 0 and

� 2 (0; 1], set

�
u
�
�
= sup

n ju(x; t) � u(y; s)j
(jx� yj2 + jt� sj)�=2 : (x; t); (y; s) 2 Q

o
;

kuk
eCk;�(Q)

=
X

i+2j6k

 @i+ju
@xi@tj


C(Q)

+
X

i+2j=k

h @i+ju
@xi@tj

i
�

:
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16 CH. 1. Basic Results

The parabolic H�older space eCk;�(Q) is the completion of C1(Q)

under k � k
eCk;�(Q)

.

We �rst state results for the linear equation

ut=a(x; t)uxx + b(x; t)ux + c(x; t)u� f(x; t) : (1.12)

Fact 1 (a priori estimates) Consider (1.12) in S1� (0; T ) where it

is uniformly parabolic and the coeÆcients and f are 2�-periodic and

in eCk;�(Q) for some (k; �). Then, for any solution u in eCk+2;�(Q),

there exists a constant C which depends on �;�; k; � and the eCk;�-

norms of the coeÆcients such that

u
eCk+2;�(Q)

6 C
�f

eCk;�(Q)
+
u(�; 0)

Ck+2;�(S1)

�
:

Moreover, for any sub-cylinder Q0 = S1 � (t0; T ), t0 > 0 there

exists a constant C 0 which depends on t0; �;�; k; � and the eCk;�-

norms of the coeÆcients such that

u
eCk+2;�(Q0)

6 C 0
�f

eCk;�(Q)
+
u(�; 0)

C(S1)

�
: (1.13)

Fact 2 (existence and uniqueness) Consider (1.12) in S1 �
(0; T ) where it is uniformly parabolic, and the coeÆcients and f are

2�-periodic and in eCk;�(Q) for some (k; �). Then, for any u0 in

Ck+2;�(S1), there exists a unique solution u in eCk+2;�(Q) satisfying

u(�; 0) = u0.

Fact 2 may be proved in the following way. First, solve the

Cauchy problem in the smooth category by means of separation of

variables. Then use an approximation argument coupling with the

global a priori estimate in Fact 1 to get the general result.

Now we consider the nonlinear equation (1.11).
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Fact 3 (local solvability) Consider (1.11) in S1 � (0; T ) where �

is smooth and parabolic. For any u0 in Ck+2;�(S1) for some (k; �),

there exists a positive t0 6 T such that (1.11) has a solution u ineCk+2;�(Q) satisfying u(�; 0) = u0. Moreover, if u0 depends smoothly

on a parameter (resp. analytically on a parameter and � is ana-

lytic), then u also depends smoothly (resp. analytically) on the same

parameter.

Fact 3 is a consequence of the inverse function theorem. In fact,

by replacing u by u�u0, we may assume the initial value is identically
zero. Let Q(t) = S1 � (0; t), t 6 t0 where t0 is to be chosen later,

and de�ne a map F from X =
�
u 2 eCk+2;�(Q(t)) : u(�; 0) = 0

	
toeCk;�(Q(t)) by

F(u) = ut � �(x; t; u; ux; uxx) :

The Fr�echet derivative of F at the speci�ed function u0 = �(x; t; 0; 0; 0)t

is given by

DF(u0)v = vt �
�@�
@q

vxx +
@�

@p
vx +

@�

@z
v
�
;

where the coeÆcients are evaluated at u0. Since � is parabolic,

it follows from Fact 2 that DF(u0) is invertible. By the inverse

function theorem there exist t0; �; Æ such that, for any f satisfying

kf � F(u0)k
eCk;�(Q(t))

< Æ, there exists a unique u satisfying ku �
u0k

eCk+2;�(Q(t))
< Æ such that F(u) = f for all t 6 t0. As F(u0) tends

to zero as t # 0, there is some t1 > 0 such that kF(u0)k
eCk;�(Q(t))

< Æ.

In other words, F(u) = 0 is solvable in eCk+2;�(S1 � [0; t1]). Now,

the smoothnanalytic dependence on a parameter is a consequence of

the implicit function theorem. For an appropriate version see, e.g.,

Zeidler [112].
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18 CH. 1. Basic Results

Fact 4 (instant smoothnessnanalyticity) Let u 2 eC2;�(Q) be a

solution of (1.11) where � is smooth and parabolic. Then u belongs

to C1(S1 � (0; T )). Moreover, if � is further analytic, then u is

analytic in S1 � (0; T ).

This fact can be deduced from Fact 3. For any solution u, we set

ua;b = u(x+ at; bt) where a is near 0 and b near 1. Then ua;b solves

(1.11) for � = �a;b � aux + b�(x+ at; bt; u; ux; uxx), which depends

smoothlynanalytically on (a; b). According to Fact 3,

@j+kua;b

@aj@bk

���
(a;b)=(0;1)

= tj+k
@j+ku

@xj@tk

���
(x;t)

:

Hence, u is smoothnanalytic for t > 0.

Next we consider the strong maximum principle. Recall that a

(classical) subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (1.11) or (1.12) is a

function which satis�es (1.11) or (1.12) with \=" replaced by \6"

(resp. \>"). For any (x0; t0) in E, we de�ne E(x0; t0) to be the set

consisting of all points in E which lie on or below the horizontal line

segment ` passing through (x0; t0) in E or can be connected to ` by

a vertical line segment contained inside E.

Fact 5 (strong maximum principle) Consider (1.12) where it is

uniformly parabolic, the coeÆcients are bounded, c 6 0 and f = 0.

Suppose u is a subsolution of (1.12) which attains a non-negative

maximum M at (x0; t0) in E. Then u =M in E(x0; t0).

Fact 6 (strong comparison principle) Let u and v be, respec-

tively, a subsolution and a supersolution of (1.11) which is parabolic,

in C(Q). Suppose that u 6 v on the parabolic boundary @pQ �
I � f0gS @I � [0; T ). Then, either u � v or u < v in Q n @pQ.

Let w = e�t(u � v). Then, for suÆciently large �, w satis�es a
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1.3. The evolution of geometric quantities 19

uniformly parabolic, linear equation of the form (1.12) where c 6 0.

So Fact 6 follows from Fact 5. In Chapter 8 we need a weak version of

Fact 6. Let's consider (1.12) where a is non-negative, the coeÆcients

are bounded and f � 0. Theweak maximum principle states that

a subsolution which is non-positive on the parabolic boundary of E

is non-positive in E. Using this principle, we immediately deduce

the weak comparison principle: Let u and v be a subsolution

and a supersolution of (1.11) in C(Q), respectively. Suppose that

@�=@q > 0 and u 6 v on @PQ. Then u 6 v in Q.

Finally, we need the following:

Fact 7 (\Sturm oscillation theorem") Consider (1.12) in Q

where it is uniformly parabolic, a; ax; axx; at; b; bx; bt and c are bounded

measurable, and f = 0. Suppose u is a solution which never vanishes

on @I � [0; T ]. Then Z(t), the number of zeroes of u(�; t), is �nite

and non-increasing for all t 2 (0; T ) and it drops exactly at multiple

zeroes. The set ft 2 (0; T ) : u(�; t) has a multiple zero g is discrete.

1.3 The evolution of geometric quantities

In this section, we derive the evolution equations satis�ed by the

basic geometric quantities for the solution of (1.6). We �rst compute

the evolution of the arc-length element s = jpj. By (1.1), we have

@s2

@t
= 2

�
@

@p
;
@

@t

@

@p

�

= 2

�
@

@p
;
@

@p

@

@t

�
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20 CH. 1. Basic Results

= �2Fs2k + 2s2Gs:

Hence

@s

@t
= (�Fk +Gs)s : (1.14)

Next, the unit tangent t satis�es

@t

@t
= � 1

s2
@s

@t

@

@p
+
1

s

@

@p
(Fn+Gt )

= (Fs +Gk)n:

Now,

@n

@t
=

�
@n

@t
;n

�
n+

�
@n

@t
; t

�
t

= �(Fs +Gk)t:

By di�erentiating both sides of t = (cos �; sin �) we have

@�

@t
= Fs +Gk: (1.15)

By the Frenet formulas, we know that k = @�=@s. Therefore,

@k

@t
=

@

@t

�
1

s

@�

@p

�

= � 1

s2
@s

@t

@�

@p
+
1

s

@

@p

�
@�

@t

�

= (Fk �Gs)k + (Fs +Gk)s: (1.16)

In particular,

@k

@t
= kss + k3 (1.17)
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holds for the CSF.

The length of (�; t); L(t), satis�es

dL

dt
=

Z
I

@s

@t
dp

= �
Z
(Fk �Gs)ds

= �
Z
Fkds:

(1.18)

So, the curve shortening ow is the negative L2-gradient ow for the

length. For the generalized curve shortening ow for closed curves,

we have

dL

dt
= �

Z


jkj1+�ds:

So, the length of the curve is strictly decreasing along the ow. In

fact, by Z


jkjds > 2�

and the H�older inequality, we have

dL

dt
6 �(2�)�+1L�� ;

and

L1+�(t0) 6 L1+�(0) � (2�)1+�(1 + �)t :

It implies an upper bound on the life span which only depends on

the length of the initial curve.
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For an embedded closed solution we can use the formula for the

enclosed area

A = �1

2

Z


< ;n > ds

to compute

dA

dt
= �1

2

Z
Fds+

1

2

Z �
Fs +Gk

�
< ; t > ds

+
1

2

Z �
Fk �Gs

�
< ;n > ds ;

which, after integration by parts, gives

dA

dt
= �

Z


Fds : (1.19)

For the curve shortening ow, we have the following remarkable prop-

erty:

A(t) = A(0) � 2�t : (1.20)

It says that, no matter what the initial curve is, the life span of the

ow is equal to A(0)=2�, which only depends on the initial area. (In

the next chapter, we shall show that the ow exists until A(t) = 0.)

Notes

Local existence. It was Gage and Hamilton [58] who �rst pointed

out the weak parabolicity of the curve shortening ow when it is

viewed as a system for (1; 2). Instead of reducing it to a sin-

gle parabolic equation, they employed a version of the Nash-Moser

implicit function theorem to show local existence. However, in sub-

sequent work, local existence was obtained via reduction to a single
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equation in various way. In [13] and [14], Angenent studied (1.2) on

a surface. Very general results on local existence and the existence

of limit curves are obtained. In particular, Propositions 1.2{1.10 are

essentially contained in [14]. Some of his main results on local exis-

tence may be described as follows.

Let M be a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold and let (�; t)
be a family of curves, from S1 to M . At each point of the curve,

we can decompose the velocity vector t into its normal and tangent

components with respect to a frame (t;n). Consider the ow

V = F (t; k) ; (1.21)

where V is the normal velocity of (�; t). The function F is de�ned

in S1(M)�R where S1(M) is the unit tangent bundle of M and t; k

are, respectively, the tangent and curvature of (�; t). For simplicity,
F is assumed to be smooth in S1(M) � R, and it further satis�es

some of the following assumptions: for some positive �;�; � and �,

(i) � 6 @F=@k 6 �,

(ii)
��F (t; 0)�� 6 �,

(iii)
��rhF

��+ ��krvV
�� 6 �

�
1 + jkj2�, and

(iv) F (�t;�k) = �F (t; k),
in S1(M)�R. Here rh and rv are, respectively, the horizontal and

vertical components of the gradient of F , rF , in t. Now we can

state:

Theorem A Under (i){(iii), the Cauchy problem for (1.21) has a

maximal solution in (0; !); ! > 0, for any locally Lipschitz 0.

Theorem B Under (i){(vi), the Cauchy problem for (1.21) has a

maximal solution in (0; !); ! > 0, for any C1-locally graph-like curve

0.
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See [14] for the de�nition of a C1-locally graph-like curve. We

point out that any curve which is locally the graph of a continu-

ous function is C1-locally graph-like. In particular, it implies that

Proposition 1.9 holds without (1.8).

Parabolic theory. We refer to the books [86], Protter-Weinberger

[96], and Lieberman [88] for detailed information on the basic facts

of parabolic theory, except for Fact 7. The deduction of Fact 4 from

Fact 3 is taken from [13] where it is attributed to DaPrato and Gris-

vard. Fact 7, the most general form of the Sturm oscillation theorem

for parabolic equations, is taken from Angenent [12]. Results of this

type were established by many authors since Sturm in 1836.

Geometric ows. The equivalence between (1.2) and (1.6) was

formulated in Epstein-Gage [48]. Here our proof follows Chou [29].

Usually, people choose G to vanish identically. Another useful choice

is to make the parametrization have constant speed at each t. We

shall illustrate this point below.

Apparently, Proposition 1.1 holds when F and G depend also on

the derivatives of k with respect to the arc-length. Equation (1.2)

in this form may be called a geometric evolution equation. Quite a

number of geometric evolution equations have been studied in recent

years. Usually, they are closely related to geometric functionals, such

as the area, the length, or some curvature integrals. For instance,

the generalized curve shortening ow decreases both the area and the

length of an embedded, closed curve. In some physical situations, one

would like to have a ow which decreases the length but preserves

the area (the total mass). The simplest choice of parabolic ows of
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1.3. The evolution of geometric quantities 25

this kind is the ow driven by surface di�usion

@

@t
= �kssn :

The reader is referred to Cahn-Taylor [24], Cahn-Elliott-Novick-Cohen

[23] and Giga-Ito [64] for physical background and analysis of this

ow.

Flows decreasing the elastic energyZ
k2ds

are also studied by some authors. By taking variations in di�erent

function spaces, one arrives at three di�erent curvature ows as-

soicated to this energy, see Langer-Singer [87], Wen [110], and [111].

When one does not insist on parabolic equations and looks for

ows which preserve length and area, one may consider F depend-

ing on the derivatives of the curvature in odd orders. As the sim-

plest example, let's take F = �ks. Clearly, the resulting ow pre-

serves length and area. Let (�; t) be a solution of this ow. We

reparametrize it by setting 0(�; t) = 
�
p(s; t); t

�
where s = s(p; t) is

the arc-length element of (�; t). Then 0(�; t) satis�es
@0

@t
= �ksn+Gt :

G can be determined by requiring @s=@t = 0. On one hand, we have

0ts =
�� kss +Gk

�
n+

�
ksk +Gs

�
t

by (1.1). On the other hand, we have

0st =
�� kss +Gk

�
n ;

by (1.15). Since @s=@t = 0, we have 0ts = 0st. It implies that

G = �k2=2, and so the ow is given by

0t = �ksn� 1

2
k2t : (1.22)
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Now, by (1.16), the curvature k(s; t) satis�es the modi�edKdV equa-

tion,

kt + ksss +
3

2
k2ks = 0 : (1.23)

This equation is one among many integrable equations studied ex-

tensively in the past several decades. Since a curve is determined

by its curvature up to a rigid motion, there is a formal equivalence

between (1.22) and (1.23). It turns out that many integrable equa-

tions are associated to the motion of curves in the plane or the space

in this way. For further discussion, see Goldstein-Petrich [69] and

Nakayama-Segur-Wadati [91].
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Chapter 2

Invariant Solutions for the

Curve Shortening Flow

We discuss invariant solutions { travelling waves, spirals and self-

similar solutions { for the generalized curve shortening ow (GCSF)

@

@t
=
��k����1kn ; � > 0 : (2.1)

They are not merely examples. In fact, they can be used as com-

parison functions to yield a priori estimates. Even more signi�cant

is their role in the classi�cation of the singularities of (2.1). For the

curve shortening ow, the travelling waves, which are called grim

reapers, describe the asymptotic shape of type II singularity and the

contracting self-similar solutions (they are circles when embedded)

characterize type I singularities. We shall discuss this in Chapter

5. Travelling waves, spirals, and expanding self-similar solutions ap-

pear to be very stable. They can be used to describe the long time

behaviour of complete, unbounded solutions of (2.1).

2.1 Travelling waves

A travelling wave is a solution of (2.1) which assumes the form

v(x; t) = v(x) + ct when it is expressed as a graph locally over some

27
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28 CH. 2. Invariant Solutions for the Curve Shortening Flow

x-axis. It satis�es the equation

vxx =
�
1 + v2x

� 3��1
2� ; (2.2)

after a scaling in (x; t) to take c = 1. It is easy to see that any

solution of (2.2) is even and convex. If we rotate the axes by 90Æ, the

graph (x; v(x)) consists of two branches of the form x�(v � t) and

thus justi�es the name of a travelling wave.

Depending on the value of �, these solutions can be put into two

classes. First, for 0 < � 6 1=2, v is entire over R and satis�es

lim
x�!1

v(x)

x
1��
1�2�

=
�1� 2�

�

� 1��
1�2�

� �

1� �

�
; � <

1

2
;

and

lim
x�!1

v(x)

ex
=

1

2
;
�
� =

1

2

�
:

When � > 1=2, there exists a �nite x depending on � such that

dv=dx blows up at x. Moreover,

lim
x"x

v(x)

� log(x� x)
= 1 (� = 1) ;

lim
x"x

v(x)

(x� x)
1��
1�2�

=
�2� � 1

�

� 1��
1�2�

� �

1� �

� �1
2
< � < 1

�
;

and

lim
x"x

v(x) = v <1 ; (� > 1) :

It is worthwhile to point out that when � = 1, v(x) is given

explicitly by the \grim reaper"

v(x) = log secx+ constant ; x 2 (��=2 ; �=2) :

When � > 1, travelling waves are not complete as curves.

Travelling waves with speed c are given by the graphs of c�1v(cx).

Intuitively speaking, the speed increases as the width of the wave

narrows upward.
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2.2 Spirals

Spirals are travelling waves in the polar angle �. To describe its equa-

tion, we express the solution curve as
�
r cos(�(r) + ct

�
, r sin

�
�(r) +

ct)
�
, where the distance to the origin r is the parameter of the curve.

The resulting solution is a curve rotating around the origin with

speed jcj. For simplicity, in the following discussion we always take

c to be positive so that it rotates in counterclockwise direction. By

a direct computation, the curvature of this curve is given by

k(r) =
2�

0

(r) + r�
00

(r) + r2�
03(r)

(1 + r2�
02)3=2

;

and the normal velocity is given by

@

@t
� n =

cr

(1 + r2�
02)3=2

:

Letting �(r) = '(y), r = y2, a solution of the GCSF is a spiral if

and only if ' satis�es

d'

dy
=

�

2y
; (2.3)

d�

dy
=

1

2
(1 + �2)

h
cy

1
2�
� 1

2

�
1 + �2

� 1
2
� 1

2� � �

y

i
: (2.4)

(2.3) and (2.4) can be combined to yield

�
tan�1 �(y)

�0
=

c

2
y

1
2�
� 1

2

�
1 + �2

� 1
2
� 1

2� � '0(y) ;

that is,

'(y) = � tan�1 �(y) +
1

2

Z
y

z
1
2�
� 1

2

�
1 + �(z)2

�1
2
� 1

2� dz : (2.5)

In particular, when � = 1,

'(y) =
c

2
y � tan�1 �(y) + constant :
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We analyze (2.4) as follows. Setting its right hand side to zero, we

have

cy
1
2�

+ 1
2 =

�

(1 + �2)
1
2
� 1

2�

:

This equation de�nes a curve � = (y;�(y)) in (0;1) � R, where �

is strictly increasing and satis�es

lim
y#0

�(y)

cy
1
2
+ 1

2�

= 1 ; (2.6)

and

lim
y�!1

�(y)

c�y
�

2
+ 1

2

= 1 : (2.7)

The curve � divides (0;1) � R into an upper and a lower region.

Any integral curve of (2.4) starting from the upper region strictly

decreases as y increases until it hits �; then it becomes increasing

and tends to � asymptotically, never crossing � again. On the other

hand, any integral curve starting from (0;1) � (�1; 0) is strictly

increasing and tends to � from below as y �! 1. Denote by 
+

the union of all integral curves starting in the upper region, and by


� the union of all integral curve starting in (0;1)� (�1; 0). Both

regions are open and 
+ lies above 
�. Set

��(y) = inf
�
� : (y; �) 2 
+

	
; and

��(y) = sup
�
� : (y; �) 2 
�	 :

By continuity, both �� and �� are solutions of (2.4) satisfying ��(0) =

��(0) = 0. Using (2.4), it is not hard to see that

�(y) =
�c

2� + 1
y
1
2
+ 1

2�

�
1 + o(1)

�
at y = 0 ; (2.8)

for any solution � starting at the origin. It follows from (2.8) that

the solution satis�es �(0) = 0 is = unique. Hence, �� and �� are
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identical. From now on we denote it by �0. We call a (maximal)

solution �+ (resp. ��) from 
+ (resp. 
�) a type{I (resp. type{II)

solution. It is not hard to see that, for any �+ or ��, there exists

Æ > 0 such that

lim
y#Æ

�+(y) =1

lim
y#Æ

��(y) = �1 : (2.9)

Moreover, for each Æ > 0 there exist a unique type{I and a unique

type{II solution which blow up at Æ. The graphs of all type{I, type{II

solutions, and �0 form a foliation of (0;1) � R.

The solution curve � = '(y) + ct depends on two parameters

because ' satis�es a second order ODE. One of the parameters is

the choice of � and the other is the integration constant arising from

integrating (2.3). The latter accounts for a rotation of the solution

curve in the (x; u)-plane and is not essential. We shall always assume

that the solution curve starts at the positive x-axis. The solution

curve rotates in unit speed with its shape unchanged. It suÆces to

look at the snapshot at t = 0, i.e., '(y).

First of all, let ' be a solution of (2.3) where � 2 (Æ;1), Æ > 0.

Its curvature is given by

k(r) =
cr

1
�

(1 + �2(r))
1
2�

: (2.10)

Hence, k(r) �! 0 as r # Æ and k(r) = O
�c
r

�
at r =1. We also have

�(r) =
cr1+�

1 + �

�
1 + o(1)

�
at r =1 :

When � is equal to �0 or of type{I, � increases from 0 to 1 as y

increases from Æ to 1. When � is of type{II, there exists Æ0 > Æ such

that �(Æ0) = 0. So � decreases for y 2 (Æ; Æ0) and increases to 1 in
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32 CH. 2. Invariant Solutions for the Curve Shortening Flow

(Æ0;1).

The regularity of the spiral with its tip at the origin can be read

from (2.10). As ds=dr = (1 + �2)1=2, where ds is the arc-length

element, we see that the spiral is smooth at the tip if and only if

1=� is a non-negative integer. When 1=� is odd, we can extend it by

setting �
x(r); y(r)

�
= ��x(�r); y(�r)� ; r 2 (�1; 0) :

The resulting curve is a smooth, complete, simple curve whose cur-

vature is positive for all non-zero r. It is called the \yin-yang" curve

when � = 1. It is possible to match a type{I solution with a type{II

solution to form a smooth, complete, embedded asymmetric spiral.

To see this, let's choose �+ and �� so that they blow up at the same

Æ. The corresponding curves � start at (0;
p
Æ). We joint � to

+ to form a complete, embedded . We claim that it is smooth

at (0;
p
Æ). For, since d�=dr > 0 on + and d�=dr < 0 on � near

(0;
p
Æ), we may represent  as a function y = y(�), for � 2 (�"; "),

" small. When � 2 (�"; 0], (resp. � 2 [0; ")),  is + (resp. �). To

show that y is smooth at 0 we write (2.4) as

�L� = (1 + L2)
h
cy

1
2�
� 1

2 (1 + L2)
1
2
� 1

2�L
1
� y � 1

i
; (2.11)

where L = 1=� is regarded as a function of �. Notice that L is

continuous in (�"; ") and L(0) = 0. On the other hand, from (2.3)

we have

y� = 2yL : (2.12)

(2.11) and (2.12) together form a system of ODEs for y and L. Since

the pair (y; L) is continuous in (�"; "), it is also smooth there.

In conclusion, we have proved the following results. Given any

positive c and point X in R
2 , there exists a spiral of the GCSF ro-

tating around the origin in constant speed c in the counterclockwise
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2.3. The support function of a convex curve 33

direction. Moreover, it has a unique inection point at X. The spi-

ral is unique when X 6= (0; 0) and unique up to a rotation when

X = (0; 0).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1

Spirals for � = 1 : (a) the yin-yang curve and (b) an asymmetric spiral.

2.3 The support function of a convex curve

Before we discuss self-similar solutions of the generalized curve short-

ening ow, we make a digression to review some basic facts of the

support function for a convex curve.

Let  be a curve with positive curvature, i.e, it is uniformly

convex. The normal angle1 � at a point (p) is de�ned by n(p) =

�(cos �; sin �). It is determined modulo 2�. Just as the tangent an-

gle, once we �x its value at a certain point on the curve (p), the

normal angles at other points on the curve are �xed by continuity.

The image of I under the normal map �(p), J , is an open interval

(�1; �2) and  is closed only if �2 � �1 is a multiple of 2�. We may

use the normal angle to parametrize the curve. In the following, we

let  = (�) so that n = �(cos �; sin �). The support function of

 is a function de�ned in J given by h(�) = h(�); (cos �; sin �)i: We

1The Greek letter � is used to denote the tangent or the normal angle in

di�erent context. In the de�nitions for the support function, equations (3.9) and

(4.1), it stands for the normal angle, while it means the tangent angles in other

places.
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have

h�(�) = �1 sin � + 2 cos � :

Therefore,  can be recovered from h by8><>:
1 = h cos � � h� sin �;

2 = h sin � + h� cos � :

(2.13)

The curvature of  can be expressed in terms of the support function

in a very neat form. In fact,

h�� + h = �1
�
sin � + 2

�
cos �

=

�
d

ds

ds

d�
; t

�

=
ds

d�
:

By the Frenet formulas, we have

h�� + h =
1

k
: (2.14)

The support function can be described as follows. Let ` be

the tangent line passing a point P on the curve whose normal is

�(cos �; sin �). Then, the support function is the signed distance

from the origin O to `; it is positive (resp. negative) if the angle

between OP and (cos �; sin �) is acute (resp. obtuse). We note that

the support function depends on the choice of the origin. When

O is changed to O0, the support function is changed from h to

h� hOO0; (cos �; sin �)i:
The relationship between uniformly convex, closed curves and

their support functions is contained in the following proposition whose

proof is straightforward.
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Proposition 2.1 Any 2n�-periodic function h with h�� + h > 0

determines a closed, uniformly convex curve by (2.13) whose support

function is u. Two curves determined by h and h0, respectively, di�er

by a translation if and only if the di�erence of h and h0 is equal to

C1 cos � + C2 sin � for some C1 and C2. Moreover,  is embedded if

and only if h is 2�-periodic.

Let (�; t) be a family of uniformly convex curves satisfying (1.2).
We have

@e
@t

= p
@p

@t
+ Fn ;

where e(�; t) = (p(�; t); t). Consequently, h(�; t) = he(�; t);�ni
satis�es

ht = �F (; � + �

2
; k) ; (2.15)

where  and k are given in (2.13) and (2.14), respectively, and we

have chosen the tangent angle to be �+�=2. It is a parabolic equation

if F is parabolic. For convex ows, this is the most convenient way

to reduce (1.2) to a single equation. Notice again by Proposition 1.1,

(2.15) is equivalent to (1.2) as long as (�; t) is closed and uniformly

convex.

2.4 Self-similar solutions

Now let's return to the GCSF. We seek solutions of this ow whose

shapes change homothetically during the evolution: b(�; t) = �(t)(�).
According to Proposition 1.1, b is a self-similar solution if and only

if its normal velocity is equal to jbkj��1 bk. We have

�0�� � n = jkj��1k:

When this curve is not at, �0�� must be a non-zero constant. After

a rescaling, we may simply assume the constant is 1 or -1. When it is
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1, �(t) = [(1+�)t+ const.]
1

1+� and so b expands as t increases. When

it is -1, �(t) = [�(1+�)t+ const.]
1

1+� , and so b contracts as to a point
t increases up to some �xed time. We call the former an expanding

self-similar solution and the latter a contracting self-similar

solution. Noticing that kn is independent of the orientation of the

curve, we may assume that k is positive somewhere. By introducing

the normal angle and the support function h, it is readily seen that

h satis�es the following ODE,

h�� + h =
1

(�h)p ; (expanding self-similar curve) (2.16)

or

h�� + h =
1

hp
; (contracting self-similar curve) ; (2.17)

where p = 1=�.

We shall study (2.16) and (2.17) for � 6 1. First, let's denote the

solution of (2.16) subject to the initial conditions h(0) = ��; � > 0

and h�(0) = 0 by h(�; �). Clearly, for each � 2 (0;1), h(�; �) is an
even, convex function which is strictly increasing in (0; �(�)) where

�(�) is the zero of h(�; �) and h�(�; �) blows up as � " �(�). Further,
we claim that h(�; �1) > h(�; �2) for �1 < �2 and �(�) is strictly

increasing from 0 to �=2 as � goes from 0 to 1. To see this, we �rst

note that w = h(�; �1)�h(�; �2) satis�es w��+(1+q(�))w = 0 where

q is negative. By the Sturm comparison theorem h(�; �1) > h(�; �2)
in (��=2; �=2). Next, the \normalized" support function bh = h=�

satis�es bh(0) = 1, bh�(0) = 0 and it converges to cos � on every

compact subset of (��=2; �=2) as � ! 1. Hence, the claims hold.

Consequently, for any � in (0; �=2), the function h(� + 3�=2; �),

where � is given by � = �(�), determines a complete expanding self-

similar solution �(�) lying inside the sector f(x; y) : y < jxj tan�g;
it is the graph of a convex function u satisfying u(x)� (tan�)x! 0

and ux � tan�! 0 as x! �1. In summary, we have
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Proposition 2.2 Every expanding self-similar solution is contained

in a complete expanding self-similar solution, which is congruent to

exactly one �(�) after the multiplication of a constant.

Next, denote the solution of (2.17) subject to the initial condi-

tions h(0) = � > 1, h�(0) = 0, by h(�; �). We note that it admits a

�rst integral

1

2
(h2� + h2)� h1�p

1� p
; (p 6= 1);

or
1

2
(h2� + h2)� log h; (p = 1):

It follows that, for each �, the function h(�; �) is periodic in �. Its

maximum M = h(0) and minimum m are related by

1

2
(M2 �m2) =

1

1� p
(M1�p �m1�p); (p 6= 1)

or
1

2
(M2 �m2) = log

M

m
; (p = 1):

Hence, when p > 1, m ! 0 as M = � ! 1. Also, it is clear that

h is concave on fh > 1g and convex on fh < 1g. We claim that,

for any T 2 (�; 2�=
p
p+ 1)(p < 3) or (2�=

p
p+ 1; �)(p > 3), there

exists some � > 1 such that h(�; �) has period T . To see this, we

�rst observe that h(�; 1) � 1 is a trivial solution, which corresponds

to the unit circle. The linearized equation of (2.17) at this trivial

solution is given by

�00 + (1 + p)� = 0; �0(0) = 0 :

It admits ' = cos
p
p+ 1 � as its solution. Therefore, for small ",

h(�; 1+") = 1+" cos
p
p+ 1 �+O("2), and so the period of h(�; 1+")

is very close to 2�=
p
p+ 1. On the other hand, it is not hard to see

that the normalized support function h=� tends to j cos �j uniformly
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on every compact set in Rnf�=2 + n�; n 2 Zg. By continuity, we

conclude that every number between � and 2�=
p
p+ 1 is a period of

h. When p = 3, all solutions of (2.17) are given by

(�2 cos2(� � �0) + ��2 sin2(� � �0))
1=2; � 2 [1;1); �0 2 [0; �) :

They are support functions of ellipses.

Figure 2.2

Contracting self-similar 3-petal curves for � = 0:7; 1; 1:2.

We shall use the following characterization of the circle in the

next chapter.
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Proposition 2.3 For � > 1=3, the only closed, embedded contract-

ing self-similar solutions are circles.

Proof: Let h = h(�; �) be a 2�-periodic solution of (2.17) satisfying

h(0) = � > 1 and h�(0) = 0. We have

(h�)�� +

�
1 +

p

hp+1

�
h� = 0:

By the Sturm comparison theorem, h� must vanish at some point in

(0; �). But then it means that h is symmetric with respect to the

point. So the minimal period of h, T , is at most �.

Next, we have

1

2

�
(h2)��� + 4(h2)�

�
=

(3� p)h�

h
:

Therefore,

2(3 � p)

Z
T

0

h�

h
cos 2(� � �0)d� =

Z
T

0

cos 2(� � �0)[(h
2)��� + 4(h2)�]

= cos 2(� � �0)(h
2)��

����T
0

:

If we choose 2�0 = (T � �=2), the right hand side of this identity

becomes

�4
�

1

hp�1
(0) � h2(0)

�
cos 2�0 ;

which is positive because T 6 �. On the other hand, cos 2(T=2 �
�0) = cos �=2 = 0 and h� < 0 (resp. > 0) in (0; T=2) (resp. (T=2; T )).

Therefore, its left-hand side is negative. The contradiction holds. We

have shown that the only 2�-periodic solution of (2.17) is h(�; 1). �

In the rest of this section, we examine closed contracting self-

similar solutions for the CSF more closely. They are sometimes called

Abresch-Langer curves.

It was shown in Abresch-Langer [1] that the period of k, T (�),
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40 CH. 2. Invariant Solutions for the Curve Shortening Flow

strictly decreases from
p
2� to � as � increases from 1 to 1. Con-

sequently, for any pair of relatively prime natural numbers m and n,

satisfyingm=n 2 (1;
p
2), there corresponds a closed Abresch-Langer

curve which rotates around the origin m times and has n petals.

Moreover, no other values in (1;
p
2) yield closed curves. To recon-

cile the notations here with those in [1], we note that the �rst integral

of (2.17) (p = 1) is

1

2
h2� +

1

2
h2 = log h+ � +

1

2
;

where � =
1

2
�2 � 1

2
� log� satis�es �(1) = 0, i.e., it vanishes at the

unit circle. On the other hand, letting B = 2 log k and observing

that k = h, it follows from (2.17) that

Bss + 2(eB � 1) = 0 ;

and

1

2
B2
s + 2(eB �B � 1) = 2� :

They are precisely equations (2) and (3) in [1] where we have taken

� to 1. The total change in tangentnnormal angle within a period of
k is given by

�(�) =

Z
Bmax

Bmin

2dBp
4e�B [� � (eB �B � 1)]

=

hmaxZ
hmin

2dhp
2� � (h2 � 2 log h� 1)

= T (�) :

(2.18)

Proposition 3.2 (v) in [1] asserts that �(�) is strictly decreasing in

�, and so T is strictly decreasing in �.

Next, we consider the linearized stability of the Abresch-Langer

curve. Let wm;n be the support function of the Abresch-Langer curve
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corresponding to (m;n). Consider the eigenvalue problem with pe-

riodic boundary condition in the space Sm consisting of all periodic

functions in [0; 2m�],

L' = '�� +
�
1 +

1

w2

�
'

=
��
w2

' ;

(2.19)

where w = wm;n. It is well-known that (2.19) has in�nitely many

eigenvalues satisfying

�0 < �1 6 �2 < �3 6 �4 < � � � �! 1 ;

and the corresponding eigenfunctions '2j�1 and '2j have exactly 2j

zeroes in Sm. One can verify that '0 = w and �0 = �2. Also, the
functions cos � and sin � are eigenfunctions for the eigenvalue �1.

Proposition 2.4 When w 6� 1, w� is the (2n�1)�st eigenfunction

of (2.19) and �2n�1 = 0. Moreover, zero is a simple eigenvalue.

Proof: Since w 6� 1, w� is nontrivial and satis�es (2.19) for � = 0.

As it has exactly 2n zeroes, it is either the (2n � 1) � st or the

2n� th eigenfunction. To show that it is the former, we consider the

Neumann eigenvalue problem in
�
0;m�=n

�
:8>>><>>>:

L' =
��N
w2

' ;

'�(0) = '�
�m�
n

�
= 0 :

(2.20)

Since w is even, each eigenfunction of (2.20) can be extended by odd

function and then periodically to an eigenfunction of (2.19) with the

same eigenvalue. In particular, the eigenfunction '2 corresponding

to �2
N

has exactly 2n zeroes in Sm. As w� is the lowest Dirichlet

eigenvalue of L in
�
0;m�=2

�
and it is well-known that �D1 > �N2 , w�
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42 CH. 2. Invariant Solutions for the Curve Shortening Flow

and '2 are, respectively, the (2n� 1)� st and 2n� th eigenfunctions

of (2.19).

To show that zero is simple, we recall that w(�) = h(�; �0) for

some �0 > 1. So u(�) = @h(�; �)=@�
��
�=�0

is also a solution of (2.19)

with � = 0. However, since the period strictly decreases in �, u

cannot belong to Sm. So zero must be a simple eigenvalue. �

It follows that, when w 6� 1, the stable invariant manifold of

w is of codimension 2n and the unstable invariant manifold has di-

mension 2n � 1. When w � 1, the eigenfunctions of (2.19) can be

found explicitly. It is straightforward to verify that the stable invari-

ant manifold of w is of codimension N+ and the unstable invariant

manifold has dimension N+ where

N+ =
����q 2 Z : 2� � q

m

�2
> 0
	��� :

Notice that now zero is no longer an eigenvalue of (2.19).

Notes

The grim reapers were used in Grayson [66], Altschuler [3], and

Hamilton [72]. It can be characterized as the eternal solution (a

solution exists for all t 2 R) with non-negative curvature. Its sta-

bility was studied in Altschuler-Wu [5]. In the context of the CSF,

the spiral was �rst pointed out in Altschuler [3], where it is called

the \Yin-Yang curve." However, spirals arising from the curvature-

eikonal ow have been studied extensively in mathematical biology

and chemical reaction. See, for instance, Keener-Sneyd [84], Murray

[90], and Ikota-Ishimura-Yamaguchi [80]. The expanding self-similar

solution for the mean curvature ow was known back to Brakke [22],

who called it \evolution from a corner." See Ecker-Huisken [46] for
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a result concerning its stability. The Abresch-Langer curves were

classi�ed in [1] and further results on their stability can be found in

this paper and Epstein-Weinstein [49]. Proposition 2.4 is taken from

[49]. Our discussion on the linearized stability slightly di�ers from

[49] because they use the equation for k = k(s) instead of (2.17).

Notice that, in their formulation, the eigenfunctions cos � and sin �,

which correspond to translating the curve in the plane, do not come

up. Finally, we mention that a certain contracting spiral was used

in the study of the formation of singularities in Angenent [15] and

Angenent-Velazquez [18].

All special solutions discussed in this chapter are group invariant

solutions. A systematic investigation of the group invariant solutions

for the GCSF can be found in Chou-Li [31]. Using Lie's theory of

symmetries for di�erential equations, they determine the symmetry

group and obtain the optimal system (the largest family consisting

of mutually nonequivalent group invariant solutions) for the GCSF.

Many new special solutions are found for the aÆne CSF. In this

connection, also see Calabi-Olver-Tannenbaum [25].
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Chapter 3

The Curvature-Eikonal

Flow for Convex Curves

In this chapter, we shall study the anisotropic curvature-eikonal ow

(ACEF) for closed convex curves. Three cases|contracting to a

point, converging to a stationary shape, and expanding to in�nity{

will be studied in detail in Sections 4, 5 and 6. In Section 3, we

present a self-contained treatment of an important special case|

the curve shortening ow. Some suÆcient conditions which ensure

shrinking to a point are established in Section 2. They apply to ows

more general than the ACEF and will be used in later chapters.

3.1 Blaschke Selection Theorem

The following basic compactness result for convex sets is very basic.

Theorem 3.1 (Blaschke Selection Theorem) Let fKjg be a se-

quence of convex sets which are contained in a bounded set. Then

there exists a subsequence fKj
k

g and a convex set K such that Kj
k

converges to K in the Hausdor� metric.

Recall that the Hausdor� metric for two arbitrary sets A and B

are given by

45
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46 CH. 3. The Curvature-Eikonal Flow for Convex Curves

d(A;B) = inf
�
� > 0 : A � B + �D1 ; B � A+ �D1

	
;

where D1 is the unit disk centered at the origin.

The convergence in Hausdor� metric for convex sets is related to

the uniform convergence of their support functions. In fact, for any

convex set K, its support function is given by

h(�) = sup
n
h(x; y); (cos �; sin �)i : (x; y) 2 K

o
:

When the boundary of K, @K, is uniformly convex, this de�nition is

the same as the one given in x2.3. We extend h to become a function

of homogeneous degree one in the whole plane by setting

H(x; y) = rh(�) ; (x; y) = (r cos �; r sin �) :

Then H is convex. To see this, we note that, when @K is uniformly

convex, the Hessian matrix of H is given by

h�� + h

r

2664
sin2 � � sin � cos �

� sin � cos � cos2 �

3775 ;

and it is non-negative de�nite. The general case then follows by

approximation.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between bounded convex

sets and convex functions of homogeneous degree one in the plane.

Actually, any such function H determines a convex set de�ned by

K =
n
(x; y) : h(x; y); (cos �; sin �)i 6 h(�); for all � 2 [0; 2�)

o
:

It is not hard to check that the support function of K is h.

Now, it is clear that fKjg converges toK in the Hausdor� metric
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if and only if fHjg converges to H uniformly in every compact set.

We can see why the Blaschke Selection Theorem holds using this

connection. First of all, by convexity,

sup
C1

��rH�� 6 sup
C2

jHj

dist (C1; @C2)

for any bounded open sets C1 and C2 with C1 � C2. When fKjg is
con�ned to a bounded set, fHjg is uniformly bounded. Hence, we

can select a subsequence fHj
k

g which converges uniformly to some

convex function H . In other words, fKj
k

g converges to the convex
set determined by H in the Hausdor� metric.

3.2 Preserving convexity and shrinking to a

point

We �rst show that convexity is preserved for a large class of (1.2).

Proposition 3.2 (preserving convexity) Let  be a maximal so-

lution of (1.2) in C2
�
S1 � [0; !)

�
. Then, (�; t) is uniformly convex

for positive t under either one of the following conditions:

(a) F is parabolic in R2 �S1� (0;1) and 0 is uniformly convex ;

(b) F is parabolic in R
2 � S1 � [0;1), @2F=@x2 = @2F=@x@y =

@2F=@y2 = 0 at q = 0, and 0 is convex.

Proof: We �rst prove the proposition under (a). Introduce the

support function as long as (�; t) is uniformly convex. By (2.14)

and (2.15), the curvature k = k(�; t) satis�es

@k

@t
= k2

�@2F
@�2

+ F
�
: (3.1)

We may rewrite the equation as

kt = k2Fqk�� +Gk ;
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where G is bounded in S1 � [0; T ] for any T < !. The function

v = e�tk satis�es

vt = k2Fqv�� + (G+ �)v :

We choose � so thatG+� is non-negative. Let vmin(t) = min
�
v(�; t) :

� 2 [0; 2�)
	
. It is not hard to show that vmin in Lipschitz continuous

and dvmin(t)=dt > @v=@t(�; t) at vmin(t) = v(�; t). So,

dvmin

dt
> (G+ �)vmin > 0 :

In other words, k(�; t) > e��tmin
�

k(�; 0) > 0.

Next, assume (b) holds. It suÆces to show that k becomes pos-

itive instantly. Let's look at the local graph representation of the

ow. By di�erentiating (1.3) and using (b) k = k(x; t) satis�es a

parabolic equation of the form kt = (1 + u2x)
� 1

2Fqkxx + bkx + ck,

where b and c are bounded. It follows from the strong maximum

principle that k is positive for t > 0. �

Proposition 3.3 Let (�; t) be a uniformly convex solution of (1.2)

where F is parabolic in R
2 � S1 � (0;1). Suppose further that F

satis�es (i) there exists a constant C0 such that F (x; y; �; 0) > �C0

in R2 �S1, (ii) for each (x; y; �), lim
q!1

F (x; y; �; q) =1, and (iii) for

any compact set K in R2 � S1, there exists a constant C1 such that

jF j+ jFxj+ jFyj 6 C1(1 + qFq)

in R2 � S1 � [0;1). Then, if ! is �nite, the area enclosed by (�; t)
tends to zero as t " !.

Proof: First of all, by parabolicity, assumption (i) and Proposition

1.6, (�; t) are con�ned to a disk of radius diam 0 + C0!. Suppose

on the contrary that there exists a sequence ftjg, tj " ! such that

the area enclosed by (�; tj) does not tend to zero. By the Blaschke
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Selection Theorem, we may select a subsequence, still denoted by

f(�; tj)g, such that each (�; tj) contains a disk Dj , and fDjg con-
verges to the disk D4�

�
(x0; y0)

�
for some (x0; y0) and �. By applying

the strong separation principle to (�; t) and the ow starting at

@D4�

�
(x0; y0)

�
, we know that D2�

�
(x0; y0)

�
is enclosed by (�; t) for

all t suÆciently close to !.

Use (x0; y0) as the origin and introduce the support function

h(�; t). Then h(�; t) > 2� on [t0; !) where t0 is close to !. We claim

that the curvature is uniformly bounded in [t0; !). To prove this, we

consider the function

� =
�ht
h� �

=
F

h� �
:

Let �(�0; t1) = max
�
�(�; t) : (�; t) 2 S1 � [t0; T ]

	
where T < !. In

view of (ii), we may assume �(�0; t1) is positive. If t1 > t0, we have

0 = �� =
�h�t
h� �

+
hth�

(h� �)2
; (3.2)

0 6 �t =
�htt
h� �

+
h2t

(h� �)2
; and (3.3)

0 > ��� =
�h��t
h� �

+
2h�th�

(h� �)2
+

hth��

(h� �)2
� 2hth

2
�

(h� �)3
; (3.4)

at (�0; t1). On the other hand, from (2.15) and (3.1), we have

htt = �Fx@
1

@t
� Fy

@2

@t
� Fqk

2
�@2F
@�2

+ F
�
:

Therefore, by (3.3), (3.2), and (3.4),

0 6 �Fx@
1

@t
� Fy

@2

@t
� Fqk

2
�� h��t + F

�
+

F 2

h� �

6 �Fx@
1

@t
� Fy

@2

@t
+
FFqk

h� �
� �FFqk

2

h� �
+

F 2

h� �
:
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By (2.13), we have

Fx
@1

@t
+ Fy

@2

@t
= �F �Fx cos � + Fy sin �

�
+
F (Fx sin �)� Fy(cos �)h�

h� �
:

By convexity, we know that jh�j 6 � sup jhj. Therefore, it follows

from (iii) that �(�0; t1) is bounded above. But then (ii) implies that

the curvature is uniformly bounded in [t0; !), which is impossible by

Proposition 1.2. Hence, the enclosed area must tend to zero. �

Proposition 3.4 (shrinking to a point) Let (�; t) be a uniformly

convex solution of (1.2) where F is parabolic in R
2 � S1 � (0;1).

Suppose that ! is �nite and the enclosed area tends to zero as t " !.
Then, (�; t) shrinks to a point under either one of the following

conditions:

(i) F (x; y; �; 0) = 0, or

(ii) F is uniformly parabolic in R
2 � S1 � [0; !) and F (x; y; �; 0)

only depends on �.

Proof: By (3.1), we have

@F

@t
= k2Fq

�@2F
@�2

+ F
�
:

So

dFmin

dt
> k2FqFmin :

In case the ow does not tend to a point as the enclosed area ap-

proaches to zero, clearly, kmin(t) tends to zero. According to (i),

Fmin(t) tends to zero too. But, the inequality above shows that Fmin

has a positive lower bound. So the ow must shrink to a point.

Next, assume (ii) is valid. By uniform parabolicity, F 6 C(1+k).

By comparing the ow with a large expanding circle with normal ve-

locity �C(1 + k), we know that  is contained in a bounded set. If
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it does not shrink to a point, we can �nd
�
(�; tj)

	
, tj " !, such that

(�; t) converges to a line segment. For simplicity we may take this

segment to be
�
(x; 0) : jxj 6 `=2

	
. By (ii), vertical lines translate in

constant speed under the ow. By the Sturm Oscillation Theorem,

for all t suÆciently close to !, (�; t) over (�`=4; `=4) is the union

of the graphs of two functions U1 and U2, U1(x; t) < U2(x; t), which

converge to 0 together with bounded gradients. Now we can follow

the argument in the proof of Proposition 1.9 that the curvature of

 over [�`=8; `=8] is uniformly bounded near !. However, then by

the strong maximum principle, the curvature cannot become zero at

t = !. The contradiction holds. �

3.3 Gage-Hamilton Theorem

The main result of the curve shortening ow for convex curves is

contained in the following two theorems of Gage and Hamilton.

Theorem 3.5 Consider the Cauchy problem for the curve shorten-

ing ow, where 0 is a convex, embedded closed curve. It has a unique

solution (�; t) which is analytic and uniformly convex for each t in

(0; !) where ! = A0=2� and A0 is the area enclosed by 0. As t " !,
(�; t) shrinks to a point.

This theorem follows from Proposition 1.1, 3.2{3.4, and (1.17).

To study the longtime behavior of the ow, we rescale the curve

by setting

e(�; t) = � �

A(t)

� 1
2
�
(�; t) � (�; !)

�
;

where A(t) = A0 � 2�t. Then the area enclosed by this normalized

curve e is always equal to �. The normalized support function and
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curvature are given by

eh(�; t) = � �

A(t)

�1=2
h(�; t) ;

and

ek(�; t) = �A(t)
�

�1=2
k(�; t) ;

respectively. They satisfy the equations

eh� = �ek + eh ; (3.5)

and

ek� = ek2�ek�� + ek�� ek ; (3.6)

where 2� = � log(A0 � 2�t). The normalized ow e(�; �) is de�ned
in [�0;1) for �0 = �2�1 logA0.

Theorem 3.6 e converges to the unit circle centered at the origin

smoothly and exponentially as � �!1.

The proof of this theorem will be accomplished in several steps.

First we have the following gradient estimate.

Lemma 3.7

sup
S1�[�0;� ]

�ek2� + ek2� 6 max
n

sup
S1�[�0;� ]

ek2 ; sup
S1�f�0g

�ek2� + ek2�o :

Proof: Consider the function � =
�ek2

�
+ek2�. Suppose that �(�0; �1) =

sup(k2
�
+ k2) and �1 > �0. We claim that ek� must vanish at (�0; �1).

For, if not, �� = 2ek��ek��+ek� = 0. We must have ek��+ek = 0. Using
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��� 6 0 and �� > 0 at (�0; �1), we have

0 6 ekek� + ek�ek��
6 �ek2 + ek�ek2�ek��� + ek��� ek2�
6 �ek2 � ek2

�
;

which is impossible. So ek�(�0; �1) = 0. �

Suppose that ekmax(�) = ek(�0; �) and ekmax(�) > ek(�; � 0) for all
� 0 2 [�0; � ]. It follows from this lemma that

ekmax(�)� ek(�; �) 6 j� � �0j sup
�

jek�(�; �)j
6 j� � �0j

�
C0 + ekmax(�)

�
;

where C0 only depends on the initial curve. Therefore, for � satisfying

j� � �0j 6 1=2, we have

ekmax(�) 6 2ek(�; �) + C0 : (3.7)

Next, we derive an upper bound for the normalized curvature.

The key step is the monotonicity of the entropy for the normalized

ow. For any uniformly convex curve , its entropy is de�ned by

E() =
1

2�

Z


k log kds

= �
Z

log kd� :

Lemma 3.8

d

d�
E�e(�; �)� 6 0 :
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Proof: By (3.6), we have

dE
d�

= �
Z ek�ek ;

and

d2E
d�2

= 2
�
�
Z ek2�ek2 +�

Z ek�ek
�

> 2
dE
d�

�dE
d�

+ 1
�
:

Were dE=d� positive somewhere, it blows up at some later time.

Since now E(�) is de�ned for all � > �0, this is not possible. So

dE=d� 6 0 everywhere. �

Thewidth of a convex curve in the direction (cos �; sin �) is given

by w(�) = h(�) + h(� + �). We show that an upper bound on the

entropy yields a positive lower bound for the width.

Lemma 3.9 Let  be a closed, convex curve and h its support func-

tion. There exists an absolute constant C0 such that

w(�) > C0e
�E()

for all �.

Proof: For any �xed �0,

�+�0Z
�0

sin(� � �0)

k
d� =

�+�0Z
�0

sin(� � �0)(h�� + h)d�

= w(�0) ;
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after performing integration by parts. By Jensen's inequality,

logw(�0) = log
1

�

�+�0Z
�0

j sin(� � �0)j
k(�)

d� + log �

>
1

�

�Z
0

log sin �d� + log � � 1

�

�Z
0

log k(� + �0)d� :

A similar inequality can be obtained when we integrate from � + �0

to 2� + �0. Hence, the lemma follows. �

It follows from Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 that the width of e(�; t) in all
directions are uniformly bounded from zero. Since the area enclosed

by e is always equal to �, the length and diameter of e are bounded

from above and its inradius has a positive lower bound. Now we

proceed to bound the curvature of e. If ek is unbounded, we can �nd

f�jg, �j �! 1, such that ekmax(�j) > ekmax(�), for all � 6 �j . Then

for each � = �j, we can use (3.7) to get

2�E(0) >

Z
log ek(�; �)d�

>

Z
j���0j6 1

2

log ek(�; �)d� + Z
fek<1g

ek log ekds
>

1

2
log

1

2
+
1

2
log
�ekmax(�)� C0

�
� e�1L ;

where L is a bound on the length of e. So the normalized curvature

is bounded in [�0;1).

We still need to derive a positive lower bound for the curvature.

In general, this may be done by using the Harnack's inequality (see

next section). Here we use an elementary argument.
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De�ne the functional

F() = �
Z

log h(�)d� ;

where we have assumed that the curve  encloses the origin.

Lemma 3.10 We have

d

d�
F�e(�; �)� 6 0 ;

and the equality holds if and only if e(�; �) is the unit circle centered

at the origin.

Proof: Use (3.5) and the H�older inequality. �

Observe that logeh could be very negative when the origin is

very close to e. Nevertheless, we claim that F�e(�; �)� is uniformly
bounded from below. For, since ek is uniformly bounded, say, by M ,

and the origin is always inside e, we can �nd a circle of radius 1=M

which is contained inside e and passes through the origin. Without

loss of generality, we may assume this circle is given by
�
(x; y) :

(x+1=M)2+y2 = 1=M2
	
. Then eh(�; �) is greater thanM�1(1�cos �),

the support function of this circle. As a result,

F�e(�; �)� > � logM +�
Z

log(1� cos �)d�

> �1 :

Now, consider the functional

I�e(�; t)� = �
Z
1

2

�eh2 � eh2��d� ��Z logehd� :
From the above discussion, we know that it is bounded from below.

By (3.5),

I�e(�; �0)�� I�e(�; �)� = Z �

�0

�
Z
(eh� ek)2ehek (�; �)d�d� (3.8)
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for all � 2 [�0;1). For each [j; j +1], we can �nd sj 2 [j; j +1] such

that

lim
j�!1

�
Z
(eh� ek)2ehek (�; sj)d� = 0 :

Let
�e(�; sj

k

)
	
be a subsequence of

�e(�; sj)	 which converges to

some convex curve e. The support function of e, eh is non-negative

and
�eh(�; sj

k

)
	
converges uniformly to eh as sj

k

�! 1. Let I be an

interval on which eh is positive and let ' be any test function. We

have �����
Z
I

heh(�; sj
k

)'�� +
�eh(�; sj

k

)� 1eh(�; sj
k

)

�
'
i
d�

�����
=
���Z
I

1eh(�; �j
k

)

 eh(�; sj
k

)ek(�; sj
k

� 1

!
'd�

�����
6 sup

I

j'jeh(�; sj
k

)

 Z eh(�; sj
k

)ek(�; sj
k

)
d�

!1=2 Z ek(�; sj
k

)eh(�; sj
k

)

�eh(�; sj
k

)ek(�; sj
k

)
� 1
�2
d�

!1=2

�! 0 ; as sj
k

�! 1 :

Hence, eh is a weak solution of h�� + h = 1=h. By standard regu-

larity theory, eh is smooth. Furthermore, by our discussion in x2.4;eh
must be positive everywhere and Proposition 2.4 asserts that eh � 1.

In conclusion, we have shown that every convergent subsequence of

fe(�; sj)g must tend to the unit circle, and so e(�; sj) converges to the
unit circle. As the curvature and its gradient are bounded,

�ek(�; sj)	
converges uniformly to 1.

Now we show the curvature has a positive lower bound. For

any � , we can �nd j such that � 2 [sj ; sj+1]. From the di�erential

inequality

dekmin

d�
> ekmin

�ek2min � 1
�

; ekmin < 1 ;
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we have

log

q
1� ek2min(�)ekmin(�)

6 log

q
1� k2min(�j)ekmin(�j)

+ �j+1 � �j :

Using sj+1� sj 6 2 and ekmin(�j) tends to 1 as j �!1, we conclude

that ekmin(�) has a positive lower bound.

With two-sided bounds on the curvature, we can use standard

parabolic regularity to obtain all higher order bounds. It follows

from (3.8) that

lim
��!0

�
Z
(eh� ek)2ehek (�; �)d� = 0

So eh(�; �) converges to 1 smoothly.
To �nish the proof, we show the convergence is exponential.

Lemma 3.11 For any " > 0, there exists �1 > �0 such that

�
Z ek2�� > (4� ")�

Z ek2� ; for � > �1 :

Proof: As (1=ek)� is orthogonal to 1, sin � and cos �,

�
Z �1ek

�2
��

> 4�
Z �1ek

�2
�

:

The desired inequality follows from the fact that ek tends to 1 smoothly.
�

By Lemma 3.11, for large � , we have

1

2

d

d�
�
Z ek2

�
= ��

Z ek2ek2�� +�
Z
(3ek2 � 1)ek2�

6 �(2� ")�
Z ek2� :

Therefore,

�
Z ek2� 6 e2(2�")(�1��) �

Z ek2�(�; �1) :
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For each � , we can �nd �0 such that ek(�0; �) = 1. So, for any " > 0,

there exists C" and �" such that���ek(�; �)� 1
��� 6 C" e

�(2�")� ; all � > �" :

3.4 The contracting case of the ACEF

In this section, we begin the study of the ACEF, which is now placed

in the following form,

@

@t
=
�
�(�)k + �	(�)

�
n ; (3.9)�

where � and 	 are positive 2�-periodic functions of the normal angle

and � 2 R. When � � 1, 	 � 1, and 0 is a circle of radius

R, the ow (3.9) shrinks to a point (resp. expands to in�nity) when

1=R+� > 0 (resp. 1=R+� < 0), and it is stationary when 1=R+� =

0. It turns out this behaviour is typical.

In fact, by Propositions 3.2{3.4, we know that any solution of

(3.9)� starting at a closed, convex curve is uniformly convex for each

t, and ! is �nite if and only if it shrinks to a point. Using the strong

separation principle, we also know the following facts hold:

(a) Let i be solution of (3.9)�
i

, i = 1; 2, satisfying 1(�; 0) =

2(�; 0), and �1 < �2. Then, 2(�; t) is enclosed by 1(�; t) as
long as 2(�; t) exists.

(b) If (�; t) is enclosed in a circle of radiusR, 1=R > ��	max=�min,

at some t, it shrinks to a point; if (�; t) encloses a circle of ra-
dius R, > ��max=(�	min), it expands to in�nity.

Let 0 be a �xed closed, convex curve and (�; t) the solution of

(3.9)� starting at 0. Let

A =
n
� : (�; t) shrinks to a point

o
;
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and

B =
n
� : (�; t) expands to in�nity

o
:

From the above facts, we know that A and B are open intervals of

the form (��;1) and (�1; ��) where �� > �� and �� < 0. Now we

can state our main result.

Theorem 3.12 Consider (3.9)�, where � and 	 are positive and

� 2 R. For any closed, convex 0, there exists �� < 0 such that

the Cauchy problem for (3.9)� has a unique solution (�; t) which is

uniformly convex for each t in (0; !). Moreover, �� = �� and the

following statements hold:

(i) When � > ��, ! is �nite and (�; t) contracts to a point as

t " !. Moreover, if we normalize (�; t) so that its enclosed area

is constant, the normalized ow subconverges to self-similar so-

lutions of the ow

@

@t
= �(�)kn : (3.10)

(ii) When � = ��, ! =1 and the curvature of (�; t) is uniformly

bounded. The ow converges smoothly to a stationary solution

of (3.9)� if and only if there exists a 2�-periodic function �

such that

�

	
=
d2�

d�2
+ � :

(iii) When � < ��, ! = 1 and the ow expands to in�nity as

t �!1. If the polar diagram of 1=	 is uniformly convex, i.e.,

	+ d2	=d�2 > 0 for all �, then (�; t)=t converges smoothly to

the boundary of the Wul� region of ��	.

TheWul� region of 	 is given by f(x; y); h(x; y); (cos �; sin �)i 6
	(�)g.
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In the rest of this section we prove Theorem 3.12 (i). Let F =

�k + �	. Then F satis�es

��1@F
@t

= k2
�
F�� + F

�
: (3.11)

We begin with a gradient estimate for F .

Lemma 3.13 Either

@F

@t
(�; t) > 0

or

�
F 2 + F 2

�

��
�; t
�
6M2 ;

where M2 = max
n
sup

�
F 2 + F 2

�

��
�; 0
�
; sup	

o
.

Proof: For any �xed (�0; t0), t0 > 0, let B =
�
F 2 + F 2

�

�1=2�
�0; t0

�
.

Suppose that B > M . We are going to show that (F�� + F ) > 0 at

(�0; t0).

Choose � 2 (��; �) such that

F (�0; t0) = B cos � ;
@F

@�
(�0; t0) = B sin � :

Consider the function G = F � F �, where F � = B cos(� � �0 + �)

is a stationary solution of (3.11). By assumption, G is positive at

(�0 � � � �; t), 0 6 t 6 t0, and has a double zero at (�0; t0). Since

B > M , G(�; 0) must vanish somewhere in (�0 � � � �; �0 � � + �).
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Suppose that �1 is a root in (�0 � � � �; �0 � �). We have

@G

@�
(�1; 0) =

@F

@�
(�1; 0) +B sin(�1 � �0 + �)

6

�
M2 � F 2(�1; 0)

�1=2
�B

��� sin(�1 � �0 + �)
���

<
�
B2 � F �2(�1)

�1=2
�B

��� sin(�1 � �0 + �)
���

= 0 :

Similarly, we can show that @G=@�(�2; 0) > 0 for any root �2 in

(�0 � �; �0 � �+ �). Therefore, G(�; 0) has exactly two roots in (�0 �
� � �; �0 � � + �). By the Sturm oscillation theorem, G(�; t0) has no
roots other than �0. So F�� + F = G�� > 0 at (�0; t0). �

We can deduce a gradient estimate from this lemma. In fact,

let's assume (F�� +F )(�1; t1) > 0 and F�(�1; t1) > 0. We can �nd an

interval (�1; �2) on which F��+F is nonnegative and
��F�(�2; t1)�� 6M .

Therefore, we have

F�(�1; t1) 6 F�(�2; t1) +

Z
�2

�1

Fd� ;

which implies

sup
�

���F�(�; t)��� 6M +

2�Z
0

���F (�; t)���d� : (3.12)

It follows immediately that

Fmax(t) 6 �
Z
F (�; t)d� + 2� sup

���F�(�; t)���
6 M1

�
1 +

Z 2�

0

���F (�; t)���d�� ; (3.13)
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and

Fmax(t) 6 2F (�; t) +
M

2�
(3.14)

for all �, j� � �0j 6 1=(4�) where Fmax(t) = F (�0; t).

Now we study the normalized ow. First, from (1.19), we have

lim
t"!

A(t)

2(! � t)
=

1

2

Z 2�

0

�(�)d� :

So we let

e(�; t) = �2! � 2t
��1=2

(�; t) :

The area enclosed by e approaches the constant
1

2

R 2�
0

�d� as t " !.
Changing the time scale from t to 2� = � log(1�!�1t), the equations
for the normalized support function and the normalized curvature are

given, respectively, by

@eh
@�

= �
�
�ek +p

2! e���	
�
+ eh ; (3.15)

@ek
@�

= ek2�@2(�k)
@�2

+�ek�� ek +p
2! e���ek2�	�� +	

�
: (3.16)

The entropy for the normalized ow is de�ned by

E�e(�; �)� = �
Z
�(�) log ek(�; �)d� : (3.17)

We shall show that it is uniformly bounded for all � 2 [0;1).
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We have

d

d�
eE(�) (3.18)

=

Z 2�

0

�(�)ek(�; �) @ek@� (�; �)d�
=

Z 2�

0

(
�ek @2(�ek)

@�2
+�ek!� �+

p
2!e���ek� (	�� +	)

)
d�

=

Z 2�

0

u(�; �)d� +

Z 2�

0

hp
2!e���ek� (	�� +	) +2�e��ek�i d� ;

where

u = �ek @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!� �� 2�e���ek ;
and � > 0 to be speci�ed later. Let's compute

d

d�

Z 2�

0

ud�

=
d

d�

Z 2�

0

24��ek�2 � @(�ek)
@�

!2

��� 2�e��ek�
35 d�

=

Z 2�

0

(
2
�
�ek���ek��� 2

 
@(�ek)
@�

! 
@(�ek� )
@�

!
+ 2�e��ek�

�2�e��ek��
)
d�
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= 2

Z 2�

0

" 
@2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!�ek� +�e��ek�� �e��ek��
#
d�

= 2

Z 2�

0

 
@2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!�

"ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!� ek
+
p
2!e��ek2� (	�� +	)

#
d� +

Z 2�

0

2�e��ek�d�
�2�

Z 2�

0

e���

"ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!� ek
+
p
2!e��ek2� (	�� +	)

#
d�

= 2

Z 2�

0

8<: 1

�

"
�ek @2(�ek)

@�2
+�ek!#2 � �ek @2(�ek)

@�2
+�ek!

+
p
2!e���ek2 @2(�ek)

@�2
+�ek!� (	�� +	)

)
d�

+2�

Z 2�

0

e��ek�d� � 2�

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek! d�

+2�

Z 2�

0

e��ek�d� � 2�

Z 2�

0

p
2!e�2��ek2� (	�� +	) d�

= 2

Z 2�

0

1

�

8<:(�ek)2
 
@2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!2

� 2�ek @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!�

+�ek @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!�� 4�e�� (�ek)2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!

+4�e�� (�ek)2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!+ 4�e��ek�2 � 4�e��ek�2

+�2 � �2 + 4�2e�2� (ek�)2 � 4�2e�2� (ek�)2o d�
+2

Z 2�

0

p
2!e���ek2 @2(�ek)

@�2
+�ek!� (	�� +	) d�
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+2�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd� � 2�

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek! d�

+2�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd� � 2�
p
2!

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2� (	�� +	) d�

= 2

Z 2�

0

1

�
u2d� + 2

Z 2�

0

�ek @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek! d� +

8�

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek! d� � 8�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd�
�2
Z 2�

0

�d� � 8�2

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2d� +
2

Z 2�

0

p
2!e���ek2 @2(�ek)

@�2
+�ek!� (	�� +	) d� +

+4�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd� � 2�

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek! d�

�2�
p
2!

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2� (	�� +	) d�

= 2

Z 2�

0

1

�
u2d� + 2

Z 2�

0

ud� + 6�

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek! d�

�8�2

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2d�
+2
p
2!

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek! � (	�� +	) d�

�2�
p
2!

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2� (	�� +	) d�

= 2

Z 2�

0

1

�
u2d� + 2

Z 2�

0

ud�

+4�

Z 2�

0

e��ek "�ek @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!� �� 2�e���ek# d�
+4�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd� + 8�2

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2d� +
2

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!h�+
p
2!� (	�� +	)

i
d�
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�8�2

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2d� � 2�
p
2!

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2� (	�� +	) d�

= 2

Z 2�

0

1

�
u2d� + 2

Z 2�

0

(1 + 2�e��ek)u d� + 4�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd�
+2

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!h�+
p
2!� (	�� +	)

i
d�

�2�
p
2!

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2� (	�� +	) d�:

Using

2

Z 2�

0

2�e��ekud� = 2

Z 2�

0

2�e���1=2ek��1=2ud�

> �
Z 2�

0

1

�
u2d� � 4

Z 2�

0

�2e�2��ek2d�;
we get

d

d�

Z 2�

0

ud� >

Z 2�

0

1

�
u2d� +

Z 2�

0

2ud� � 4�2

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2d�
+4�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd� + 2

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 
@2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek! [�+ +
p
2!� (	�� +	)

i
d�

�2�
p
2!

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2� (	�� +	) d�:

Now, choosing

� =
p
2!max

�

j�j j	�� +	j ;

we have

d

d�

Z 2�

0

ud�

>

Z 2�

0

1

�
u2d� +

Z 2�

0

2ud� � 6�2

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2d�
+ 4�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd�
+ 2

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!h�+
p
2!� (	�� +	)

i
d�:
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The last term in the right hand side of this inequality can be esti-

mated as follows:

2

Z 2�

0

e���ek2 @2(�ek)
@�2

+�ek!h�+
p
2!� (	�� +	)

i
d�

= 2

Z 2�

0

e��eku h�+
p
2!� (	�� +	)

i
d� +

2

Z 2�

0

e��ek(� + 2�e���ek) h�+
p
2!� (	�� +	)

i
d�

> 2

Z 2�

0

up
2�

p
2�e��ek h� +

p
2!� (	�� +	)

i
d�

> �1

2

Z 2�

0

1

�
u2d� � 2

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2 h� +
p
2!� (	�� +	)

i2
d�

> �1

2

Z 2�

0

1

�
u2d� � 8�2

Z 2�

0

�e�2�ek2d�:
Finally, we arrive at

d

d�

Z 2�

0

ud� >
1

2

Z 2�

0

1

�
u2d� + 2

Z 2�

0

ud�

� 14�2

Z 2�

0

e�2��ek2d� + 4�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd� : (3.19)

Lemma 3.14

p
2!

Z 1

0

Z 2�

0

�(�)e��ek(�; �)d�d� 6 L(0) + !

Z 2�

0

j�	(�)jd�:

Proof: Integrate the equation

dL

d�
=

dL

dt

dt

d�

= �
p
2!

Z 2�

0

�(�)e��ek(�; �)d� � 2!e�2�
Z 2�

0

�	(�)d�:

�

To dispose the last term on the right hand side of (3.19), we need

the following lemma:

Lemma 3.15 We have

e�� ekmax(�) �! 0 as � �!1 :
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Proof: From

dL

d�
= �p2!

Z 2�

0

�(�)e��ek(�; �)d�
�2!e�2�

Z 2�

0

�	(�)d� ;

we have Z 1

0

Z 2�

0

e��ek(�; �)d�d� 6 C1 ; (3.20)

for some constant C1. It follows from (3.13) and (3.20) thatZ 1

0

Fmax(�)e
�2�d� 6 C2

for some constant C2. As Fmax(�) tends to in�nity as � �! 1, we

can use Lemma 3.13 to show that Fmax is non-decreasing for large � .

As a result,

Fmax(�)e
�2� 6 2

Z 1

�

Fmax(s)e
�2sds

�! 0 ; as � �!1 :

�

By this lemma, we �nally obtain

d

d�

Z 2�

0

ud� >
1

2

Z 2�

0

u2

�
d� + 2

Z 2�

0

ud�

>
1

2

Z
�d�

�Z 2�

0

ud�
�2

+ 2

Z 2�

0

ud�
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for all large � . As before, it means that

2�Z
0

ud� 6 0 eventually, and

dE
d�

6 2�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd� +p
2!

Z 2�

0

e���ek��	�� +	
�
d�

6 3�

Z 2�

0

e���ekd� :
By (3.18),

E�e(�; �)�� E�e(�; t)� 6 3�C1 :

We have shown that E�e(�; �)� is uniformly bounded in [0;1).

As before, the bound on the entropy yields upper bounds for the

diameter and length of the normalized ow, and also a positive lower

bound for its inradius. Moreover, the normalized curvature and its

gradient are also uniformly bounded.

It remains to obtain a positive lower bound for the normalized

curvature. We shall do this by representing the ow as polar graphs.

To this end, we �rst observe that the curvature upper bound controls

the speed of the ow. Therefore, there exists � > 0 such that, for

all �0, we can �nd a disk D�

�
(x0; y0)

�
enclosed by e(�; �) for all

� 2 [�0; �0 + �]. Using (x0; y0) as the origin, we represent e(�; �)
as

e(�; �) = r(�; �)(cos�; sin�) ; � 2 [0; 2�) : (3.21)

The tangent and normal of e are given, respectively, by

t =
�
r� cos�� r sin� ; r� sin�+ r cos�

�
=D ;

and

n = ��r� sin�+ r cos� ; �r� cos�+ r sin�
�
=D ;
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where D =
�
r2� + r2

�1=2
. By di�erentiating (3.21), we have

@e
@�

=
@�

@�
Dt+

@r

@�

�
cos� ; sin�

�
:

Therefore, r satis�es

@r

@�
= r � D

r

�
�ek +p

2!�e��	
�
: (3.22)

Notice that we also have

sin � =
�
r� sin�+ r cos�

�
=D ;

and

ek = 1

D3

h
� rr�� + 2r2� + r2

i
:

By di�erentiating (3.22), we obtain the equation for ek = ek(�; �):
@ek
@�

=
�

D

@

@�

� 1
D

@ek
@�

�
+
�3��

ek
D

� r�
�
�ek +p

2!e���	
�

rD

�
p
2!e���	�

D

�@ek
@�

+ ek2h���� +�
�ek +p

2!e���
�
	�� +	

�i� ek :
During the time interval [�0; �0 + �], r is bounded from above and

below by positive constants. Hence, this equation is a uniformly

parabolic equation with bounded coeÆcients for ek. By the Krylov-

Safonov's Harnack inequality, or Moser's Harnack inequality [88] (no-

tice that it can be written in divergence form), we conclude thatek > Æ > 0 for some Æ in [�0+�=2; �0+�]. So ek has a uniform positive

lower bound in [1;1).

With two-sided bounds on ek, we can easily �nish the proof of

the subconvergence of the normalized ow as follows. First of all, we

may assume

�ek +p
2!e���	 > k0 > 0 ; for all � > 0 : (3.23)
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Henceforth, the ow is contracting and the support function eh is

positive if we �x the shrinking point in the origin. We claim that, in

fact, eh > k0=2 for all � . For, if eh < k0=2 at some (�0; �0), by (3.15)

and (3.23), eh(�0; �0 + 1) < 0, which is impossible.

Now, consider the functional

I(�) =
Z 2�

0

"�@eh
@�

�2
� eh2 + 2� logeh+ 2�e��

#
d� ;

where � is to be chosen later. We have

dI
d�

= �2
Z

1ekeh��ek � eh���ek +p
2!e���	� eh�

�2
Z 2�

0

�e��d�

6 �
Z 2�

0

1ekeh��ek � eh�2 +
Z 2�

0

2!ekehe�2��2	2d�

�2
Z 2�

�e��d�

6 �
Z 2�

0

1ekeh
��
�ek � eh�2 + 4�

2!

k20
e���2

��	��2
max

� �
�
e��

6 0 ;

if we take � = 2!=k20�
2
��	��2

max
. Hence,

dI
d�
6 �

Z 2�

0

1ekeh��ek � eh�2 6 0 (3.24)

along the normalized ow. From parabolic regularity theory, there

is a uniform H�older bound on ek. From the boundedness of I and

(3.24), we deduce

0 = lim
�!1

dI
d�

�e(�; �)� ;
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and

lim
�!1

Z 2�

0

�
�ek � eh�2(�; �)d� = 0 :

We conclude that there exists a subsequence
�e(�; �j)	, �j �! 1,

converging smoothly to a self-similar solution of (3.10).

Remark 3.14 The subconvergence of the normalized ow of (3.9)

in the contracting case holds without the positivity of 	. Besides, in

the next chapter, we shall show that embedded self-similar solutions

of (3.10) are unique up to homothety when � satis�es �(� + �) =

�(�). Consequently, the normalized ow converges smoothly to a

self-similar solution in this case.

3.5 The stationary case of the ACEF

In this section, we let (�; t) be a solution of (3.9)� for � 2 [��; ��].

We shall �rst show that its curvature is uniformly bounded from

below and above by positive constants.

According to the de�nition of �� and ��, we know that the length

of (�; t), L(t), has a positive lower bound. We claim that it admits

a uniform upper bound too. In fact, let's compute

d

dt

�L2

A

�
=

L

A2

�
� 2A

Z 2�

0

�kd� � 2A

Z 2�

0

�	d� + L

Z 2�

0

�d� + L

Z


	ds
�

6
L

A2

�
�A� �L2

�
6

�L

A

��
�
� L2

A

�
;
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for some positive � and �. Hence,

L2

A
(t) 6 max

n�
�
;
L2

A
(0)
o
:

If L becomes very large, this estimate implies that we can �nd a disk

inside the curve. However, this is impossible since � > ��. So L

must be uniformly bounded from above.

Notice that the isoperimetric estimate also implies a positive

lower bound for the inradius of (�; t) for all t.

Lemma 3.15 The curvature is uniformly bounded between two pos-

itive constants. Moreover, its derivatives are also uniformly bounded

for all t.

Proof: Let h be the support function of a closed, convex curve .

We de�ne its \support center" (Chou-Wang [32]) to be

c =

Z 2�

0

h(�)xd� ; x = (cos �; sin �) :

It is easy to see that

Rr
in

> h(�)� c � x > �rin ;

where rin is the inradius of  and � is a positive absolute constant.

Let c(t) be the support center of (�; t). Consider the auxiliary
function

w(�; t) =
�@h=@t(�; t)

h(�; t)� c(t) � x� �r0=2
;

where rin > r0 > 0. Suppose the maximum of w over [0; 2�] � [0; T ]

is attained at some point (�0; t0), t0 > 0. At this point, we have

0 =
�bh� Æ

�2
w� = �(bh� Æ)

@2h

@t@�
+
@h

@t

h@h
@�

� c � �� sin �; cos �
�i

;

0 6
�bh� Æ

�2
wt = �(bh� Æ)

@2h

@t2
+
@h

@t

�@h
@t

� dc

dt
� x
�
;
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and

0 >
�bh� Æ

�2
w�� = ��bh� Æ

� @3h

@t@�2
+
@h

@t

�@2h
@�2

+ c � x
�
;

and bh = h� c � x and Æ = �r0=2. Using the equation

ht = ���k + �	
�
;

we have

�@h
@t

�2
>

@h

@t

dc

dt
� x+ @2h

@t2

�bh� Æ
�

>
@h

@t

dc

dt
� x+�k2

� @3h

@t@�2
+
@h

@t

��bh� Æ
�

> �k2
�@2bh
@�2

+ bh� Æ
�@h
@t

+
@h

@t

dc

dt
� x :

In other words,

w2 +
�kwbh� Æ

>
�k2Æbh� Æ

w +
dc=dt � xbh� Æ

(�w) :

Using �r0 6 bh 6 C0, C0 some constant, and���dc
dt

��� 6 C1(1 + k) ;

we conclude that w, and, hence, k, are uniformly bounded in [0;1).

This upper bound on the curvature yields an upper bound on

the speed of the support center. Using c(t) as the origin, there exists

positive 4 and d0 independent of t such that dist
�
c(t); (�; t0)� > d0

for all t0 in [t; t+4]. Thus, we may represent (�; t0) as polar graphs
and argue as in the previous section that k is uniformly bounded

from below by a positive number, and also that there are uniform

bounds on the derivatives of k. The proof of Lemma 3.15 is com-

pleted. �
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The bounds we have obtained so far are not suÆcient for con-

vergence. In fact, (�; t) may move to in�nity in constant speed. We

shall show that convergence holds if and only if there is some function

� on S1 satisfying

	
�d2�
d�2

+ �
�
= � : (3.25)

We modify the ow as follows. Let

D =
n
(c1; c2) : c = jcj(cos �; sin �) ; 0 6 jcj < ��	(�)

o
and consider the map from D to R2 given by

c 7�!
Z 2�

0

�(�)ei�d�

(c1 cos � + c2 sin �) + �	(�)
:

It is readily veri�ed that this map is a di�eomorphism onto R2 . Con-

sequently, there exists a unique point c� in D satisfying

(0; 0) =

Z 2�

0

�ei�d�

c�1 cos � + c�2 sin � + �	
: (3.26)

Let h be the support function of (�; t). We shift it to

bh = h� hc�; (cos �; sin �)it :

Then,

@bh
@t

= ���bk + b	� ;
where

b	 = �	+ hc�; (cos �; sin �)i ;

and bk = k is the curvature of b, the convex curve determined by bh.
Consider the function bI of bh(�; t),
bI(t) = Z 2�

0

�(�)bh(�; t)d�b	(�) � 1

2

Z 2�

0

�bh2� � bh2�d� :
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By (3.26), the �rst term in bI is independent of the choice of the

origin. Hence, it is bounded by a constant multiple of the diameter

of b, whose uniform boundedness has been established. As for the

second term in bI, we have
�1

2

Z 2�

0

�bh2
�
� bh2�d� = 1

2

Z 2�

0

bhbk d� ;
which is just the area enclosed by b. So bI is uniformly bounded for

all t. Now,

dbI
dt

= �
Z

(�bk + b	)2bkb� d� 6 0 :

By Lemma 3.15,

sup
�

���bht(�; t)��� �! 0 as t �!1 :

To furnish the last step in proving convergence, we introduce the

\modi�ed support center,"

bc(t) = Z 2�

0

�b	2

bh(�; t)(cos �; sin �)d� ;
of b. Notice that bc(t) may not lie inside b(�; t). We claim: there

exists bc(1) 2 R2 such that

lim
t�!1

bc(t) = bc(1) :

Because bk is the curvature of a closed curve and (3.26),

(0; 0) =

Z 2�

0

ei�bk(�; t)d�
= �

Z 2�

0

�ei�b	(1 + bhtb	�1)
d�

= �
Z 2�

0

�b	ei�d� +

Z 2�

0

�b	2
ei�bhtd� +O

�bh2t � ;
=

Z 2�

0

�b	2
ei�bhtd� +O

�bh2t � ;
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for small bht, it follows that
���dbc
dt

��� 6 C

Z 2�

0

bh2t d�
6 C

���dbI
dt

��� :
Consequently, ��bc(t)� bc(t0)�� 6 C

��bI(t)� bI(t0)�� �! 0

as t; t0 �!1.

Now we can show that b(�; t) cannot escape from the plane. For

each t, write

bh = h0 + h`; (cos �; sin �)i ;

where h0 is positive and ` 2 R
2 . It suÆces to show that

�
` = `(t)

	
are uniformly bounded. After rotating the axes, one may assume

`2 = 0. Then,

bc1(t) =

Z 2�

0

�b	2

�
h0 + h`; (cos �; sin �)i cos �d�

=

Z 2�

0

�b	2
h0 cos �d� + j`j

Z 2�

0

�b	2
cos2 �d� :

Therefore,

j`j 6 C
���bc1(t)��+ L(t)

�
6 C

�
1 +

��bc1(1) + L0

�
;

for all large t.

Now, by the Blaschke Selection Theorem, any sequence fbh(�; tj)g,tj
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!1, contains a subsequence which converges smoothly to a station-

ary solution. To show that the subconvergence is in fact a uniform

convergence, it suÆces to show that all limit curves are identical.

Recall that all stationary solutions are unique up to translations.

Suppose b(�; tj) and b(�; t0j) converge to 1 and 2, respectively. The

support functions of 1 and 2, h1 and h2, satisfy

h2 � h1 = ` � (cos �; sin �) ;

for some ` 2 R2 . From

Z 2�

0

�b	2
(`1 cos � + `2 sin �)(cos �; sin �)d�

=

Z 2�

0

�b	2
(cos �; sin �)h1d� �

Z 2�

0

�b	2
(cos �; sin �)h2d�

= lim
t
j
!1

bc(tj)� lim
t10!1

bc(t0j)
= (0; 0) ;

we conclude ` = (0; 0).

Finally, we claim that �� = ��. For, let � and � be the modi�ed

ow of (3.9)� for � = �� and � = ��, respectively. We have

�(1) = lim
t!1

�(�; t)

= lim
t!1

�(�; t)

= �(1) :

(3.27)

On the other hand, g = h� � h� satis�es the equation

@g

@t
= �k�k

�
�@2g
@�2

+ g
�
+ (�� � ��)	 :
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Were �� > ��, min
�

(h��h�)(t) becomes positive and is nondecreasing
for t > 0. Hence, h�(�;1) > h�(�;1), contradicting (3.27). So

we must have �� = ��. The proof of Part (ii) in Theorem 3.12 is

completed. �

3.6 The expanding case of the ACEF

According to the de�nition of ��, for all � < ��, the ow (�; t) of
(3.9)� possesses the following property: for any bounded subset K

of the plane, there exists tK such that K is contained inside (�; t)
for all t > tK . In this section, we study the asymptotic behaviour of

this ow.

Intuitively speaking, in this case, the curvature of the ow is

eventually negligible. In view of (3.9), the length of (�; t) grows

linearly. Therefore, we consider the normalization given by

e(�; t) = (�; t)=t:

We shall assume that the polar graph of 1=	 is uniformly con-

vex. This assumption means that the Wul� region of 	, W (	), has

a uniformly convex boundary. One can directly verify that this is

equivalent to the inequality

	�� +	 > 0 : (3.28)

Theorem 3.12 (iii) is contained in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.16 Let  be a solution of (3.9)�, � < ��. Suppose

that (3.28) holds. Then

eh(�; t) + �	(�) = O(t�1 log t); t!1;
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uniformly, where eh is the support function of e. Moreover,

�� (	�� +	)ek(�; t)! 1 uniformly and

 dnd�n (	�� +	)ek(�; t)
L1

= O(t��);

uniformly for any n > 1 and � 2 (0; 1) as t!1.

We shall show at the end of this section that (3.28) is necessary

for C2-convergence of eh.
By introducing the new time scale � = log t, the equations for eh

and ek are, respectively, given by

�@
eh
@�

= e���ek + �	+ eh (3.29)

and

@ek
@�

= ek2 @2
@�2

(e���ek + �	) + ek2(e���ek + �	) + ek : (3.30)

Lemma 3.17 There exists k0 which depends on � and 	 only such

that ek is uniformly bounded in [0; 2�] � [0;1) if

max
�

k(�; 0) 6 k0 :

Proof: From (1.17), we have

dkmax

dt
6 max

�

�
(��� +�)kmax(t) + �	�� + �	

	
k2max :

Hence, if

max
�

�
(��� +�)kmax(t) + �	�� + �	

	
< 0 ;

kmax is decreasing in t and

dkmax

dt
6 �C0k

2
max(t) ;
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which means

kmax(t) 6
kmax(0)

1 + C0kmax(0)t
; t 2 [0;1) :

�

Lemma 3.18 Let ehC be the support function of the ow (3.9)�, � <

��, whose initial curve is a large circle. Then

ehC(�; t) + �	(�)! 0

uniformly as t!1.

Proof: We integrate (3.29) to get

e� (ehC(�; �) + �	(�)) = ehC(�; 0) + �	(�)�
Z

�

0

�(�)ek(�; s)ds :
When the initial circle is so large that

max
�

�
(��� +�)kmax(0) + �

d2	(�)

d�2
+ �	(�)

�
< 0;

it follows from Lemma 3.17 that ek is uniformly bounded. Conse-

quently, we have

ehC(�; �) + �	(�) = O(�e�� )

uniformly as � !1. �

Lemma 3.19 eh(�; �) + �	(�) tends to zero uniformly as � !1.

Proof: Since (�; t) expands, we may assume without loss of general-
ity that (�; t) is pinched between two large circles. Then the desired

result follows from Lemma 3.18. �

Lemma 3.20 ek is uniformly bounded in [0; 2�] � [0;1).
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Proof: First, we claim that, for " > 0, there exists �� such that

max
�

k(�; ��) 6 ":

For, given " > 0, we divide [0; 2�] into approximately [1="]-many

subintervals Ijs of length equal to ". For � > 0, we haveZ
�+1

�

�(�)ek(�; s)ds = �(�	+ eh)(�; � + 1)e�+1 + (�	+ eh)(�; �)e�
andZ

�+1

�

�
Z
I
j

�(�)ek(�; s)d�ds
= �e�+1 �

Z
I
j

(�	+ eh)(�; � + 1)d� + e� �
Z
I
j

(�	+ eh)(�; �)d�;
where �

Z
I
j

is the average over Ij . Summing over Ijs,

Z
�+1

�

0@X
j

�
Z
I
j

�(�)ek(�; s)d� + Z 2�

0

�(�)ek(�; s)d�
1Ads

= �e�+1

24X
j

�
Z
I
j

(�	+ eh)(�; � + 1)d� +

Z 2�

0

(�	+ eh)(�; � + 1)d�

35
+e�

24X
j

�
Z
I
j

(�	+ eh)(�; �)d� + Z 2�

0

(�	+ eh)(�; �)d�
35 :

By the mean-value theorem, there exists �� 2 (�; � + 1) such that

X
j

�
Z
I
j

�(�)k(�; ��)d� +
Z 2�

0

�(�)k(�; ��)d�

6 2e

�
1 +

1

"

��Z 2�

0

j�	+ ehj(�; �)d� + Z 2�

0

j�	+ ehj(�; � + 1)d�

+max
�

fj�	+ ehj(�; �) + j�	+ ehj(�; � + 1)g
�
:
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Since by Lemma 3.19, �	+eh tends to zero uniformly, for suÆciently
large � we haveX

j

�
Z
I
j

�(�)k(�; ��)d� +
Z 2�

0

�(�)k(�; ��)d� < ":

Suppose that max� k(�; �
�) is attained at � = �0, �0 in some Ij. We

have �����max� k(�; ��)��
Z
I
j

k(�; ��)d�

�����
6

@k@� (�; � �)

L1

"

6 C"

by Lemma 3.13. Therefore,

max
�

k(�; ��) 6 (1 +C)":

Now, we can apply Lemma 3.17 to , using � = �� as the initial time,

to show that ek is uniformly bounded. �

To show higher order convergence, we look at the equation sat-

is�ed by

w = �� (	�� +	)ek:
By a direct computation

@w

@�
= e��ek2�@2w

@�2
+ e��B

@w

@�
+ e��Cw + w(1� w) ; (3.31)

where

B = 2ek2 ��� +
(	�� +	)�

�(	�� +	)
�

�
;

C = ek2 �(	�� +	)���

�(	�� +	)
+
2(	�� +	)2

�
�

(	�� +	)2
+
(	�� +	)���

�(	�� +	)

+
(��� +�)w2

�2(	�� +	)2

#
:
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Therefore, by Lemma 3.20 we have

dwmax

d�
6 Ae�� + wmax(1� wmax); and

dwmin

d�
> �Ae�� + wmin(1� wmin)

for some constant A. It follows that w tends to 1 uniformly as �

approaches 1.

By di�erentiating (3.31), we see that u = @w=@� satis�es the

equation

@u

@�
= e��

�
A0@

2u

@�2
+B0@u

@�
+ C 0u

�
+ e��

@C

@�
w + (1� 2w)u

where A0, B0, and C 0 are uniformly bounded in [0; 2�]� [0;1). Since

w tends to 1 uniformly, it is easy to see that, for any � 2 (0; 1),

@w

@�
(�; �) = O(e��� ) uniformly as � !1:

Higher order estimates can be obtained in the same way. The proof

of Proposition 3.16 is completed.

Finally, we want to show that (3.28) is necessary for C2-convergence

of eh. More precisely, we have,

Proposition 3.21 If eh(�; t) converges to some eh in C2-norm, then

(3.28) holds.

Proof: From (3.30),

dekmin

d�
> ekmin

�
1 + ekminmin

�

�(	�� +	)+ e��ek2minmin
�

(��� +�)

�
;

we can see that ekmin has a positive lower bound. When eh(�; t) tends
to eh in C2-norm, the curve determined by eh must have positive cur-

vature. However, by Lemma 3.19, eh is equal to ��	. Hence, (3.28)
holds. �
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Notes

Gage-Hamilton Theorem. Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 were proved

in [58]. The notion of entropy was implicitly introduced and its

monotonicity property was established in this paper. To show the

convergence to a circle, they used an inequality of Gage [54] (see

x4.4) which asserts that the isoperimetric ratio decreases along the

ow for convex curves. In another proof [72], Hamilton appeals to

the characterization of the self-similar solution due to Abresh and

Langer. Finally, Andrews [10] deduced the convergence from a char-

acterization of equality in the entropy inequality which follows from

the Minkowski inequality. Our proof here is elementary and is based

on the monotonicity of the functional F (Firey [51]) and Proposition

2.3.

The models. The CSF was posed as a phenomenological model

for the dynamics of grain boundaries in Mullins [?] in the �fties.

Since then, it and the more general ACEF have arisen in many dif-

ferent areas, including phase transition, crystal growth, ame prop-

agation, chemical reaction, and mathematical biology. We briey

discuss three of these areas.

First, in the sharp interface approach to the theory of phase

transition, di�erent bulk phases are separated by a sharp interface

which is assumed to be a plane curve. The temperatures in both

bulks satisfy the heat equation and the interface is a free boundary.

However, in the case of a perfect conductor, the temperatures are

constant in both phases and it is possible to reduce the motion of

the interface to a single equation. This was done in Gurtin [71]. In

fact, he �rst derived a balance law relating the capillary force of the

interface and the interactive force. Next, he used a version of the

second law of thermodynamics to obtain constitutive restrictions on
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3.6. The expanding case of the ACEF 87

the form of the equation. The resulting law of motion of the interface

is

b(�)
@

@t
=
�
(f�� + f)k + F

�
n ;

where F is a constant (the di�erence in energy between the phases),

b > 0 a material function that characterizes the kinetics, and f the

interfacial energy. The dependence of b and f on the normal angle �

reects anisotropy. In case f�� + f > 0, it was proved in Angenent-

Gurtin [17] that (a) if F > 0, then ! < 1 and the enclosed area

A(t) ! 0 as t " !; and (b) if F < 0, then (i) if the initial length is

suÆciently small, then ! < 1 and A(t) ! 0 and (ii) if the initial

area is suÆcient large, then ! = 1, A(t) ! 1 and the isoperi-

metric ratio remains bounded. They also conjectured that in case

(b)(ii), the ow is asymptotic to a Wul� region of 1=b(�). This con-

jecture was subsequently con�rmed by Soner [100]. Our Theorem

3.12 (Chou-Zhu [35]) gives a precise and complete description of the

ow for convex curves. We point out that the ow may develop self-

intersections when it is non-convex. In this case, one has to use the

level-set approach ([100]). When 	 � 0, the ow was also studied

in Gage [57] and Gage-Li [59] in the context of Minkowski geometry.

In particular, Theorem 3.12(i) was proved in [59] for this case.

One should keep in mind that the model also makes sense when

f�� + f 6 0 or when it is not C2. As a special important case, we

comment on the crystalline energy which, by de�nition, has a polygo-

nal Frank diagram (the Frank diagram is the polar graph of 1=f(�)).

Its derivatives have jumps at the vertices. The motion laws for the

crystalline energy were derived by Angenent-Gurtin [17] and Taylor

[106] independently. This is a system of ODEs on the sides of the

polygon under evolution. Crystalline versions of the Gage-Hamilton

theorem and the Grayson convexity theorem can be found in Stancu
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[103], [104] and Giga-Giga [62] respectively. For a level-set approach,

see also Giga-Giga [61].

Second, in the �eld equation approach to phase transition, one

considers reaction-di�usion equations such as the Allen-Cahn equa-

tion,

ut = 4u�W 0(u) ; (x; t) 2 Rn � (0;1) ; (3.32)

whereW is a double-well potential having exactly two strict minima,

say, at u = �1 and 1. The states u = �1 represent stable phases.

It is well-known that (3.32) admits a unique travelling wave solution

�(x1 � ct; x2; � � � ; xn), satisfying �(�1) = �1 and �0 > 0 where the

wave speed is given by

c =
� Z 1

�1
�
02
��1�

W (�1)�W (1)
�
:

When c = 0, the CSF arises as the singular limit of a general solution

of (3.32) as t ! 1. In fact, let u"(x; t) = u(x="; t="2). Then u"

satis�es

u"t = 4u" � "�2W 0(u") : (3.33)

Let's focus on n = 2 and let 0 = fu0(x) = 0g and D0 = fu0(x) > 0g
for a given initial u0. In DeMottoni-Schatzman [40] and Chen [27],

the following result is proved:

Theorem. Let u" be the solution of (3.33) satisfying u"(x; 0) =

u0. Let (�; t) be the CSF starting at 0 and Dt the region it encloses.

Then as "! 0,

u" �!
8<:1

[
t>0

(Dt � ftg)

�1 S
(R2 nDt � ftg)
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3.6. The expanding case of the ACEF 89

compactly in R.

So the interface moves approximately under the CSF when time

is long enough. Incidentally, we mention that, when the wave speed

is non zero, one should take the scaling u"(x; t) = u(x="; t=") and the

interface moves approximately under the eikonal equation t = cn.

Higher dimensional results of this kind can be found in Souganidis

[101] and the references therein.

Finally, the (isotropic) curvature-eikonal equation was derived

in the study of wave propagation in weakly excitable media (Keener-

Sneyd [84] and Meron [89]). (The name curvature-eikonal equation

is taken from [84].) This equation is relevant in a number of biologi-

cal and chemical contexts, such as the wave front propagation in the

excitable Belousov-Zhabotinsky reagent, the calcium waves in Xeno-

pus oocytes, and the studies in myocardial tissue. Here the reaction

di�usion system is of the form(
"ut = "24u+ f(u; v)

vt = "D4v + g(u; v) ;

where u is the activator (propagator) and v is the inhibitor (con-

troller) in the medium. A speci�c example of the reaction term is

the FitzHugh-Nagumo dynamics. When " is very small, one can

formally show that the system can be described by(
t = ("k + c(v))n

vt = "D4v + g(u�(v); v) ;

where u�(v) are the two stable roots of f(u; v) = 0 (Keener [82]).

In general, the �rst equation in this system describes a free bound-

ary while the second equation should be satis�ed by v in the two

separating regions. We obtain the curvature-eikonal ow when c is

independent of v. In general, one expects this coupled system to be

useful in explaining certain commonly observed stable patterns, such
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as the spirals, in dynamics in excitable media.

The CSF and the curvature-eikonal ow are also relevant in other

physical contexts, see, e.g., Deckelnick-Elliott-Richardson [42] for the

motion of a superconducting vortex, and Frankel-Sivahinsky [52] for

the propagation of ame front.

The level-set approach in curvature ows. This approach pro-

vides a unique, globally de�ned generalized solution for many geo-

metric ows, including the ACEF. Although the results are not only

valid for curves but also for many geometric ows, including the

anisotropicnisotropic mean curvature ow in higher dimensions, for

the purpose of illustration we state them for curves only. To start,

let's consider the CSF. Assume that there is a function u(x; t) whose

level set (�; t) = fu(x; t) = cg satis�es the CSF for each �xed c

and that fu(x; t) > cg is the bounded set enclosed by (�; t). Then

we have n = Ou=jOuj and t � n = ut=jOuj on (�; t). Therefore, u

satis�es the equation

ut = jOuj div � OujOuj
�
: (3.34)

Conversely, one can verify that, for any solution of (3.34), the set

(�; t) = fu(x; t) = cg satis�es the CSF. Consequently, one may use

this connection to de�ne a generalized solution of the CSF whenever

a solution of (3.34) is given. The equation (3.34) is weakly parabolic

and is not de�ned at jOuj = 0. It is crucial that, nevertheless, a

notion of generalized solution, namely the viscosity solution, is avail-

able for this equation. It turns out this consideration works for other

ows. To state a sample result, let's consider (1.2) where F depends

on � and q only. The corresponding equation is

ut = jOujF
�
Ou

jOuj ; div
Ou

jOuj
�
: (3.35)
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Denote by C�(R
2 ) the family of continuous functions u such that

u� � is of compact support. We have (Chen-Gigo-Goto [28]):

Theorem. Assume that F = F (�; q) is uniformly parabolic in (1.2).

Let D0 be an open set and 0 � @D0 be a bounded set. Then for

any function u0 in C�(R
2); � < 0; which satis�es fu0 > 0g = D0

and fu0 = 0g = 0, there exists a unique viscosity solution of (3.35)

satisfying u(�; 0) = u0. Moreover, the sets (�; t) = fu(x; t) = 0g and

Dt = fu(x; t) > 0g depend only on 0 and D0 but not on � or u0.

Consequently, the ow (1.2) admits a unique generalized solution

for all t. Notice that in some cases such as the CSF, (�; t) becomes
empty for t > !. A mathematical theory on the level-set approach

was introduced in [28] and Evans-Spruck [50] independently. In [50]

and its sequels, the mean curvature ow is discussed in some depth,

while in [28] other geometric curvature ows are also treated. For

further work, we refer to Giga-Goto-Ishii-Sato [63], [100], and the

survey [101]. For a geometric measure-theoretic approach to the

mean curvature ow, one may consult Brakke [22] and Ilmanen [81].

See also Ambrosio-Soner [7] for another approach by De Giorgi.
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Chapter 4

The Convex Generalized

Curve Shortening Flow

In this chapter, we study the Cauchy problem for the anisotropic

generalized curve shortening ow (AGCSF),

@

@t
= �(�)k�n ; � > 0 ; (4.1)�

where � is a smooth positive, 2�-periodic function of the normal

angle and 0 is a given uniformly convex, embedded closed curve.

According to the results in x3.2, this ow preserves convexity and

shrinks to a point in �nite time. To examine its ultimate shape, we

normalize the ow using the shrinking point as the origin so that its

enclosed area is always equal to �. In terms of the support function

and curvature,eh =
�A(t)

�

��1=2
h ; and

ek =
�A(t)

�

�1=2
k ;

we have the equations

eh� = ��ek� + ��Z
S1

�ek��1d��eh ; (4.2)

and

ek� = ek2h��ek���� +�ek�i� ��Z
S1

�ek��1d��ek ; (4.3)

93
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where d�=dt = (A(t)=�)�(1+�)=2 . It will be shown, (see Lemma 4.6),

that � = O(log(!� t)). Hence, (4.2) and (4.3) are de�ned in [�0;1)

for some �0. Formally, in case eh� tends to zero as � �!1, the limit

satis�es the equation

�k� = �h ; (4.4)

where � is a positive constant. In other words, it is a contracting

self-similar solution for (4.1).

We shall establish the subconvergence of the normalized ow

to self-similar solutions for � 2 (1=3; 1) in Section 2. Some useful

inequalities from the theory of convex bodies are listed in Section

1. In Section 3, we study the aÆne curve shortening problem, that

is, � = 1=3 and � � 1 in (4.1). It has an invariant formulation in

the context of aÆne geometry. We shall show that convergence to

ellipses holds for the normalized ow. In the last section, we present

a uniquence result on self-similar solutions for (4.1) where � > 1 and

� is symmetric.

4.1 Results from the Brunn-Minkowski The-

ory

In this section, we collect some basic results from the Brunn-Minkowski

Theory of convex bodies. Although the natural setting is convex bod-

ies, for our purpose it is suÆcient to state them for convex bodies

with a smooth boundary. As a result, they will appear in slightly

restrictive form.

Let h and ' be two smooth functions de�ned on S1. We shall

use the following notations:

A0 =

Z
S1

hA[h]d� ;
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A1 =

Z
S1

'A[']d� ; and

A01 =

Z
S1

'A[h]d� =

Z
S1

hA[']dd� ;

where A[f ] = f�� + f for any function f .

Theorem 4.1 (Minkowski inequality). We have

A2
01 > A0A1

under either one of the following conditions: (i) A[h] > 0 and A['] >

0, or (ii) A[h] > 0. Moreover, equality in this inequality holds if and

only if there exist a positive � and a point (x0; y0) such that

'(�) = �h(�) + h(x0; y0); (cos �; sin �)i ;

for all � 2 S1.

Theorem 4.1 under assumption (i) is the standard form of the

Minkowski inequality and usually is deduced from the Brunn-Minkowski

inequality. Under (ii), we may apply the inequality to the functions

h and '+ �h, where � has been chosen so large that A['+ �h] > 0.

The following two results are about stability. They provide ef-

fective lower bounds of the di�erence

4 = A2
01 �A0A1 :

Let K0 and K1 be two convex sets with support functions h and ',

respectively. The circumradius and inradius of K0 with respect to

K1 are given by

R(K0;K1) = inf
n
R > 0 : K0 � R

�
K1 � (x; y)

�
for some (x; y)

o
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and

r(K0;K1) = sup
n
r > 0 : r

�
K1 � (x; y)

� � K0 for some (x; y)
o
;

respectively. WhenK1 is the unit disk, the circumradius and inradius

of K0 are the usual circumradius and inradius of a convex body (or

its boundary). Our �rst stability estimate is an anisotropic version

of the Bonnesen inequality.

Theorem 4.2 Let R = R(K0;K1) and r = r(K0;K1). We have

A0 � 2�A01 + �2A1 6 0

for all � 2 [r;R]. Consequently,

4 >
A2
1

4
(R� r)2 :

Next, let's denote by bh and b' the support functions cK0 and cK1,

which are obtained from K0 and K1 by translating their centers of

mass to the origin and rescaling their perimeters to 1. We have:

Theorem 4.3 There exists a constant C depending only on the di-

ameter and inradius of K0 such that

4 > CA2
01

Z
S1

(bh� b')2d� :
Finally, we state two isoperimetric inequalities somehow related

to the aÆne and SL(2;R){geometries:

Theorem 4.4 (The aÆne isoperimetric inequality). For any

closed embedded convex curve , we have� Z
S1

k�2=3d�
�3
6 8�2A ;

and the equality holds if and only if  is an ellipse.
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As will be explained in Section 3, the integral on the left-hand

side of this inequality is the aÆne perimeter L of . Thus, this

inequality asserts that only the ellipses maximize the aÆne isoperi-

metric ratio L3=A.

Theorem 4.5 (Blaschke-Santal�o inequality). For any closed

embedded convex curve , there exists a point (x0; y0) such thatZ
S1

1

h2
d� 6

2�2

A
;

where h is the support function of  with respect to (x0; y0). Further-

more, equality in this inequality holds if and only if  is an ellipse.

4.2 The AGCSF for � in (1=3; 1)

In this section, we generalize the Gage-Hamilton Theorem to (4.1)�

for � 2 (1=3; 1). As we have seen in the previous chapter, the mono-

tonicity of the entropy is essential in controlling the curvature of the

normalized ow. Fortunately, a de�nition of entropy is available and

monotonicity along the ow is still valid.

We de�ne the entropy for the normalized ow (4.2) to be

E�e(�; �)� = ��Z
S1

�(�)ek��1d�� 1
��1

; � 6= 1 :

When � = 1, the entropy was de�ned in (3.17).

Lemma 4.6 For all � > 0,

d

dt
E�e(�; �)� 6 0 ;

and the equality holds if and only if (�; �) is a self-similar solution

of (4.1) which contracts to some (x0; y0).
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Proof: By (4.3),

d

d�
E�e(�; �)�

=
1

2�

�
�
Z
�(�)ek��1d�� 2��

��1
h Z

�ek�A[�ek�]d� � 1

2A

� Z
�ek�A[eh]d��2i :

Noticing that

A =
1

2

Z ehA[eh]d�
is equal to �, it follows immediately from the Minkowski inequality

that dE=dt(e(�, �)) 6 0. Moreover, in case equality holds at some � ,

then e(�; �) satis�es (4.4), where h is de�ned with respect to some

(x0; y0). �

Lemma 4.7 For any � in (1=3; 1), the isoperimetric ratio and the

diameter of e(�; �) are uniformly bounded by a constant depending on

its entropy.

Proof: It suÆces to show that the width w(�) of e(�; �) along any

direction � has a uniform, positive lower bound. Consider � > 2=3

�rst. By the H�older inequality,Z ek��1d� 6 � Z ek�1�� cos(�� �)
��d��1��� Z �� cos(�� �)

��1� 1
� d�

��
:

Therefore,

w(�) > C0E�(e(�; �))�1 :
Next, for � 2 (1=3; 2=3), by the H�older inequality again,

E�(e(�; �)) > E 2
3
(e(�; �))�� 1

3
1�� E 1

3
(e(�; �)) 2

3
��

1�� :

By the aÆne isoperimetric inequality and the de�nition of E 1
3
,

we have

E 1
3
(e(�; �)) > (2��min)

�3=2 :
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Therefore,

E�(e(�; 0)) > (2��min)
�3=2E 2

3

�e(�; �)� ��1
3

1��

> C0(2��min)
�3=2w(�)

1
3
��

1�� :

�

Lemma 4.8 For � 2 (1=3; 1), the curvature of e(�; �) is uniformly

pinched between two positive constants.

Proof: We �rst derive an upper estimate. Consider the auxiliary

function � = (�ht)=(h � c(t) � x � Æ) as in the proof of Lemma

3.15. Recall that c(t) is the support center of h and Æ = �r0=2. By

following the same proof, we arrive at the estimate

k� 6 C(h� c(t) � x� Æ) :

However, since now the isoperimetric ratio of (�; t) is uniformly

bounded by Lemma 4.7, there exists a constant C 0 such that h �
c(t) � x � C 0rin(t). Consequently, ek� is bounded from above.

Next, by the gradient estimate in Lemma 3.7, which holds for

(4.3) after replacing ek by �ek� and is scaling invariant, we know that��(ek��1)
es

�� = ��1� �

�

��(ek�)� ;
where es is the arc-length of e. Since the length of e(�; �) is uni-

formly bounded and � < 1, by integrating this inequality we obtain

a positive lower bound for ek. �

Theorem 4.9 For � 2 (1=3; 1), any sequence fe(�; �j)g, �j �! 1,

contains a subsequence which converges smoothly to a contracting

self-similar solution of (4.1)�.
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Proof: We have obtained two-sided bounds on the normalized cur-

vature in the preceding lemmas. By representing the equation for ek
as polar graphs we can obtain all bounds on the derivatives of ek (see

x3.4). Therefore, by Lemma 4.6,

lim
��!1

dE
d�

(e(�; �)) = 0

and any sequence fe(�; �)g contains a subsequence converging smoothly
to a convex curve 1, which, according to the Minkowski inequality,

satis�es

�k�1 = �h1 + h(x0; y0); (cos �; sin �)i

for some positive � and (x0; y0). If (x0; y0) is not the origin, from

A(t)1=2e = �1=2 we see that, for all t suÆciently close to !, (�; t)
no longer contain the origin. But this is impossible. Hence, (x0; y0)

must be the origin. The proof of Theorem 4.9 is completed. �

Remark 4.10 When � > 1, the isoperimetric ratio and the cur-

vature of e(�; �) are still bounded from above. This follows from

combining the entropy inequality and the scaling invariant gradient

estimate in Lemma 3.7 (replace k by �k�). However, a positive lower

bound for the curvature may not be available. Instead, one can de-

rive a gradient estimate for the curvature directly using (4.3). In

[10], the following theorem is proved.

Theorem For � > 1, any fe(�; �j)g; �j !1, contains a subsequence

which converges to a self-similar solution of (4.1) in Ck+2;-norm

where  = (��1)�1�k 2 (0; 1]. Moreover, the convergence is smooth

away from points where the curvature of the self-similar solution is

zero.

An example in the same paper shows that the self-similar solu-

tion may not be strictly convex and the regularity concerning the

subconvergence is optimal.
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Remark 4.11 Where � < 1=3, Theorem 4.9 holds under the addi-

tional assumption that the isoperimetric ratio of e(�; �) is uniformly
bounded. Again, this assumption cannot be ful�lled most times. To

see why, we look at the equation for the self-similar solution (4.4)

which is now written in the form of an elliptic equation ,

h00 + h =
a(�)

hp
; (4.5)

where a(�) = (��1�)1=� and p = 1=�. For simplicity, we shall con-

sider the isotropic case (a(�) � 1) only. Self-similar solutions are

critical points of the functional

F(h) = 1

2
�
Z
S1

(h2 � h2�)d� �
Z
S1

h1�pd� :

Along the normalized ow, we have

d

dt
F(eh(�; �)) = (1� p)�

Z eh�peh�d�
= (1� p)

��Z ek��1d� �Z eh�p+1d� ��
Z eh�pek�d�) :

By the H�older inequality,

�
Z ek��1d� 6 ��Z ek�h�pd�� �

�+1
��Z h

k
d�
� 1
�+1

and

�
Z
h
��1
� d� 6

��Z ek�h�pd�� 1
�+1
��Z h

k
d�
� �

�+1 :

Therefore, for � 6 1,

d

dt
F(eh(�; �)) > 0 ;

and the equality holds if and only if eh is a self-similar solution.

When � > 1=3, the Blaschke-Santal�o's inequality asserts that
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the functional I has a universal upper bound. However, F becomes

unbounded if � < 1=3. To see this, let's consider the boundary of a

rectangle (centered at the origin) whose dimension is 2` by �=2`. Its

support function is given by

h =

r
`2 +

�2

`2

8><>:
cos(�0 � �) ; 0 6 � 6 �0

cos(� � �0) ; 00 6 � 6 �=2 :

One can verify directly that, for p > 3,Z
S1

h1�pd�

tends to1 as ` �!1. On the other hand, one can show that, in the

isotropic case, circles are the only self-similar solutions (or at least

show that supI over all self-similar solutions is �nite). Therefore,

for any initial curve whose support function h0 satis�es F(h0) >

supfF(h) : h is self-similarg, the normalized ow starting at h0 never

subconverges to a self-similar solution. In fact, its isoperimetric ratio

tends to in�nity as � �!1.

4.3 The aÆne curve shortening ow

We begin with a very brief description of the aÆne geometry of plane

curves.

Let  be a plane curve. A parametrization of , �, is called the

aÆne arc-length parameter if it satis�es

[� ; �� ] � det

264 1� 2�

1�� 2��

375
= 1
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4.3. The aÆne curve shortening ow 103

along the curve. For any uniformly convex curve  with a given

parametrization p, its aÆne arc-length always exists and is given by

� =

Z
p

0

[p; pp]
1=3dp :

Notice that, when  is parametrized by the Euclidean arc-length s

or the normal angle �, the aÆne arc-length is given by

� =

Z


k1=3ds

or

� =

Z
S1

k�2=3d� :

The aÆne arc-length of  (aÆne perimeter when  is closed)

is given by

L() =
Z


d� :

It has the invariance property, namely,

L(
A

) = L() ;

for any 
A

� A �  where A 2 SL(2;R) is any special aÆne transfor-

mation in the plane.

The aÆne tangent and aÆne normal of  are given by J = �

and N = �� , respectively. They satisfy AJ = JA and AN = NA

where JA and NA are, respectively, the aÆne tangent and normal

for 
A

. By di�erentiating [� , ��] = 1, we see that ��� and �

are linearly dependent and, hence, ��� + �� = 0 for some �. The

function

� = [�� ; ��� ]

is the aÆne curvature of . It turns out that the aÆne curvature

is an absolute invariant of the special aÆne group SL(2;R) in the
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sense that the aÆne curvature of 
A

at A(�) is equal to the aÆne

curvature of  at (�). Any function with this property is called an

absolute invariant or a di�erential invariant. Other absolute invari-

ants of SL(2;R) include the derivatives of the aÆne curvature with

respect to the aÆne arc-length, as one can check directly. In fact,

any absolute invariant of SL(2;R) must be a function of � and its

derivatives. Just as the Euclidean curvature determines the curve

up to a Euclidean motion, the aÆne curvature also determines the

curve up to a special aÆne transformation.

Example 4.12 Curves of constant aÆne curvature. As one

can check directly, parabolas have zero aÆne curvature, and ellipses

and hyperbolas have positive and negative aÆne curvature, respec-

tively. Let (�) = (a cos ��, b sin��) where � = (ab)1=3. Then, �

is the aÆne arc-length parameter and the aÆne curvature is given

by � = (ab)�2=3. Similarly, let C(�) = (a cosh(��)�, b sinh(��)�)
where � = �(ab)1=3. Then, � is the aÆne arc-length parameter and

� = �(ab)�2=3.
The area enclosed by the closed curve remains unchanged under

all special aÆne transformations. Hence, the quotient

L3()

A
=

(

Z
S1

k�2=3d�)3

A

remains unchanged under all general aÆne transformations, that is,

the full aÆne group GL(2;R). The aÆne isoperimetric inequality

asserts that only the ellipses maximize this quotient.

Now, let's consider the ow

d

dt
= N ; (4.6)

where N is the aÆne normal of (�; t). Since NA = AN , we see

that, if (�; t) solves (4.5), so does 
A

(�; t) for any A 2 SL(2;R). In
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particular, all ellipses are contracting self-similar solutions for (4.6).

Given (4.6), one may derive the corresponding evolution equa-

tions for the geometric quantities of the ow. Since the derivation is

somehow parallel to the Euclidean case which was done in x1.3, we
list the result only. One may consult [98] for details. We have

�t = �2

3
�� ; (4.7)

Tt = �1

3
�T ;

Nt =
1

3
�N � 1

3
�sT ;

and

�t =
1

3
��� +

4

3
�2 : (4.8)

We also have

At = �L and (4.9)

Lt = �2

3

Z


�d� : (4.10)

Sometimes it is convenient to express � and � as functions of the

normal angle �. In fact, we can verify that

d� = v�2d�

and

� = v3(v�� + v) ;

where v � k1=3.

Let's express the aÆne normal in terms of the Euclidean tangent
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and normal. We have

N = k�1=3�s

= k�1=3(k�1=3s)s

= k1=3n+ k�1=3(k�1=3)st :

Hence, by Proposition 1.1, the ow (4.6) is equivalent to (4.1)� with

� = 1=3 and � � 1.

Theorem 4.13 The normalized ow e(�; �) of (4.1)�, � = 1=3 and

� � 1, converges smoothly to an ellipse centered at the origin.

Lemma 4.14 We have

d

d�
L3(e(�; �)) > 0 ;

and equality if and only if e(�; �) is an ellipse.

Proof: This is nothing but the monotonicity property of the entropy

in Lemma 4.6 for � = 1=3. �

Let �1 2 (�0;1) be �xed. We choose a special aÆne transforma-

tion A such that

�0 = Ae(�; �1)
is bounded between the circles CR�1

�
(0; 0)

�
, and CR

�
(0; 0)

�
where

R is an absolute constant greater than 1. (In fact, one can take

R = 3.) Observe that the circle CR�1

�
(0; 0)

�
shrinks to a point

under the aÆne ow. Let T be the time it reaches C1=(2R)

�
(0; 0)

�
. By

the strong separation principle, we know that �(�; t), the aÆne ow
starting at �0, is bounded between C1=(2R)

�
(0; 0)

�
and CR

�
(0; 0)

�
for
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all t in [0; T ]. Letting H be the support function of �, we consider

the auxiliary function

� =
tH(�; t)

H(�; t)� �
; t 2 [0; T ] ;

where � = 1=(4R). Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.3, we

obtain the inequality

�K5=3t0

3(H � �)
6

4

3

K2=3t0

H � �
+K1=3 +K2=3 ;

where K (the curvature of �) and H are evaluated at (�0; t0), a

maximum of �. It follows that

K(�; t) 6
C

t
; 8(�; t) 2 S1 � (0; T ] :

In particular, K has a uniform upper bound on [T=2; T ]. For any

large � , we can �nd �1 < � , �1 close to � such that the ow �(�; t)
starting at A(�; �1) as described above satis�es e(�; �) = A�1�(�; T 0)
for some T 0 in [T=2; T ]. Since �(�; T 0) is bounded between C1=(4R)

�
(0; 0)

�
and CR

�
(0; 0)

�
, we can multiply it by a constant so that its en-

closed area is �. We have shown that, for each large � , there exists

A� 2 SL(2;R) such that (�; �) = A�e(�; �) has uniformly bounded

curvature.

Next, we claim that k, the curvature of , also admits a posi-

tive lower bound when � is suÆciently large. First, we note that, by

applying the maximum principle to (4.8),

�(�; t) > inf �(�; 0) ;

i.e.,

e�(�; �) > �A(t)
�

� 2
3
inf �(�; 0) :

Using the aÆne invariance of the aÆne curvature, the aÆne curvature

of , satis�es

�(�; �) > �C0A(t)
2=3 :
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We rewrite this inequality as

A[V + C0A(t)
2=3H] > 0 ;

where we have set V = k
1=3

. Hence, H � V + C0A
2=3(t)H de�nes a

convex curve �. By the formula

L(�) =

Z
S1

1

K(�; �)
d� ;

we deduce that for any � > 0,

����K 6 �
	��� 6 �L(�)

6 � � 2�R :

Notice that, by convexity, the perimeter of � is less than the perime-

ter of CR

�
(0; 0)

�
. It follows from the de�nition of H that����H 6 �

	��� 6 �3(2�R)3 : (4.11)

On the other hand, let �(�0; �) be a point in the set fH < �g.
We have, for all � satisfying cos(� � �0) > 0,

H(�) 6 � cos(� � �0) + d
p
1� cos(� � �0)2 :

This is because the right-hand side of this inequality is nothing but

the support function of the region lying inside a cylinder of width d

and with axis along (cos �0; sin �0), truncated by the line fcos �0x+
sin �0y = �g. When d is larger than the maximal width of �, this

region contains � and, hence, the inequality holds. It follows thatn
� :
�� sin(� � �0)

�� 6 �
o
�
n
H 6 (1 + d)�

o
;

and so ����H 6 (1 + d)�
	��� > 2� : (4.12)
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By putting (4.10) and (4.11) together, we see that the set fH 6 �g
is empty if � < 21=2(1 + d)�3=2(2�R)�3=2. From

k
1=3

= V > �C0A(t)
2=3H + 2��3=2R�3=2 ;

we deduce a positive lower bound for k when t is suÆciently close to

!. We remark that such a bound can also be derived from the upper

bound on K by using the Harnack's inequality of Chow [37].

With two-sided bounds on K, we can use parabolic regularity

theory to obtain bounds on the derivatives of K (in �) for all suÆ-

ciently large �1. We have proved the following lemma.

Lemma 4.15 For each � , there exists A� 2 SL(2;R) so that (�; �) =
A�e(�; �) satis�es (a) its curvature is uniformly pinched between two

positive constants and (b) the derivatives of its curvature are uni-

formly bounded.

We note that three useful messages are encoded in this lemma.

First, by aÆne invariance, the aÆne curvature of e, as well as its
derivatives with respect to the aÆne arc-length, is uniformly bounded.

Next, since by Lemma 4.14 we know that there exists a sequence

f(�; �j)g, �j �!1, such that �(�; �j) tend to 1, e�(�; �j) also tends to
1. Further, by applying the maximum principle to (4.8), we conclude

that

�(�; t) > inf
�

�(�; tj) ; t > tj ;

and so, �(�; t) is positive for all t close to !.

Lemma 4.16 lim
��!1

e�(�; �) = 1.

Proof: Consider the fully aÆne invariant quantity

L(t)
Z
�d� :
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Notice that, by the Minkowski inequality,Z
�d� 6

1

2
L2=A ;

L
Z
�d� 6

1

2

L3

A

6 4�2 ;

and equality holds if and only if the curve is an ellipse. By (4.7),

(4.8), (4.10), and the H�older inequality,

d

dt

�L(t)Z �d�
�

=
2

3

�� (

Z
�d�)2 + L

Z
�2d�

�

> 0 :

Hence in the equality

A

Z
�d� � 1

2
L2 =

A

L
�LZ �d� � L3

2A

�
;

both terms L R �d� and L3=(2A) increase to 4�2 as t " !. We con-

clude

1

2
eL2 � �

Z e�de� ! 0 as � !1 :

By aÆne invariance, we also have

1

2
L2 � �

Z
�d� = o(1)

as � !1. Now, let's apply Theorem 4.3 to the functions h = h and

' = k
1=3

to get

lim
�!1

Z
jh� k

1=3j2d� = 0 :

In view of Lemma 4.15, we deduce

lim
�!1

h k
�1=3

= 1 : (4.13)
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Now, we convert the information on  to an estimate on e� as follows.

One can verify directly that�
h k

�1=3�
� �

+ �(h k
�1=3

) = 1 :

By (4.13) and interpolation,

lim
�!1

(h k
�1=3

)� � = 0 :

Therefore, lim
�!1

e� = lim
�!1

� = 1. The proof of Lemma 4.16 is com-

pleted. �

Now we can prove Theorem 4.13. By a direct computation, the

Euclidean curvature and the aÆne curvature of the normalized aÆne

CSF satisfy

ek� = �e�� eL
2�

�ek (4.14)

and

e�� = 1

3
e�
e�e� +

4

3

�e�� eL
2�

�e� ; (4.15)

respectively. Since e� and e�� eL=2� tend to 1 and 0, respectively, as

� ! 1, for each large � 0, e(�; �) is very close to an ellipse in some

time interval (� 0; � 00). By applying a special aÆne transformation to

make e(�; � 0) almost circular, we may assume that e�, its aÆne arc-
length, is very close to 1 in (� 0; � 00). Here � 00 � � 0 can be arbitrarily

large as � 0 tends to 1. Moreover, from the formula

ev3(ev�� + ev) = e� ; ev = e��1=2 ;
we see that e�� and e��� are very small in this interval. For a small "0

to be chosen later, let (� 0; � 00) be the largest open interval on which

1� "0 6 � 6 1 + "0
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and ��e��; e����� 6 "0 : (4.16)

We may compare (4.15) with the heat equation

u� =
1

3
u�� ;

which satis�es osc u = O(exp(��=3)). For some �xed small "0,

osc e� 6 Ce�
1
6
� ; 8� 2 (� 0; � 00) :

Substituting this estimate into (4.14) and then integrating the in-

equality, we have, for �2 > �1 in [� 0; � 00),��� log ek(�; �2)ek(�; �1)
��� 6 C 0e�

1
6
�1 : (4.17)

Taking �1 = � 0, we conclude that ek(�; �2) is arbitrarily close to 1.

Hence, (4.16) holds for all � > � 0 and so � 00 =1. Now (4.17) implies

that e(�; �) converges uniformly to some 1 as � ! 1. By Lemma

4.16, 1 must be an ellipse. Finally, following the end of the proof in

Theorem 4.9, we know that 1 is centered at the origin. The proof

of Theorem 4.13 is completed.

4.4 Uniqueness of self-similar solutions

In this section, we shall prove the following uniqueness result.

Theorem 4.17 Under the assumptions � > 1 and �(�+�) = �(�),

the equation �k� = h has a unique solution which satis�es h(�+�) =

h(�).

Proof: To show that the solution exists, we solve (4.1)� with a cen-

trally symmetric 0. By Theorem 3.12(i) (for � = 1) and the theorem

in Remark 4.10, we know that its normalized ow subconverges to a
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convex curve which satis�es (4.4). After a suitable scaling, we can

take � = 1. The uniqueness of this equation is contained in the

following theorem. �

Theorem 4.18 Let ' be a contracting self-similar solution of the

ow (4.1)� satisfying (4.4) with � = 1, � > 1, and symmetric �.

Then, the relative isoperimetric ratio

� Z
hA[']d�

�2
1
2

Z
hA[h]d�

� L2
'

A

is strictly decreasing along any solution (�; t) of (4.1)� (here h is the

support function of (�; t)), unless h = �' + h(x0; y0); (cos �; sin �)i
for some positive � and (x0; y0).

Proof: We have

d

dt

�
L2
'

A

�

=
d

dt

�
A2
10

A0

�

= �2A10

A2
0

�
A0

Z
'A[']

�
A[']

A[h]

��
d� �A10

Z
'A[']

�
A[']

A(h)

���1
d�

�
:

By the H�older inequality,

Z
'A[']

�
A[']

A[h]

��
d�Z

'A[']

�
A[']

A[h]

���1
d�

>

Z
'A[']

�
A[']

A[h]

�
d�

A1
;

and so it suÆces to prove the theorem for � = 1:
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Z
'A[']

�
A[']

A[h]

�
d� >

A1A10

A0
: (4.18)

By the H�older inequality again,

Z
'A[']

A[']

A[h]
d� >

�Z
hA[']d�

�2

Z
h2A[h]

'
d�

:

So (4.14) follows from

A10A0 > A1

Z
h2

'
A[h]d� :

Let's assume for this moment h is symmetric, i.e., h(� + �; t) =

h(�; t). Then we can take � = h=' in the anisotropic Bonnesen

inequality Theorem 4.2,

�h
'

�2
A1 � 2

�h
'

�
A01 +A0 6 0 :

Multiplying this inequality by 'A[h] and then integrating over S1,

we have

A1

Z
h2

'
A[h]d� � 2A01A0 +A0A10 6 0 ;

which is precisely the desired estimate. Furthermore, we know that

equality holds if and only if h = �'+ h(x0; y0); (cos �; sin �)i for some
positive � and (x0; y0).

To prove (4.14) for non-symmetric curves, we proceed as follows.

Mark a point X(�) on the curve  and let Y (�) be the point on 

whose outer normal is (cos(�+�); sin(�+�)). The line segment con-

necting X and Y divides the region enclosed by  into two subregions

D1 and D2. As X(�) transverses along the curve  until the positions

of X(�) and Y (�) are exchanged, the subregions change from D1 and
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D2 to D2 and D1. By the mean-value theorem, there exists some

X(�0) such that jD1j = jD2j. The line segment X(�0)Y (�0) divides

 into two arcs + and �. We can extend 1 and 2 separately to get

two closed convex curves + and � which are centrally symmetric

with respect to the mid-point ofX(�0)Y (�0). Now (4.14) holds for +

and �. (Notice that + and � are C1-curves in general. However,

Theorem 4.2 continues to hold.) Therefore, in obvious notation,

Z
'A[']

A[']

A[h]
d�

A1
� A10

A0

=
1

2

�Z 'A[']
A[']

A[h+]
d�

A1

� A+
10

A+
0

�
+
1

2

�Z 'A[']
A[']

A[h�]
d�

A1

� A�
10

A�
0

�

6 0 :

�

Notes

The results in Sections 1,2 and 4 are largely taken from Andrews

[10], to which we refer for a systematic and rather complete discus-

sion on the AGCSF. Proofs of the results on convex bodies stated in

Section 1 can be found in Schneider [99]. Speci�cally, see x6.6 for the
Minkowski inequality, (6.6.10) for Theorem 4.3, and (6.2.21) for the

Bonnesen-type inequality. The Blaschke-Santal�o inequality, which

was due to Blaschke in the planar case, was proved in Blaschke [21].

(See also [2].) In the proof of subconvergence, one frequently uses

the monotonicity of some functionals such as the entropy and the

\Firey functional" F . A nice discussion on these quantities can be

found in Andrews [9]. The monotonicity of the relative isoperimetric
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ratio along the ow, Theorem 4.18, was �rst proved by Gage [54] for

the CSF. Uniqueness of the self-similar solution for the symmetric,

anisotropic CSF was �rst pointed out in Gage [57], where it is de-

duced from a classical theorem of Wul�. Another proof can be found

in Dohmen-Giga [44]. Theorems 4.17 and 4.18 are taken from [10].

Expanding Flows. Most ows studied in this book are shrinking.

We point out expanding isotropic and anisotropic ows for curves

have been studied by several authors, see Urbas [108] [109], Ger-

hardt [60], Chow-Tsai [38], and Andrews [10].

Self-similar solutions for the AGCSF. One consequence of the

subconvergence of the normalized ow of (4.1)� is the existence of

contracting self-similar solutions. According to Theorem 4.9 and Re-

mark 4.10, they exist for � 2 (1=3;1). Moreover, they are unique

when � is symmetric and � > 1. This issue can also be studied

by looking at the elliptic equation (4.5) directly. In fact, using the

degree-theoretic method, Dohmen, Giga, and Mizoguchi [45] proved

the existence of these solutions for � > 1=2. In Ai-Chou-Wei [2], we

use the variational method to prove existence for � > 1=3. Moreover,

similarity is drawn between the Nirenberg problem and the equation

(4.5)� when � = 1=3. By observing that the special aÆne group

SL(2;R) acts on S1 like the conformal group acts on S2 in the Niren-

berg problem (Chang-Gursky-Yang [26]), necessary conditions and

suÆcient conditions for the existence of self-similar solutions were

found. For instance, a necessary condition is the \Kazdan-Warner

condition",

Z
S1

a0(�)ei�

h2(�)
d� = 0 :
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In particular, when a = 1 + " cos �; j"j < 1, (4.1)1=3 does not have

any self-similar solution. On the other hand, we have:

Theorem. Let

a(�) = a0 +

NX
n=1

(an cos 2n� + bn sin 2n�) > 0 :

Suppose that

N�1X
n=1

njcnj < N jcN j; cn = an + ibn:

Then (4.5) has at least (N � 1) many solutions.

When � 2 (0; 1), it is pointed out in [10] that self-similar so-

lutions are, in general, not unique. In Chou-Zhang [33], we show

that stable self-similar solutions are unique for a class of anisotropic

factors.

The aÆne curve shortening problem. Our discussion on the

aÆne CSF basically follows Andrews [8], where a hypersurface driven

by its aÆne normal is studied. The problem was also studied in

Sapiro-Tannenbaum [98]. From a completely di�erent context, the

ow arises from image processing and computer vision, where peo-

ple search for geometric ows which preserve ellipses. In Alvarez-

Guichard-Lions-Morel [6], the ow, termed as the fundamental equa-

tions in image processing, was derived by the axiomatic method. On

the other hand, it was proposed by Sapiro-Tannenbaum [97] in the

context of aÆne geometry. A general result in [94] characterizes the

aÆne CSF as the aÆne invariant curvature ow of the lowest order.

Curve ows in Klein geometry. As a further interesting devel-

opment of the aÆne CSF, Olver-Sapiro-Tannenbum [94] propose the
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study of invariant curve ows in a Klein geometry (Guggenheimer

[70] and Olver [93]). According to the Erlangen Programme, each

Lie transformation group G acting on the plane gives rise to a ge-

ometry. For a given Lie group or a Lie algebra g (realized as vector

�elds on R
2), we can de�ne its group length element d� to be the

g-invariant one-form of lowest order, and the group curvature � to be

the absolute di�erential invariant of lowest order. It is known that all

di�erential invariants of g are functions of � and its derivative with

respect to the group length. Next, one de�ne, the group tangent and

group normal of a curve to be J = � and N = �� , respectively.

Now the \group curve shortening ow" is

@

@t
= N : (4.19)

Notice that, when the group is the Euclidean groupnspecial aÆne
group, the ow is the CSFnaÆne CSF. So (4.19) is a generalization

of the curve shortening ow to other geometries. The expression for

the group curvature for the similarity group, the fully aÆne group,

and the projection group can be found in [94]. The reader should be

aware that, for some groups, such as the similarity group, the ow

is not curve shortening and also sometimes one needs to modify the

equation to retain parabolicity.

As one can see from the variation formula (4.10) for the aÆne

length, the ACSF is not pointwise shortening (it is aÆne length short-

ening, though [98]). To get a more natural \curve shortening ow"

from the variational point of view, one should look at the L2-gradient

ow,

@

@t
= ��N ; (4.20)

where we have put a minus sign before the aÆne curvature to guar-

antee parabolicity. This is a fourth-order parabolic equation. The
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aÆne length increases pointwisely along this ow. Notice that the

isoperimetric ratio attains its minima at circles but the aÆne isoperi-

metric ratio attains its maxima at ellipses. It is proved in Andrews

[11] that this curve lengthening ow expands to in�nity and tends to

an ellipse after suitable normalization.
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Chapter 5

The Non-convex Curve

Shortening Flow

In this chapter we �rst prove the Grayson convexity theorem.

Theorem 5.1 (Grayson convexity theorem) Consider the CSF

where 0 is a smooth, embedded closed curve. There exists a t0 < !

such that (�; t) is uniformly convex for all t 2 [t0; !).

The proof of this theorem is based on the monotoncity of an

isoperimetric ratio introduced by Hamilton (Section 1) and a blow-

up argument (Section 2). Next, we discuss the classi�cation of the

singularities of the CSF for immersed curves in Section 3.

5.1 An isoperimetric ratio

Let  be a smooth, embedded closed curve and D the region it en-

closes. We can always �nd some line segment � inD whose endpoints

touch . It divides D into two subsets D1 and D2. When � does not

touch  away from its endpoints, both D1 and D2 are regions. In

any case, we can associate to each triple (�;D1; D2) a number

G(�) = L2
� 1

A1
+

1

A2

�
;

121
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122 CH. 5. The Non-convex Curve Shortening Flow

where L is the length of � and Ai is the area of Di(i = 1; 2). We

de�ne g = g() to be the in�mum of G(�) over all these admissible

triples.

It is not hard to see that g() is always attained. Let (�0;D1;D2)

be a minimum of g(). We �rst assert that �0
T
 only consists of two

components containing the two endpoints separately. For, if there is

a point in �0
T
 lying outside these two components, it divides � into

two line segments �1 and �2. We consider the two admissible triples

(�1;D11;D2

S
D12) and (�2;D12;D2

S
D11), where D11

S
D12 = D1

and �i � @D1i (i = 1; 2). We have

g() = G(�0) 6 G(�i) ; i = 1; 2 :

From the de�nition of G we have, in obvious notation,

A11(A2 +A12)

A2(A11 +A12)
6

L2
1

(L1 + L2)2

and

A12(A2 +A11)

A2(A11 +A12)
6

L2
2

(L1 + L2)2
:

Adding up these inequalities yields a contradiction:

1 +
2A11A12

A2(A11 +A12)
6 1� 2L1L2

(L1 + L2)2
:

Hence, there are exactly two components in �0
T
.

Next, �0 must be transversal to  at the endpoints. For, if not,

we can easily �nd a variation of �0 in which the length decreases at

an in�nite rate while the area changes at a �nite rate. In summary,

any minimum �0 of g() must intersect  transversally, and �0
T


consists of the two endpoints of �0.

Now we compute the �rst and second variations at a minimum

�0. Without loss of generality, we may assume �0 is a vertical line
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segment over x = x0. Near its top (resp. its bottom)  is represented

as the graph of a function y = y+(x) (resp. y = y�(x)). For any �xed

real numbers a and b, consider the line segment �� which connects

(x0 + a�; y�(x0 + a�)) and (x0 + b�; y+(x0 + b�) for small �. The

square of the length of �� and the area of the region lying on the left

of �� are given by

L2(�) = (b� a)2�2 +
�
y+(x0 + b�)� y�(x0 + a�)

�2
and

A1(�) = A1(0) +

x0+b�Z
x0

y+(x)dx�
x0+a�Z
x0

y�(x)dx

�1

2

�
y+(x0 + b�) + y�(x0 + a�)

�
(b� a)� ;

respectively. We have

dL

d�
= by+x (x0)� ay�x (x0) ;

d2L

d�2
=

1

L

�
(b� a)2 + L

�
b2y+xx(x0)� a2y�xx(x0)

�i
;

dA1

d�
=
b+ a

2

�
y+(x0)� y�(x0)

�
;

and

d2A1

d�2
= ab

�
y+x (x0)� y�x (x0)

�
;

at � = 0. Now, as the function G(��) attains minimum at � = 0, we

have
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0 =
d

d�

���
�=0

logL2(�)
� 1

A1(�)
+

1

A�A1(�)

�
=

2

L

�
by+x (x0)� ay�x (x0)

�� b+ a

2

� 1

A1

� 1

A�A1

��
y+(x0)� y�(x0)

�
:

Taking a = �b = 1 we deduce

y+x (x0) = �y�x (x0) : (5.1)

Putting this back to the above expression, we have

y+x (x0) =
L2

4

� 1

A1

� 1

A�A1

�
: (5.2)

Next we compute

0 6
d2

d�2

���
�=0

logL2(�)
� 1

A1(�)
+

1

A�A1(�)

�
=

2

L2

h
(b� a)2 + L

�
b2y+xx(x0)� a2y�xx(x0)

�i
� 2

L2

�
by+x (x0)� ay�x (x0)

�2
�ab

� 1

A1
� 1

A�A1

��
y+x (x0)� y�x (x0)

�
+
h 1

A2
1

+
1

(A�A1)2

i�b+ a

2

�2�
y+(x0)� y�(x0)

�2
:

Taking a = b = 1 and using (5.1) and (5.2) in this expression, we
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have

0 6
2

L

�
y+xx(x0)� y�xx(x0)

�� 2

L2

�
y+x (x0)� y�x (x0)

�2
�
� 1

A1
� 1

(A�A1)

��
y+x (x0)� y�x (x0)

�
+
h 1

A2
1

+
1

(A�A1)2

i�
y+(x0)� y�(x0)

�2
6

2

L

�
y+xx(x0)� y�xx(x0)

�� L2
� 1

A1
� 1

A�A1

�2
+L2

h 1

A2
1

+
1

(A�A1)2

i
=

2

L

�
y+xx(x0)� y�xx(x0)

�
+

2L2

A1(A�A1)
;

i.e.,

� 1

L

�
y+xx(x0)� y�xx(x0)

�
6

L2

A1(A�A1)
: (5.3)

Proposition 5.2 Let (�; t) be a solution of the CSF where (�; t) is
closed and embedded. For any t0 2 (0; !), either g((�; t)) is greater
than or equal to � or it is strictly increasing in (0; t0).

Proof: For a �xed t0 we let �(t0) be a minimum of g((�; t0)). As

before, we may assume that �(t0) is a vertical line segment over

x = x0. By the prior discussion, (�; t) is locally described by the

functions y�(x; t) for t close to t0. Let �(t) be the vertical line

segment connecting (x0; y
�(x0; t)) and (x0; y

+(x0; t)). It divides the

region enclosed by (�; t) into two regions D1(t) and D2(t) which

lie on its left and right, respectively.
�
�(t);D1(t); D2(t)

�
forms an

admissible triple for (�; t).
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The length of �(t); L(t), is given by y+(x0; t)� y�(x0; t). Recall

that y = y� satis�es

yt = (tan�1 yx)x (5.4)

(see (1.3)). Let A1(t) be the area of D1(t). It follows from (5.4) that

dA1

dt
= �� + tan�1 y+x (x0; t)� tan�1 y�x (x0; t) : (5.5)

By (5.1), (5.4), and (5.5) we have

d

dt

���
t=t0

logL2
� 1

A1
+

1

A�A1

�
=

2

L

�
y+xx(x0; t0)� y�xx(x0; t0)

� �
1 + y+x (x0; t0)

2
��1

+
� 1

A�A1

� 1

A

� �� � + 2 tan�1 y+x (x0; t0)
�
+ 2�

� 1

A�A1

� 1

A1

�
=

2

L

�
y+xx(x0; t0)� y�xx(x0; t0)

� �
1 + y+x (x0; t0)

2
��1

�2 tan�1 y+x (x0; t0)
� 1

A1
� 1

A�A1

�
+ �

hA2
1 + (A�A1)

2

A1(A�A1)A

i
:

By (5.2) and (5.3), we have

d

dt

���
t=t0

logL2
� 1

A1
+

1

A�A1

�
> � 2L2

A1(A�A1)

�
1 + y+x (x0; t0)

2
��1 � 2y+x (x0; t0)

� 1

A1

� 1

A�A1

�
+�
hA2

1 + (A�A1)
2

A1(A�A1)A

i
> � 2L2

A1(A�A1)
� L2

2

� 1

A1

� 1

A�A1

�2
+ �

hA2
1 + (A�A1)

2

A1(A�A1)A

i
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= �L
2

2

� 1

A1
+

1

A�A1

�2
+ �

hA2
1 + (A�A1)

2

A1(A�A1)A

i
> �L

2

2

� 1

A1
+

1

A�A1

�2
+
�

2

� 1

A1
+

1

A�A1

�
=

1

2

� 1

A1

+
1

A�A1

��
� �G

�
(�; t0)

��
:

When G((�; t0)) < �, this inequality shows that g((�; t)) is

strictly increasing in [t0 � Æ; t0] for some Æ > 0. By repeating the

same argument to any minimum of g((�; t0 � Æ)), we can trace back

in time and show that g((�; t)) is strictly increasing in (0; t0]. �

We shall need a similar isoperimetric ratio where the line seg-

ments lie in the exterior of . Let's assume that  is an embedded,

closed curve which is non-convex and contained in the unit disk. Let

C be the circle fx2+ y2 = 16g. We may consider the collection of all

line segments which belong to the region D bounded between C and

 and whose endpoints touch . As before, each such line segment �

divides D into D1 and D2, and we may form the triple (�;D1;D2).

The isoperimetric quantityG0(�) and g0() can be de�ned in a similar

way. It is still true that any minimizing � intersects  transversally

at the endpoints and its interior belongs to D. Furthermore, the �rst

and second variation formulas (5.1){(5.3) hold for �.

Proposition 5.3 Let  be a solution of the CSF where (�; t) is

embedded, closed, and non-convex for all t. Then, for any �xed t0 2
(0; !), either g0((�; t0)) > �=2 or g0((�; t)) is strictly increasing in

(0; t0].

Proof: As in the proof of Proposition 5.2, we assume the minimum

of g((�; t0)), �(t0), is vertical over x = x0, and (�; t) is described by
y�(�; t) near the endpoints. Let A(t) be the area of the region D(t)
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bounded by (�; t) and C, and A1(t) the area of the sub-region D1(t)

lying on the left of �(t). We have, by (1.19),

dA

dt
= 2� ; (5.6)

and (5.5) holds. By (5.1){(5.3), (5.5), and (5.6) we have

d

dt

���
t=t0

logL2

�
1

A1

+
1

A�A1

�

=
2

L
(y+xx(x0; t0)� y�xx(x0; t0))(1 + y+x (x0; t0)

2)�1+

�
1

A�A1
� 1

A1

��
� � + 2 tan�1 y+x (x0; t0)

�
+

�
1

A
� 1

A�A1

�
dA

dt

�

> � 2L2

A1(A�A1)
� L2

2

�
1

A1
� 1

A�A1

�2

+ �

�
1

A
� 1

A�A1

�

+2�

�
1

A
� 1

A�A1

�

= �L
2

2

�
1

A1
+

1

A�A1

�2

+ �
(A�A1)

2 � 3A2
1

A1(A�A1)A
:

Since (�; t) is contained inside the unit disk, A1(t) < � and A(t) �
A1(t) > 15�. Therefore,

�
(A�A1)

2 � 3A2

A1(A�A1)A
>

�

2

A2
1 + (A�A1)

2

A1(A�A1)A

>
�

4

�
1

A1
+

1

A�A1

�
;

which implies

d

dt
logL2

�
1

A1

+
1

A�A1

�

>
1

2

�
1

A1

+
1

A�A1

��
�

2
� g0((�; t0))

�
:
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Now we can �nish the proof of the proposition following the last step

in the proof of Proposition 5.2. �

5.2 Limits of the rescaled ow

By (1.18) and Proposition 1.2, the curvature of the maximal solution

of the CSF for an immersed closed 0 becomes unbounded as t " !.
Consequently, we can �nd a sequence f(pn; tn)g, tn " ! and pn 2 S1

such that

jk(p; t)j 6 jk(pn; tn)j; 8 (p; t) 2 S1 � [0; tn] :

We call such a sequence an essential blow-up sequence. Notice

that, by (1.17), the curvature may tend to negative in�nity.

We rescale the ow by setting

n(p; t) =
(pn + p; tn + "2nt)� (pn; tn)

"n
;

for t 2 [�tn="2n; (! � tn)="
2
n), where "n = jk(pn; tn)j�1. So for each

n, n solves the curve shortening ow, n(0; 0) = (0; 0), and its cur-

vature satis�es jknj 6 jkn(0; 0)j = 1 for t 2 [�tn="2n; 0]. From now

on, we shall assume each n is parametrized by arc-length. Since

the limit curve may not be closed, it is convenient to assume each

n is de�ned on the real line as a periodic map. By Remark 1.3

and the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, we can extract a subsequence of n

which converges to a solution of the CSF in every compact subset

of R � (�1; 0]. The limit solution 1, de�ned in R � (�1; 0],

is either closed, or unbounded and complete for each t. Moreover,

jk1(p; t)j 6 jk1(0; 0)j = 1. We have:

Proposition 5.4 (i) 1(�; t) is uniformly convex in (�1; 0], and

(ii) if 1 is embedded and unbounded, its total curvature must be

equal to �.
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Lemma 5.5 The total absolute curvature of any CSF for closed

curves is non-increasing in time.

Proof: In each positive ", we have

d

dt

Z
(�;t)

("2 + k2(�; t)) 12ds

=

Z
(�;t)

k("2 + k2)�
1
2

�
@2k

@s2
+ k3

�
ds�

Z
(�;t)

k2("2 + k2)
1
2ds

= �
Z
(�;t)

"2("2 + k2)�
3
2

�
@k

@s

�2

ds�
Z
(�;t)

"2k2("2 + k2)�
1
2 ds

6 0:

Letting " # 0, we obtain the desired result. �

Lemma 5.6 Any inection point of 1(�; t) must be degenerate.

Proof: As above, we have

d

dt

Z
n(�;t)

("2 + k2n(�; t))
1
2 ds (5.7)

= �
Z
n(�;t)

"2("2 + k2n)
� 3

2

�
@kn

@s

�2

ds�
Z
n(�;t)

"2k2n("
2 + k2n)

� 1
2 ds:

Suppose at some t0, 1(s0; t0) is a nondegenerate inection point.

As n tends to 1 smoothly on every compact set, for suÆciently

large n and small Æ > 0, the following holds: for each t 2 [t0 � Æ; t0]

and large n, there exists sn(t) near s0 such that

kn(sn(t); t) = 0

and ����@kn@s (sn(t); t)

���� > 1

2

����@k1@s (s0; t0)

���� > 0:
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Now, the �rst term on the right-hand side of (5.7) can be estimated

as follows:

�
Z
n

"2("2 + k2n)
� 3

2

�
@kn

@s

�2

ds

6 �
Z

sn(t)+"

sn(t)�"
C1"

2["2 + C2(s� sn(t))
2]�

3
2 ds

6 �C 0
1

Z
C
0

2"

�C02"
"2("2 + s2)�

3
2 ds

=
�2C 0

1C
0
2

(1 + C 0
2
2)

1
2

;

where the positive constants C1; C2; C
0
1, and C

0
2 depend on

��@k1
@s

(s0; t0)
��

only.

By integrating (5.7) from t0 � Æ to t0, we have

Z
n(�;t0)

("2 + k2n)
1
2ds 6

Z
n(�;t0�Æ)

("2 + k2n)
1
2ds� 2C 0

1C
0
2Æ

(1 + C 0
2
2)

1
2

:

Letting " # 0, we arrive at
Z
n(�;tn)

jknjds 6
Z
n(�;t0�Æ)

jknjds� 2C 0
1C

0
2Æ

(1 +C 0
2
2)

1
2

:

Back to the unscaled ow, it means that

Z
(�;tn+"2nt0)

jkjds�
Z
(�;tn+"2n(t0�Æ))

jkjds 6 � 2C 0
1C

0
2Æ

(1 + C 0
2
2)

1
2

:

However, since the total absolute curvature of  is non-increasing

in t, the left-hand side of this inequality tends to zero as n ! 1,
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and the contradiction holds. We conclude that 1 cannot have any

non-degenerate inection point. �

Proof of Proposition 5.4 (i) By Lemma 5.6, 1 does not have

any non-degenerate inection points. Were it not uniformly convex,

we can �nd some t; p, and q such that k1(p; t)k1(q; t) < 0 and there

is a point r between p and q satisfying k1(r; t) = 0. By applying

the Sturm oscillation theorem to the equation satis�ed by k1, we

infer that, for t0 > t, t0 � t small, 1 has a non-degenerate inection

point. This is in conict with Lemma 5.6. Hence, 1(�; t) must be
uniformly convex for all t.

(ii) Since now 1 is unbounded and embedded, its total cur-

vature is less than or equal to �. Let's show that the former is

impossible. To prove this, we introduce coordinates so that, for a

�xed t0, (�; t0) is the graph of a convex function U(x; t0), x 2 R,

with jUxj ! a as jxj ! 1. By comparing (�; t) with vertical lines

which are stationary solutions of the CSF, every (�; t) is the graph
of a smooth function U(x; t). Next, by comparing (�; t) with grim

reapers which move steadily upward or downward, we infer that the

speed of (�; t) is bounded by a constant. In particular, it means

that jUx(x; t)j ! a as jxj ! 1 for all t. By di�erentiating (5.4), we

see that the function w = Ux is a positive solution to the following

uniformly parabolic equation in divergence form,

wt =

�
wx

1 + w2

�
x

;

and hence it is constant by Moser's Harnack inequality (Theorem 6.28

in [88]). It means 1(�; t) is a horizontal line for all t, contradicting
with its uniform convexity. So, the total curvature of 1 is always

equal to �. The proof of Proposition 5.4 is completed.

Now, we can prove the Grayson convexity theorem. If 1 is

bounded, it follows from Proposition 5.4 that, for suÆciently large
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n, n is uniformly convex too. Scaling back, we conclude that (�; t)
is uniformly convex for all t close to !.

If 1 is unbounded, by Proposition 5.4, it can be expressed as

the graph of a family of convex functions U(x; t), x 2 R or (�a; a),
satisfying Ux(x; t) ! �1 as x ! �1 (or �a). We shall show that

this will lead to a contradiction.

For any " > 0, we can �nd x" such that

U(x; 0) >
1

"
x"; x 2 (�a; a); jxj > x";

where we have assumed U(0; 0) = 0. Consider the horizontal line

segment � = fy = 1
"
x"g\fy > U(x; 0)g. It is clear that the length L

of � is not greater than 2x"; and, by convexity, the area A bounded

between � and 1(�; 0) is not less than 2�1L � x"=". For suÆciently
large n, the length Ln of �n = fy = x"="g \ fy > n(�; 0)g and

the area An of the region D0
n bounded between �n and n(�; 0) are

arbitrarily close to L andA, respectively. Therefore, when �n belongs

to Dn (the region enclosed by n(�; 0)), the triple (�n;D0
n;Dn nD0

n)

is admissible, and we have

g(n(�; 0)) 6 G(�n)

< 2L2

�
1

1
2
L � x"

"

+
1

Cn

�
;

where Cn tends to 1 as n ! 1. By the Euclidean and scaling

invariance of g(), it shows that g((�; t)) could be arbitrarily small

for some t close to !. But this is impossible by Proposition 5.2.

On the other hand, if �n belongs to the exterior of n(�; 0), we can
then use Proposition 5.3 instead of Proposition 5.2 to draw the same

contradiction. (Without loss of generality, we may assume (�; t) is
contained in the unit disk.) Hence, 1 must be unbounded. We have

�nished the proof of the theorem.
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5.3 Classi�cation of singularities

First of all, we note that the blow-up rate of the curvature for the

CSF has a universal lower bound. For, it follows from (1.17)0 that

dkmax

dt
6 k3max :

By integrating this inequality from t to !, we obtain

kmax(t) >
�
2(! � t)

��1=2
:

With a similar estimate on kmin(t), we conclude

jkjmax(t) >
�
2(! � t)

��1=2
: (5.8)

Let (�; t) be a CSF for closed, immersed curves. By Theo-

rem 6.4, there are �nitely many singularities as t approaches !. A

point Q in R
2 in called a singularity for the CSF (�; t) if there

exists f(pj ; tj)g, pj 2 S1, tj " !, such that (pj ; tj) �! Q and

jkj(pj ; tj) �! 1 as j �! 1. The singularity is of type I if there

exist a constant C and a neighborhood U of Q which is disjoint from

other singularities such that

sup
U
jkj(�; t)

p
2(! � t) 6 C (5.9)

for all t 2 [0; !). It is of type II if (5.9) does not hold.

When Q is a type I{singularity, it is natural to rescale it by

setting

e(�; �) = �2(! � t)
��1=2�

(�; t) �Q
�
;

where 2� = � log(! � t). When (�; t) is embedded, this normal-
ization coincides with the one we used in Chapter 3. Notice from

(5.8), (5.9), and parabolic regularity, that the curvature of e is uni-

formly pinched between two positive constants and its derivatives are

uniformly bounded for all � .
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Theorem 5.7 Let (�; t) be a CSF for closed, immersed curves.

Suppose that all singularities are of type I. Then, each sequence�e(�; �j)	 contains a subsequence converging to a self-similar solu-

tion of the CSF contracting to the origin as �j �!1.

It follows from this theorem the ow eventually becomes convex

and shrinks to a point.

The proof of Theorem 5.7 is based on a monotonicity formula.

Let the \normalized backward heat kernel" be

�(X) = e�jXj2=2 ; X 2 R2 :

We de�ne

M(�) =

Z
e(�;�)

�
�e(�; �)�des ;

where es is the arc-length parameter of e.
Lemma 5.8

d

d�
M(�) = �

Z
e(�;�)

�
��ek + he; ni��2des :

Proof: e and its arc-length es satisfy the equations

et = ekn+ e ;

and

es� = (�ek2 + 1)es :
Therefore,

d

d�
M(�) =

Z
�(�ek2 + 1)�

Z
�he;ekn+ eides

= �
Z
�
�jekn+ ej2 � he; e

esi
�
des

= �
Z
�jek + he; nij2des;
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after a direct computation. �

Now, by (5.9),

j(s; t) �Qj 6

Z
!

t

jkjdt

6 C
p
! � t :

This means

je(s; �)j 6 C ;

that is, e is contained in the disk DC for all � . Since all derivatives

of ek are under control, it follows from Lemma 5.8 that

lim
��!1

Z
�jek + he; nij2des = 0 :

Thus, any sequence fe(�; tj)g has a subsequence converging to a

closed curve � solving

k� + h�; ni = 0 :

By reversing the orientation of �, if necessary, k� is positive some-

where. We may introduce the support function of �, h�, and then

this equation becomes

h� = k� :

So, � is a contracting self-similar solution. All self-similar solutions

of the CSF have been classi�ed in Chapter 2. Since � is closed, it

must be one of the Abresch-Langer curves. The proof of Theorem

5.7 is completed.

Next, consider a type II singularity Q. Suppose that there is an

essential blow-up sequence converging to it in some neighborhood of

Q, U , which contains no other singularities. It is appropriate to use
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the normalization described in the previous section. Adapting the

same notation, the normalized sequence n subconverges to a limit

ow 1(�; t), t 2 (�1; 0].

Theorem 5.9 Let Q be a type II singularity. Suppose that there

exists an essential blow-up sequence converging to Q in some neigh-

borhood U . Then 1 is a grim reaper.

We point out that the assumption of the existence of an essential

blow-up sequence converging to Q is not necessary. In fact, according

to Theorem 6.4, singularities of the limit curves � as t " ! are �nite.

Hence, one can apply the blow-up argument in any �xed, suÆciently

small neighborhood of each singularity, where an essential blow-up

sequence always exists.

Proof: First of all, by the de�nition of a type II singularity and

the de�nition of n, we know that n subconverges to 1 in every

compact subset of R. Hence, 1 is a CSF which exists for all positive

and negative t. (A solution which exists for all time is called an

eternal solution.) In the previous section, we have shown that it is

uniformly convex. We claim that it has no self-intersection. For, the

rate of decrease in the area of a loop is equal to the di�erence of the

normal angles at the meeting point, which is at least �. Hence, 1

cannot exist for all time if it has a loop. Now, as before, one can

show that the total curvature of 1 must be equal to �.

We write  = 1 for simplicity. We claim that a convex eternal

solution must be a travelling wave. For, let f = kt and g = 2(t �
t0)f + k and parameterize the ow by the normal angle. Then,

ft = k2(f�� + f) +
2f2

k
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and

gt = k2g�� +
�
k2 +

2f

k

�
g :

When  is closed, the strong maximum principle implies that g > 0

for all t > t0. By approximating  by a closed, convex ow, one sees

that it continues to hold for the unbounded . Letting t0 go back to

�1, we conclude that kt > 0 for all t 2 R.
Now, when  is closed, consider its entropy:

E(t) = �
Z

log k(�; t)d� :

As before, we have

d2

dt2
E(t) = 2�

Z
k2t
k2
d�

> 2
�dE(t)

dt

�2
:

So

dE
dt
(t) 6

�

2(T � t)

for all T > t. By an approximation argument, this inequality still

holds for unbounded . Letting T �! 1, we conclude that kt = 0,

i.e., k is a travelling wave for the CSF. �

Example 5.10 Type II singularities may occur even when the

ow shrinks to a point. For example, let 0 be a �gure-eight which

is symmetric with respect to the x-axis and the y-axis with exactly

one inection point located at the origin. It is easy to see that the

ow exists until the area enclosed by each leaf becomes zero. By

symmetry, the limit curve is either a point or a line segment. The

latter is excluded by the strong maximum principle. So, the ow
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shrinks to a point is �nite time. Now, since there are no Abresch-

Langer curves with two leaves, the singularity must be of type II.

In general, singularities of �gure-eight were studied in Grayson [67],

where it is shown that the di�erence of the enclosed area of the leaves

is constant in time. When the areas are equal but the leaves are not

symmetric, it is not known whether the ow shrinks to a point or

not. In any case, the singularities are of type II.

Example 5.11 A cardoid is a closed curve with winding number 2,

symmetric with respect to the x-axis, and on which the curvature has

one maximum, one minimum, and no other critical points in between

these. It is clear that the inside closed loop will shrink to a point

before the outside one does, and, hence, forms a type II singularity.

A delicate analysis, carried out in Angenent-Velazquez [18], shows

that

kmax(t) =
�
1 + o(1)

�h log j log(! � t)j
! � t

i1=2
and the asymptotic shape near the cusp at ! looks like

y(x) =
��
4
+ o(1)

� x

log j log xj :

Notes

The proof of the Grayson convexity theorem presented here is dif-

ferent from the original proof and is taken from Hamilton [72]. This

approach by rescaling, blowing up and analyzing the singularities has

been used in many problems in geometric analysis, including non-

linear heat equations (Giga-Kohn [65]), harmonic heat ows (Struwe

[105]), Ricci ows (Hamilton [73]), and mean curvature ows (Huisken

and Sinestrari [79]).

The results in Section 5.3 are mainly based on Altschuler [3].
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Similar results can be found in Angenent [15] in the convex case.

The monotonicity property, Lemma 5.8, which also holds for the

mean curvature ow, is due to Huisken [77]. For monotonicity prop-

erties in other geometric problems, see [65], [105], and [73].

Isoperimetric ratios

In [72], Hamilton gave two isoperimetric ratios, both of which are

non-decreasing along the CSF. We have used the �rst one and com-

plemented it with Proposition 5.3 due to Zhu [113]. The second one,

which is more precise, can be described as follows. Let � be any

curve which divides the region D enclosed by (�; t) into two regions
D1 and D2. Consider the shortest curve � which divides the disk D,

whose area is equal to jDj, into two regions of area equal to jD1j and
jD2j, respectively. De�ne

H() =
length j�j
length j�j

and

h() = inf
�
H() :

Then, h((�; t)) increases along the ow. More recently, two more

scaling-invariant geometric ratios were introduced by Huisken [78].

Let ` and d be, respectively, the intrinsic and extrinsic distance:

S1 � S1 � [0; w)! R on (�; t). De�ne

I() =
d

`
;

J() = d
.L
�
sin

`�

L
(L is the perimeter of (�; t)) ;

i() = inf
(p;q)

I() ;

and

j() = inf
(p;q)

J() :
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Then, i((�; t)) and j((�; t)) increase along the ow. (For i((�; t))
we need to impose the assumption that the in�mum is attained in

the interior.) Both h and j can be used in place of g to prove the

Grayson convexity theorem. We shall discuss i(), which is espe-

cially e�ective for non-closed curves, in some detail in Chapter 8.

Boundary value problems for the CSF. The ratio i() is very

useful in the study of various boundary value problems of the CSF

([78]). Combined with the blow-up argument, it can be used to con-

trol the curvature of the ow away from the boundary. For example,

the following result is valid:

Theorem Let 0 : I ! R be an embedded curve lying between the

strip fa1 < x < a2g with endpoints Pi on the vertical line x = ai,

i = 1; 2. Then, the CSF has a unique solution (�; t), 2 [0;1), sat-

isfying (ai; t) = Pi; i = 1; 2. Moreover, (�; t) tends to the line

segment connecting P1 and P2 as t!1.

See Huisken [76], Polden [95], and Stahl [102] for further results

on the boundary value problems of the CSF.

The CSF for complete, noncompact curves. In Ecker-Huisken

[47], it was proved that the mean curvature ow for any entire graph

has a solution for all time. This is rather striking because the be-

haviour of the initial hypersurface at in�nity does not a�ect solvabil-

ity. In [95], long-time existence is established for any initial curve

whose ends are asymptotic to some semi-in�nite lines. In Chou-Zhu

[34], we prove the following general result.

Theorem. Let 0 be any embedded curve which divides the plane

into two regions of in�nite area. Then, the CSF has a solution for

all time.
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An example has been constructed to show that ! is �nite when

one of the regions has �nite area. In the same paper, it is also proved

that the solution is unique when the ends of 0 are graphs over some

semi-in�nite lines. Long-time behaviour, such as convergence to an

expanding self-similar solution or a grim reaper, can be found in [46]

and [95].

The long-time existence of the curvature-eikonal ow for any ini-

tial entire graph is established in Chou-Kwong [30].

Motion of curves in space. Flows in space may be written as

@

@t
= Fn+Gt+Hb (5.10)

where b is the binormal of (�; t) and F;G and H depend the curva-

ture and the torsion. The CSF (H = G = 0 and F = k) was studied

by Altschuler-Grayson [4] where long time existence was established

for a special class of curves called \ramps". However, the purpose

of [4] is to use spatial evolution as a mean to study the long time

behavior of the CSF in the plane, especially after the formation of

singularity. A di�erent approach which is based on expressing the

ow as a weakly parabolic system was developed in Deckelnick [41]

in Rn(n > 2). For the level-set approach one can consult Ambrosio-

Soner [7].

It is worthwhile to point out that the general ow (5.10) some-

times arises in applications, for example in the dynamics of vortex

�laments in uid dynamics (F = G = 0 and H = k, Hasimoto [74]

and [91]) and in the dynamics of scroll waves in excitable media

(Keener-Tyson [83]).
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Chapter 6

A Class of Non-convex

Anisotropic Flows

In this chapter, we continue the study of ows for non-convex curves.

Let � and 	 be two smooth, 2�-period functions of the tangent angle

satisfying

�(�) > 0 (6.1)

and

�(� + �) = �(�) ; 	(� + �) = �	(�) : (6.2)

We consider the Cauchy problem for

@

@t
= (�k +	)n ; (6.3)

where the initial curve 0 is a smooth, embedded closed curve. This

ow may be regarded as the linear case for the general ow (1.2),

where F is uniformly parabolic and symmetric. Remember that the

condition (6.2) means that F is symmetric. Without this condition,

embeddedness may not be preserved under the ow. When 0 is

convex, we have shown in x3.2 that the ow also preserves convexity

and it shrinks to a point where ! is �nite. In this chapter we shall

show that the Grayson convexity theorem holds for (6.3).

Theorem 6.1 Consider the Cauchy problem for (6.3) where (6.1)

and (6.2) hold. For any embedded closed 0, there exists a unique

143
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solution to the Cauchy problem in [0; !) where ! is �nite. Moreover,

for each t in [0; !); (�; t) is embedded closed and there exists some

t0 such that (�; t) become uniformly convex in [t0; !).

Notice that Theorem 6.1 reduces to the Grayson convexity the-

orem when � � 1 and 	 � 0. The method we are going to use

to prove this theorem is completely di�erent from that of the previ-

ous chapter. Here we follow the elementary and geometric approach

initiated by Grayson [66] and subsequently developed by Angenent

[14]. It is based on the construction of suitable foliations and then

uses them to bound the curvature of the ow. We shall see that the

Sturm oscillation theorem plays a crucial role in this approach.

6.1 The decrease in total absolute curvature

Consider the Cauchy problem for (6.3). From now on, we shall always

assume (6.1) and (6.2) are in force and 0 is an embedded closed

curve. According to Propositions 1.2 and 1.4, it admits a unique

smooth solution (�; t) in a maximal interval [0; !). When (6.2) holds

and 0 is embedded, each (�; t) is embedded.
First of all, let's show that ! is �nite. In fact, by (1.18), the

length of (�; t) satis�es
dL

dt
= �

Z


�(�)k2ds :

By the H�older inequality,

L2(t) 6 L2(0)� 8�2�mint :

So, ! is bounded above by a constant depending only on the length

of the initial curve.

Next, we examine the inection points of the ow. By (1.16),
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the curvature of (�; t), k(�; t), satis�es the equation

kt = (�k +	)ss + k2(�k +	) ;

where s = s(t) is the arc-length parameter of (�; t). Using @�=@s =
k, this equation can be rewritten in the form

kt = �s�2kpp + bkp + ck ;

where the coeÆcients b and c are smooth. Since (�; t) is a closed

curve and so its curvature never vanishes identically, it follows from

Fact 7 in x1.2 that the zero set of k(�; t), i.e., the inection points

of (�; t), is �nite for every t 2 (0; !). Moreover, the number of

inection points drops precisely at those instants t when (�; t) has
a degenerate inection point, and all these instants form a discrete

set in (0; !).

Let's assume that the ow is always nonconvex, for otherwise

Theorem 6.1 holds trivially and there is nothing to prove. Thus, there

are at least two inection points on the solution curve for each time.

Without loss of generality, we may assume the number of inection

points on (�; t) is constant in (0; !). Denote the set of inection

points on (�; t) by S(t). There exist N > 2 and smooth functions

p1(t); � � � ; pN (t) to S1 such that, for each j = 1; � � � ; N , the arc

cj(t) � (�; t)
���
[p
j
(t);p

j+1(t)]
(pN+1 � p1) has non-vanishing curvature

except at their endpoints. Recall that the tangent angle at (p; t) is

determined as follows. First, we assign its value at a �xed (p0; t0).

Then, we extend it to all (p; t) by continuity. As a result, any

two choices of tangent angles di�er by a constant multiple of 2�

everywhere. Let �j(t) be the tangent angle at (pj(t); t), and let�
�j(t); �j+1(t)

�
or
�
�j+1(t); �j(t)

�
be the range of the tangent angle

of a convex or concave arc. Clearly, the tangent angle along an arc

is strictly increasing or decreasing depending on whether the arc is

uniformly convex or concave.
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We claim that �j is strictly increasing and �j+1 is strictly de-

creasing in time along a convex arc cj . This implies that the interval�
�j(t); �j+1(t)

�
is strictly nesting in time. To prove the claim, let t0

be any �xed time and let (p0; t0) be in S(t0). By representing the

solution as a local graph (x; u(x; t)) over, say, the x-axis, the function

u satis�es

ut =
p
1 + u2x

�
�(�)k +	(�)

�
;

where (p0; t0) =
�
x0; u(x0; t0)

�
, � = tan�1 ux. By di�erentiating

this equation, we have

�t = cos2 �
�
��x

�
x
+ (cos �	� +	sin �)�x :

Since (p0; t0) is a non-degenerate inection point, the tangent angle

at (p0; t0), �(p0; t0) is either a strict local maximum or minimum.

For some small Æ > 0, we have either

� > �(p0; t0)

or

� < �(p0; t0)

on the parabolic boundary of (x0 � Æ; x0 + Æ) � (t0; t0 + Æ). By the

strong maximum principle, we conclude that either

min
(x0�Æ;x0+Æ)

�(�; t) > �(p0; t0) or

max
(x0�Æ;x0+Æ)

�(�; t) < �(p0; t0) ;

for t 2 (t0; t0 + Æ). Noticing that �(p0; t0) is a local strict maximum

(resp. minimum) when it is equal to �j+1 (resp. �j), our claim

follows. By a similar argument, one can show that the range of the

tangent angle of a concave arc is also strictly nested.
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Finally, we note that the total absolute curvature of (�; t), when
it has no degenerate inection points, is given by

NX
j=1

���j+1(t)� �j(t)
�� :

Therefore, it decreases strictly as long as (�; t) is nonconvex. Sum-
ming up, we have proved the following proposition.

Proposition 6.2 There exists a unique solution to the Cauchy prob-

lem for (6.3) in (0; !) where ! is �nite. When (�; t) is non-convex
in (0; !), the range of tangent angles of each convexnconcave arc of

(�; t) is strictly nesting. As a result, the total absolute curvature of

(�; t) is strictly decreasing.

6.2 The existence of a limit curve

The total absolute curvature of a closed convex curve is always equal

to 2�. In view of Proposition 6.2, the ow (6.3) has a tendency

towards convexity. We shall �rst use this fact to show that a limit

curve exists when t approaches !. To achieve this goal, we need to

\foliate" the solution curves.

By a foliation we mean a smooth di�eomorphism F from I �
[0; 1], where I is either a closed interval or a closed arc in S1, to R2

such that the leaf F(�; �) is a smooth curve without self-intersections
for each �. We shall denote a foliation by F�(�) or by F(�; �).

Given a foliation F , we can solve (6.3) using each leaf as the

initial curve. Granted solvability, we obtain in this way a family

of time-varying foliations F�(�; t), t 2 [t1; t2]. To make use of the

foliation, we actually need to \bend" it to obtain two foliations which

lie on its left and right, respectively.

For each small Æ > 0, let's postulate the existence of two folia-

tions F+ and F� of (6.3) which satisfy
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(H1) jF�
� (p; t)�F�(p; t)j 6 Æ ; (p; �) 2 I � [0; 1] ; t 2 [t1; t2]; and

(H2) Any two di�erent leaves from F , F+, and F� are either disjoint

or meet transversally at exactly one point. At any intersection

point of a leaf of F+(�; t) and a leaf of F�(�; t), there passes a
leaf of F(�; t) such that the leaf of F+(�; t) (resp. the leaf of

F�(�; t)) lies on its right (resp. left). The angle between the

leaves has a uniform positive lower bound.

By an evolving arc, we mean a smooth map � : 
 ! R
2

where 
 =
Sf[p1(t); p2(t)] � ftg : t 2 [0; T )g and [p1(t); p2(t)] is a

continuously changing arc of S1 such that �(�; t) solves (6.3) in [0; T )
and its endpoints are always separated:

inf
t
j �(p1(t); t) � �(p2(t); t) j> 0 :

Proposition 6.3 Let �(�; t); t 2 [0; T ), be an evolving arc of (6.3).

Suppose that there are three foliations described as above and satis-

fying

(i) �(�; 0) is transversal to F�(�; 0) and F�
� (�; 0) whenever they

meet; and

(ii) for each t, the endpoints �(�; t) are disjoint from F�(�; t) and

F�
� (�; t), and the endpoints of F�(�; t) and F�

� (�; t) are disjoint

from �(�; t).

Let Q(t) =
S�F�(�; t) : � 2 [0; 1]

	
and let D be a region com-

pactly supported inside Q(t) for all t. Then, there exists a con-

stant C depending on F , F�, �(�; 0); and D so that the curvature of

f�(p; t) : p 2 
\Dg is bounded by C (provided 

T
D is non-empty).

Proof: For each t 2 [0; T ), F de�nes a di�eomorphism from [0; 1]�
[a; b] to Q(t). By (ii), we may assume each �(p; t) enters F at F(0; t)
and leaves Q(t) through F(1; t). As long as it is transveral to F�(�; t),
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p and � are in one-to-one correspondence, and, by the inverse func-

tion theorem,

F(�; y(�; t); t) = �(p(�; t); t)

for some smooth y. By di�erentiating this equation,

@F
@�

+
@F
@y

y� = �p
@p

@�
;

@2F
@�2

+ 2
@2F
@�@y

y� +
@2F
@y2

y2� +
@F
@y

y��

= �pp

� @p
@�

�2
+ �p

@2p

@�2
;

and

@F
@t

+
@F
@y

yt = �p
@p

@t
+ �t :

It follows that

t =
�@F
@�

+
@F
@y

y�

�.���@F
@�

+
@F
@y

y�

��� ;
k =

D
n;

@F
@y

y�� +
@2F
@�2

+ 2
@2F
@�@y

y� +
@2F
@y2

y2�

E.���@F
@�

���2 ;
and

yt = �(�)
���@F
@�

����2y�� +B(y; y�) ; (6.4)

whereB depends on �, y�, and the partial derivatives of F (evaluated

at (�; y; t)).

On the other hand, denote the preimages of F+(�; t) and F�(�; t)
under F(�; t) by bF+(�; t) and bF�(�; t), respectively. Let bD be a region

compactly supported inside (0; 1) � (a; b) such that it contains all

preimages of D under F(�; t), t 2 [0; T ]. By choosing Æ suÆciently
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small in (H1), bF+(�; t) and bF�(�; t) foliate bD for each t. Moreover, by

(H2), each leaf in bF+ (resp. bF�) is the graph of a strictly increasing

(resp. strictly decreasing) function z+ (resp. z�) whose gradients

are bounded by a constant C0.

In view of the formula for k, it suÆces to bound y� and y��. Since

z� also satisfy (6.4) and (ii) holds, the Sturm oscillation theorem

gives

�C0 6
@z�

@�
6

@y

@�
6
@z+

@�
6 C0 :

In particular, it implies that �(�; t) is always transversal to F�(�; t) in
D and so y satis�es (6.4) whenever (�; y(�; t)) belongs to bD. Now, as

in the proof of Proposition 1.9, the function y� satis�es a uniformly

parabolic equation in divergence form. By Theorem 3.1 in Chapter

5 of [86], we conclude that y�� is bounded in any compact subset ofbD. �

Theorem 6.4 Suppose (�; t) is a maximal solution of (6.3) in [0; !)

where 0 is immersed and closed. Then, as t " !, the curve (�; t)
converges to a limit set � in the Hausdor� metric. The limit set

� is the image of a Lipschitz continuous map. When � is not a

point, there exist �nitely many points fQ1; � � � ; Qmg on � such that

�nfQ1; � � � ; Qmg consists of smooth curves. Away from these points

(�; t) converge smoothly to �.

Proof: We begin by reparametrizing the curve (�; t) so that jp(p; t)j,
p 2 S1, is a constant depending on t only. We may assume that

(�; t) does not shrink to a point. Then, there are two positive num-
bers L1 and L2 so that the length of (�; t) is always bounded be-

tween L1 and L2. So, jp(�; t)j is bounded between L�11 and L�12 .

On the other hand, by Proposition 1.10, we know that the image of

(�; t); t 2 (0; !), is contained in a bounded set. By the Ascoli-Arzela
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theorem, we can extract a subsequence for (�; t) which converges

uniformly to some Lipschitz continuous map �. By Proposition

1.10, it is clear that (�; t) converges to � in the Hausdor� metric,

that is, for every " > 0, there exists t0 such that (�; t) is contained
in the "-neighborhood of � for all t 2 [t0; !).

The curvature of (p; t), k(p; t), induces a metric jk(p; t)jdp on

the unit circle. Denote the push-forward of this measure under (�; t)
by Kt. Then fKtg is a family of uniformly bounded Borel measures
on R

2 . We can select a subsequence Ktn which converges to some

Borel measure K weakly. This limit measure can be decomposed

into atoms and a continuous part,

K =Kc +
X
j=1

KjÆQ
j

;

whereKc(fPg) = 0 for any point P , fQjg is at most a countable set
of points, arranged in the way K1 > K2 > K3 > � � � > 0. We let m

be the integer for which Km > � and Km+1 < �.

We shall show that fQjg contains m many points. In fact, let P

be any point in �nfQ1; � � � ; Qmg. We can �nd �, " > 0, and n0 such

that Ktn(D"(P )) < � � � for all n > n0. The preimage of D"(P )

under any one of these n = (�; tn) is a countable disjoint union of

intervals in S1. Since the length of (�; t) is uniformly bounded, the
number of these intervals whose images also intersect D"=2(P ) has

a �nite upper bound. By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we

may assume there are exactly N arcs of n(�) contained in D"(P )

which also intersect D"=2(P ) for all n > n0.

The ranges of tangent angles of these components are intervals.

At each tn, the sum of the lengths of these intervals does not exceed

� � �. By rotating the coordinates and passing to a subsequence,

again, if necessary, we may assume the intervals [�=2��=(3N); �=2+

�=(3N)] and [3�=2 � �(3N), 3�=2 + �=(3N)] lie in the complement
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of the range of tangent angles for D"(P ) \ n(�) for all n > n0. In

other words, the arcs are graphs of some Lipschitz continuous func-

tions yn;1(x); � � � ; yn;N(x) whose Lipschitz constants are bounded by
cot�=(3N). Since f(�; t)g tends to � in the Hausdor� metric, the

functions fyn;i(x)g converge to � uniformly as n ! 1. Taking P

to be the origin, we can �nd �; � > 0, � > � tan�=(4N) such that

the two lines `� = [��; �]� f��g lie inside D"=2(P ) and are disjoint

from (�; t) and � for all t > tn0 .

According to the basic theory of ODEs, there is a unique station-

ary solution of (6.3) with (0;��) as endpoints for small ". Denote

this solution arc by !0 and translate it along the x-axis to obtain a fo-

liation F consisting of stationary arcs !x; x 2 [��; �]. When "0 is suf-

�ciently small, we may assume the tangent angle of every leaf lies in

[�=2��=(400N); �=2 +�=(400N)]. Consequently, for each tn > tn0 ,

(�; t) intersects !x, at most, N times. By passing to a subsequence

again, we may assume the number of intersection, is always N .

Similarly, we may consider stationary arcs !+
0 (resp. !�0 ) connect-

ing (0;��) and (� tan�=(100N); �)) (resp. (�� tan�=(100N); �)).

For small ", the ranges of their tangent angles are contained in

[�=2 � �=(100N) � �=(400N), �=2 � �=(100N) + �=(400N)) (resp.

[�=2+�=(100N)��=(400N), �=2+�=(100N)+�=(400N)]). Trans-

late them to obtain two foliations F+ and F�.

Now, we can �nd a small disk D containing the origin that is

covered by F ;F+, and F�. By applying Proposition 6.3 to each

component of (�; t), t > tn0 , and the foliations F�, we conclude

that the curvature of (�; t) is uniformly bounded in D near !. Let-

ting t " !, this implies that � cannot have a singularity at Q. The

contradiction holds. �
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6.3 Shrinking to a point

In this section, we show that the ow (�; t) of (6.3) shrinks to a

point as t " !.
Let �(p; t), p 2 [p1(t); p2(t)], t 2 (t1; t2), be an embedded evolv-

ing arc given by �(�; t) = (�; t) \D, where D is a disk, and @�(�; t)
consists of two distinct points on the boundary of D. For any point P

on �(�; t), let �(P; t) be the tangent angle of �(�; t) at P . We consider

�(t;�) = max
n���(P; t)� �(P 0; t)

�� : P; P 0 any points on �(�; t)
o
:

So, �(t;�) measures the maximal change in tangent angles along a

convex or concave arc of �(�; t).

Lemma 6.5 Let �(�; t) be an evolving arc of an embedded closed ow

of (6.3) described as above. Suppose that (i) the curvature of �(�; t) is
uniformly bounded in a Æ-neighborhood of the parabolic boundary ofSf[p1(t); p2(t)]�ftg : t 2 [t1; t2)g by C0, and (ii) there exists C1 > 0

such that

sup
t

�(t;�) 6 C1 : (6.5)

Then, the curvature of �(�; t), t 2 [t1; t2), is uniformly bounded in

[p1(t); p2(t)]� [t1; t2) by a constant depending on C0 and C1.

Before proving this lemma, let's �rst show how to use it to deduce

the following result.

Theorem 6.6 Let (�; t) be an embedded solution of (6.3). Then, it

shrinks to a point as t " !.

Proof: Suppose on the contrary that (�; t) does not shrink to a

point. According to Theorem 5.4, we can �nd a limit curve � and
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fQ1; � � � ; Qmg � �;m > 1, such that the curvature of (�; t) be-
comes unbounded near Qj; j = 1; � � � ;m. For each Q = Qj, we can

�nd a small " > 0 such that �(�; t) = (�; t) \ D"(Q) satis�es that

hypotheses of Lemma 6.5. Notice that �(t; �) is always uniformly

bounded by the total absolute curvature of (�; t), which is strictly

decreasing along the ow. By Lemma 6.5, we arrive at a contradic-

tory conclusion|the curvature of �(�; t) is uniformly bounded. So

(�; t) must shrink to a point. �

We shall prove Lemma 6.5 by an induction argument on C1 in

two steps.

Step 1 Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 6.5 hold and, in

addition, C1 6 � � � for some � > 0. We prove the lemma.

Step 2 Assuming that Lemma 6.5 holds whenever C1 6
n�

4
�� for

some n > 4, we show that it continues to hold for all C1 6
n+ 1

4
���.

Combining Step 1 and Step 2, it follows from induction that

Lemma 6.5 holds for any positive constant C1.

Proof of Step 1 Suppose on the contrary there is an arc �(�; t)
satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma, but its curvature blows up

as t " t2. Let f(pn; tn)g be an essential blow-up sequence inside

D (see x5.2). Following the blow-up procedure there, we can �nd a

limit curve �1 : (�1; 0]� R �! R
2 satisfying

@�1
@t

= �(�)k1n ; k1(0; 0) = 1 :

Notice that, although � � 1 and 	 � 0 in the blow-up argument

described in x5.2, the same argument applies without any change

to the present situation. The curvature bound near the parabolic

boundary guarantees that �1 is a complete, unbounded curve. Fur-

thermore, its total curvature is less than or equal to � � �.

Now, we can represent �1(�; t) as the graph of a smooth function
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v in R � (�1; 0] whose derivatives satisfy

jvxj 6 tan�1
�� � �

2

�
; vx(0; 0) = 0 ; vxx(0; 0) = 1 ;

for all t, and it satis�es the equation

vt = �(�)
vxx

1 + v2x
;

where � = tan�1 vx + �0, �0 2 [0; 2�). The constant �0 results from

the change of coordinates which puts �1 into a graph over the x-axis.

Now, as before, we observe that the non-negative function w = vx

satis�es the uniformly parabolic equation

wt =
�
�(�)

wx

1 + w2

�
x

:

By Moser's Harnack inequality ([88]), we conclude that w is a con-

stant. The contradiction holds.

Proof of Step 2 First of all, we observe that it suÆces to show Step

2 holds for t2 = ! and t1, a �xed time very close to !. Lemma 6.5

holds trivially if t2 < !. Second, in view of Theorem 6.4, it suÆces

to show Step 2 for disks of the form D"(Q) where Q 2 fQ1; � � � ; Qmg
and " is suÆciently small.

In the following, we shall establish the validity of Step 2 on

D"(Q) � [t; !) where " and t will be chosen suÆciently close to 0

and !, respectively. Let Q = Qj be �xed and "0 is so small that

D"0(Q) contains no singularities other than Q, and (�; t) \D"0(Q)

is connected for all t 2 [t; !). Let �� = � \ D"0(Q) and ��
j
=

�� \ �D"
j

(Q) nD"
j+1

(Q)
�
, where "j = (100)�j"0. Since �(�; t) tends

to �� smoothly away from Q and the total absolute curvature of

(�; t) is uniformly bounded, there exists ` such thatZ
��
j

jkjds <
�

200
; for all j > ` :
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We choose t such thatZ
�
`
(t)

jkjds <
�

100
; for all t 2 [t; !) :

(We shall restrict t further as we proceed.) From now on, we write

"1 = "`. Observing that the total absolute curvature along �`(t) is

very small and D"
`+1

(Q) is very small compared to D"1(Q), the two

arcs comprising �`(t) are virtually straight rays emitting from the

origin, and are almost perpendicular to the boundary of D"1(Q).

We would like to determine a time-varying foliationF�(�; t) which
meets the following requirement: for all t 2 [t; !),

(i) the endpoints of �0(�; t) � �(�; t) \D"1(Q), P1(t) and P2(t), lie

outside F�(�; t),

(ii) F�(�; t) covers a �xed small neighborhood of Q,

(iii) �0(�; t) passes through the leaves of F�(�; t) without tangency,
and,

(iv) for each �, �
�
t;F�(�; t) \D"1(Q)

�
6
n�

4
� �.

Let � = �=100. We rotate the coordinate axes so that the tangent

angle �(�; t) of �0(�; t) satis�es

lim
t"!

inf
�
�(P; t) : P 2 �0(�; t)	 = 0 : (6.6)

Then (iii) and (iv) will be satis�ed if F� is de�ned in such a way that
its tangent angle � satis�es

� 2 �� 2�; (n+ 1)
�

4
� �� �

2
+ �
�

(6.7)

and, whenever F� meets �(�; t),

� � � 2
h�
2
;
�

2
+
�

2

i
: (6.8)
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In our construction, each leaf of F�(�; t) will be an embedded closed

curve. Then, (i) and (ii) will also be satis�ed if the boundary leaves

F1(�; t) and F2(�; t) separate P1(t) from Q and P2(t) from Q, respec-

tively.

Let P �
i
(i = 1; 2) be the endpoints of �� \ D"1(Q). According

to our choice of "1, for a number Æ which is very small compared

to "1, the circle C2Æ(P
�
i
) intersects �0(�; t) at exactly one point Xi,

i = 1; 2. Let `i = AiBi be the chord of D"1(Q) formed by the straight

line passing through Xi and pointing at the direction (cos �i; sin�i),

where �i = maxf�(Xi; t) � �=2, ��g; i = 1; 2. We assume that

(cos�i; sin�i) points outward at Bi and inward at Ai. De�ne a vec-

tor �eld v0 = (cos�; sin�) along �0(�; t) by setting

� = max
n
� � �

2
; ��

o
; (6.9)

and � = �i, along `i for i = 1; 2. Notice that v0 is transversal along

�0(�; t) and it satis�es (6.7) and (6.8). The vector �eld is Lipschitz

continuous. We replace it by a smooth approximation and still denote

it by v0. By (6.6) and (6.9), one can check that the two chords

`1 and `2 are disjoint. (In fact, the choice of D"1(Q) and D"
`+1

(Q)

shows that �0(�; t) is almost perpendicular to the boundary ofD"1(Q).

It is shown in [92] that the angle between �0(�; t) and @D"1(Q) at

Pi(t), i = 1; 2; is bounded between �=2 � �=50. When � = � � �=2,

the chord `1 or `2 is very short. On the other hand, if � = ��
at both endpoints, large portions of the chords `1 and `2 lie inside

di�erent components of D"1(Q) n �0(�; t).) Also, together with the

arcs
_

A1A2 and
_

B1B2, they bound a sub-region of D"1(Q), R, such

that D"1=100(Q) is contained in R. Since v0 points inward at A1 and

A2, and outward at B1 and B2, we can de�ne a smooth v0 along

the arc
_

A1A2 (resp.
_

B1B2) so that it always points inward (resp.

outward), and (6.7) continues to hold.
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Figure 6.1

The large disk in this �gure is D"1
(Q) and the small one is D

"1=100(Q).

By the Tietze Extension Theorem, we can extend v0 to a vector

�eld (still denoted by) v0 on R satisfying (6.7). Since v0 is smooth,

we may assume without loss of generality that the extended v0 is

also smooth. Any integral curve of v0 is transversal to �0(�; t), and
its endpoints lie on the arcs

_

A1A2 and
_

B1B2. We may extend each

integral curve outside R by smoothly attaching a line segment to

each endpoint. Let `0
i
= A0

i
B0
i
be the extended line segment. With

a necessary restriction on Æ, we may assume
_

A0
1A

0
2 and

_

B0
1B

0
2 lie

on C"1+2Æ(Q). In this way, we have found a foliation of extended

integral curves on the region R0 bounded between `01; `
0
2;

_

A0
1A

0
2, and

_

B0
1B

0
2. Finally, we extend each integral curve outside D"1+2Æ(Q) by

closing it up with a large arc to obtain a foliation F which consists
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of embedded closed curves with `01 � F0 and `02 � F1. F0 separates

D2Æ0(P
�
1 ) from D2Æ0(Q) and D2Æ0(P

�
2 ), and F1 separates D2Æ0(P

�
2 )

from D2Æ0(Q) and D2Æ0(P
�
1 ). Here, Æ

0 = CÆ and C < 1 is a constant

determined by �.

Let F(�; t) be the foliation obtained by solving (6.3) using each

leaf F� as the initial curve at t. We claim that there is an a priori

uniform bound on the curvature of the leaves of this foliation outside

D"1+3Æ=2(Q) in [t; t + �] for some � > 0. For, �rst of all, there is a

uniform bound on the curvature of the leaves outside D"1+3Æ=2(Q) at

time t. Therefore, for any point X on F�(�; t), one can �nd a small

square S` centered at X, whose side ` is less than Æ=2, such that

F�(�; t) \ S` is the graph of a function over one side of S`. When

` is suÆciently small, the tangent angles of this graph are nearly

constant. Using Proposition 1.10, the existence of stationary arcs of

(6.3) transversal to the graph, the Sturm oscillation theorem, and

parabolic regularity, we know that there is some � > 0 such that the

curvature of F�(�; t) \ S`=2 is uniformly bounded for all t 2 [t; t+ �].

Since X could be any point on F�(�; t)nD"1+3Æ=2(Q), the curvature of

F�(�; t) outside D"1+3Æ=2(Q) is uniformly bounded in [t; !], provided

we choose t such that t + � > !. Next, consider the curvature of

F�(�; t) inside D"1+2Æ(Q). At t = t,

�
�
t;F�(�; t) \D"1+2Æ(Q)

�
6
n�

4
� �

4
+ 3� � � ;

by construction. Since convexnconcave arcs are nesting and the cur-

vature of F�(�; t) near the ends is uniformly bounded,

�
�
t;F�(�; t) \D"1+2Æ(Q)

�
6
n�

4
� �

for all t 2 [t; !] when t is close to !. By induction hypothesis, the

curvature is also bounded in D"1+2Æ(Q). By Proposition 1.2, the

foliation F�(�; t) exists in [t; !].
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We still have to make sure that the endpoints of �0(�; t) never
touch the foliation F�(�; t). Consider the circles C2Æ0(P

�
1 ); C2Æ0 (P

�
2 ),

and C2Æ0(Q). Using them as initial curves starting at t, we solve

(6.3) to obtain three ows. When Æ0 is suÆciently small, the ows

are shrinking and we can �nd t close to ! such that they still contain

the disks DÆ0(P
�
1 );DÆ0(P

�
2 ), and DÆ0(Q), respectively for t 2 [t; t+!].

Since Pi(t) tends to P
�
i
; i = 1; 2, as t " !. We may assume that the

endpoints of �0(�; t) are contained inside DÆ0(P
�
1 ) and DÆ0(P

�
2 ) during

the same time interval.

So, �nally we have constructed a foliation and found a t such

that our requirements (i)|(iv) are satis�ed. It is straightforward

to bend the foliation to the left and right to obtain two foliations

satisfying the assumptions in Proposition 6.3. By this proposition,

the curvature of �0(�; t) is uniformly bounded in DÆ0(Q) for all t in

[t; !). Hence, Step 2 holds.

6.4 A whisker lemma

So far, we have shown that the ow (�; t) shrinks to a point as t " !.
Further, since the number of inection points does not increase, we

may assume that it is always equal to N in [0; !). We shall continue

to assume (�; t) is nonconvex and, hence, N > 2. We can decompose

(�; t) into a union of convexnconcave evolving arcs c1(t); � � � ; cN (t)
whose total absolute curvature is either less than � � Æ or greater

than � for some Æ > 0.

Lemma 6.7 The curvature on an arc cj(t) is uniformly bounded if

the total absolute curvature of cj(t) is less than � � Æ.
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Proof: Let c(t) be such an arc. We can use the tangent angle � to

parametrize it. The equation for the curvature, k(�; t), is given by

kt = k2
h
(�k +	)�� + (�k +	)

i
: (6.10)

Without loss of generality, let's assume the tangent angles along

c(0) lie in [Æ=2; � � Æ=2]. Then, the tangent angles of c(t) lie in the

same interval for all subsequent time t. Equation (6.10) admits two

stationary solutions

k� =
1

�

h��j	jmax +�maxjkjmax(0)
�

sin Æ=2
sin � �	

i
:

At t = 0, k�(�) 6 k(�; 0) 6 k+(�), for all � in [Æ=2; � � Æ=2]. As k+

is non-negative and k� is non-positive in [Æ=2; � � Æ=2] � [0;1), by

the comparison principle, we have

jk(�; t)j 6 ��1
min

h j	jmax +�maxkmax(0)

sin Æ=2
+ j	jmax

i
:

�

Let  be a closed curve. We call an arc � of  a nice arc (with

respect to a coordinate system) if

(i) the curvature on  is negative and bounded away from zero,

and

(ii) the tangents at the endpoints of  are horizontal.

Since the tangent angles (or normal angles) of each cj(t) are strictly

nesting in time, for any given nice arc �(t0) of (�; t0), there exists
a family of continuously changing nice arcs �(t), of (�; t), t 6 t0,

connecting �(t0) to some nice arc �(0).

Let �(t) be such a family of nice arcs of (�; t); t 2 [0; t0). We

de�ne the Æ-whisker of �(t) to be the set fX = �(t)+�e : � 2 (0; Æ)

and e is the unit horizontal tangent pointing to the interior of (�; t)g.
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Lemma 6.8 There exists Æ > 0 depending on (�; 0) such that, for

any nice arc �(t0) on (�; t0); t0 2 [0; !), its Æ-whisker is contained

in the interior of (�; t0).

Proof: Let �(t) = (�; t)n�(t) be the complement of �(t). We �rst

connect �(t0) through nice arcs to �(0). Then, we de�ne

d(t) = min
n���1(t)� �1(t)

��o ;

where �(t) =
�
�1(t), �2(t)

�
is a point on �(t) and �(t) =

�
�1(t),

�2(t)
�
is a point on �(t) satisfying �2(t) = �2(t). We shall prove

the lemma by showing that d(t) is increasing in [0; t0]. To this end,

let's take e = (1; 0). (The other case e = (�1; 0) can be handled

similarly.) Let e�(t) be the portion of �(t) that is bounded between

the two horizontal tangents lines passing the endpoints of �(t). Every

horizontal line segment with endpoints on �(t) and e�(t) lies entirely
inside (�; t). Then

d(t) = min
n��e�1(t)� �1(t)

��o ;

where �(t) = (�1(t); �2(t)
�
is a point on �(t) and e�(t) =

�e�1(t),e�2(t)� is a point on e�(t) satisfying e�2(t) = �2(t). Geometrically

speaking, d(t) is the minimal distance covered when we translate

�(t) to its right horizontally until it �rst hits e�(t).
To show that d(t) is increasing in time, it suÆces to show that

�(t0) + d(t)e separates from e�(t0) for t0 > t. Let P be a point on

the intersection of e�(t) and �(t) + d(t)e. We claim that, in a neigh-

borhood of P , e�1(t0) and �(t1) + d(t)e are disjoint for t0 > t. For,

�rst let's assume P belongs to, interior of �(t) + d(t)e. Then we can

represent �(t0) and e�(t0) locally at P on the graphs of two functions

x = x1(y; t
0) and x = x2(y; t

0), respectively. By (6.2), both x1 and
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x2 satisfy the equation

@x

@t
=
�
1 +

�@x
@y

�2� 1
2

"
�(�)

@2x=@y2

1 + (@x=@y)2
+	(�)

#

in [p2 � "; p2 + "] � [t1; t + "] for some small " > 0. Moreover, x2 >

x1 + d(t) at t and x2(p2 � "; t0) > x1(p2 � "; t0) for t0 2 [t; t+ "]. By

the strong maximum principle,

x2(y; t) > x1(y; t) + d(t)

for (y; t0) in (p2 � "; p2 + ")� (t; t+ "). So, �(t0) + d(t)e is separated

from e�(t0) in this neighborhood.

In case P happens to be one of the endpoints of �(t)+ d(t)e, we

can represent the two arcs of (�; t) in a neighborhood of P , where

one connects �(t0) and the other connects e�(t0), as graphs of two
functions y = y1(x; t

0) and y = y2(x; t
0), respectively. By the same

reasoning as before, �(t1)+d(t)e and e�(t0) separate within this neigh-
borhood instantly.

Now, suppose that �(t0) + d(t)e and e�(t0) do not separate in-

stantly. We can �nd ftjg , tj # t, and fPjg on �(t1)+d(t)e and e�(t1)
such that fPjg converges to some P0 on �(t) + d(t)e. However, it

means that �(tj) + d(t)e is not separated from e�(tj) in any neigh-

borhood of P0 for all large j. This is contradictory to what we have

proved. Thus, �(t0) + d(t)e must separate from e�(t0) for all t1 > t.

�

As an application of the whisker lemma, we have:

Proposition 6.9 The total absolute curvature on a negative arc cj(t)

tends to zero as t " !. Consequently, the total absolute curvature of

(�; t) tend to 2� as t " !.

Proof: Were there a negative arc whose total absolute curvature is

greater than � in [0; !), we can �nd a family of nice arcs �(t) on
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this arc in a suitably �xed coordinate system. But the existence of

a Æ-whisker prevents the curve from shrinking to a point. Hence,

the total curvature along a negative arc must be less than � � Æ.

By Lemma 6.7, its curvature is uniformly bounded. Since the total

length of (�; t) tends to zero, we haveZ
c
j

jkjds 6 const. � L(t) �! 0

as t " !. �

6.5 The convexity theorem

Finally, we �nish the proof of Theorem 6.1 in this section. Assume

that the ow resists convexity until its very end. By a proper choice

of coordinates we may assume, in view of Proposition 6.9, that, on

every (�; t), there is an arc of negative curvature with normal image

always containing the north pole and shrinking to it as t " !.
Let e be an area preserving expansion of . We shall consider

two cases separately.

Case I There exists ftjg; tj " !, such that the diameter of eache(�; tj) is uniformly bounded.
Case II The diameter of e(�; t) tends to in�nity as t " !.

As the total absolute curvature of (�; t) approaches 2� at the

end, we may assume that (�; t) is the union of the graphs of two

functions: u1(x; t) 6 u2(x; t) for x 2 [a(t); b(t)]. All arcs of nega-

tive curvature will eventually lie parallel to the x-axis, for otherwise,

there would be an arc of positive curvature whose total curvature is

strictly less than �, and yet has a positive lower bound. However,
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this is impossible by Lemma 6.7 and Theorem 6.6.

We shall �rst show that Case I is impossible.

For each (�; tj), we can �x a coordinate system such that the

origin is located on an arc of negative curvature and its unit tangent

is e1 = (1; 0), and the normal n = (0; 1) points to the interior ofe(�; tj). In Case I, there exists M > 0 such that e(�; tj) is bounded
between x = �M and, eu1(x; tj) > �"j with "j �! 0 as j �! 1.

Here eu1 corresponds to u1.
For each tj, we change the time scale of e by setting

(�; �) =
s

A(0)

A(tj)
(�; t) ;

where A(t) is the area enclosed by (�; t) and � = A(0)(t� tj)=A(tj).

Then,  satis�es8><>:
@

@t
=
�
�k + �	

�
n ; � =

s
A(tj)

A(0)
;

(�; 0) = e(tj) (6.11)

for � in
�
0; A(0)(! � tj)=A(tj)

�
.

By (1.19) ,

A(!)�A(tj) = �
�Z 2�

0

�(�)d�
��
! � tj

�� Z !

t
j

Z


	dsdt :

Therefore,

lim
t
j
"!

A(tj)

! � tj
=

Z 2�

0

�(�)d� :

For all suÆciently large j, we may assume that (6.11) is valid in [0; a]

where

a = A(0)
�
2

Z
�(�)d�

��1
:
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Let h be the solution for the mixed problem8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

@h

@t
=

1

4
�min

@2h

@x2
; (x; �) 2 (�M � 2;�M + 2)� [0; 1) ;

h(x; 0) = f(x) ; x 2 [�M � 2;M + 2] ;

h(�(M + 2); �) = 1 ; � 2 [0; 1) ;

(6.12)

where f is given by

f(x) =

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

1

2
(x�M � 2) + 1 ; x 2 [M;M + 2] ;

0 x 2 (�M;M) ;

�1

2
(x+M + 2) + 1 ; x 2 [�M � 2;�M ] :

Lemma 6.10 For each Æ 2 (0; 1), there exists � > 0 such that the

solution of (6.12) satis�es

(i) h(x; �) > � for all (x; �) 2 [�M � 2;M + 2]� [Æ; 1), and

(ii)
��hx(x; �)�� 6 1 for all (x; �) 2 [�M � 1;M + 1]� [0; 1).

Proof: (i) is a direct consequence of the strong maximum principle.

To prove (ii), we �rst observe that h(�; t) is convex for all t. Therefore,
for all x 2 [�M � 1;M + 1],

��hx(x; �)�� 6
1� h(x; �)

distfx;�(M + 2)g

6 1 : �
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Fix Æ = minf1; ag and " < �=2. We choose a smooth approxima-

tion of f; g, satisfying g00 > 0, f 6 g 6 f + ", and g(�(M + 2)) = 1.

Denote the solution of the mixed problem of (6.12) where f is re-

placed by g by eh. Then, eh satis�es

eh(x; �) > � for all (x; �) 2 [�M � 2;M + 2]� [Æ; 1)

and

��ehx(x; �)�� 6 1 for all (x; �) 2 [�M � 1;M + 1]� [0; 1)

for the same Æ and �. Moreover, by applying the strong maximum

principle to the second derivatives of eh, we know that

ek(x; �) > k0 > 0 ; for all (x; �) 2 [�M � 1;M + 1]� (0; 1) ;

for some k0, where ek(�; �) is the curvature of the curve (x;eh(x; �)).
Setting w = eh� 2", by (6.12) we have

@w

@�
=

1

4
�min

@2w

@x2

6
1

2
�min

wxx

1 + w2
x

:

By the construction of eh, we can �nd �0 > 0 such that

@w

@�
6 �

wxx

1 + w2
x

+ �	(1 + w2
x)

1
2

in [�M � 1;M + 1]� [0; 1) for all � 2 [0; �0].

For large j, e(�; t) is bounded between x = �M and lies above

the graph of g � 2". Let's consider the ow (�; �) and look at the

arc containing the origin. It is the graph of some function u(x; �).
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Since the curvature is negative there, by (6.3) and (1.3) we have

@u

@�
6 �	

�
1 +

�@u
@x

�2�1=2
6 �C

��	��
max

as the curvature is always bounded on this arc. Therefore, at time � ,

this subarc lies below the line y = �Cj	jmax� . On the other hand,

by applying the comparison principle to u and w, we know that this

arc must lie above the graph of w at any � . Taking, in particular,

� = Æ, we have

u(x; Æ) > eh(x; Æ) � 2"

> �� 2" :

Hence,

�� 2" 6 �cj	jmaxÆ :

However, the right-hand side of this inequality tends to zero as j �!
1, and the contradiction holds. So Case I is excluded.

Next, we consider Case II.

The di�erence U = u2 � u1 satis�es

@U

@t
= A(x; t)

@2U

@x2
+B(x; t)

@U

@x
; (6.13)

for some A(x; t) > 0 and B(x; t), x 2 [a(t); b(t)].

Lemma 6.11 There exists t0 close to ! such that U(�; t) has only

one local maximum in [a(t); b(t)].

Proof: We shall prove the lemma by showing that U has no local

minima in (a(t); b(t)) for all t > t0 where t0 is close to !. By applying
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the Sturm oscillation theorem to the equation satis�ed by @U=@x, we

know that the number of local minima is �nite and nonincreasing in

t. Moreover, through every minimum P there passes a uniquely

determined di�erentiable curve X(t) consisting of local minima of

(�; t). Were the lemma not true, there exists such path X(t) for all

t 2 [t0; !). By (6.13),

dU

dt

�
X(t); t

�
=
@U

@t

�
X(t); t

�
+
@U

@x

�
X(t); t

�dX
dt

(t) > 0 :

Hence,

0 < U
�
X(t0); t0

�
6 U

�
X(t); t

� �! 0

as t " !, which is impossible. �

Lemma 6.12 Let  be any embedded closed curve which is the union

of the graphs of two functions u1 and u2, u1 6 u2, over [a; b]. Suppose

that U � u2 � u1 has only one local maximum. Then,

q2 � q1 6
2

3
(b� a) ;

where q1 and q2, q1 < q2, are respectively the x-coordinates of the

vertical lines which separate  into three pieces, the left and the right

ones having one quarter of the area.

Proof: Let q be the x-coordinate of the vertical line which divides ,

or, more precisely, the region enclosed by , into two pieces of equal

area. The vertical lines through q1; q; and q2 divide the region into

four parts of equal area. Call them P1; P2; P3, and P4, and denote

their widths, that is, the di�erences between the q0s and a; b, by

w1; w2; w3, and w4. The maximum thickness, Umax = max
�
u2(x)�

u1(x) : x 2 [a; b]
	
, of  is realized either in P1; P4 or P2; P3.

Suppose that Umax is realized in P1. By Lemma 6.11, U decreases
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as we move through the other Ps. As all Pis have equal area, w2 6

w3 6 w4. Therefore,

q2 � q1 = w2 + w3

6
2

3
(w2 +w3 + w4)

6
2

3
(b� a) :

Suppose that Umax is realized in P2. We may assume the area of

Pi, i = 1; � � � ; 4, is equal to 1. Divide P2 further into two parts by a

vertical line through the maximal thickness. Denote their areas and

widths by A1, A3 and w21; w23, respectively. Let U1 and U3 be the

values of U(x), where x denotes the left and the right endpoints of

P2, respectively. By Lemma 6.11,

U 6 U1 on w1 ; U > U1 on w21 ;

U > U3 on w23 ; U 6 U3 on w3 :

Therefore,

w1 >
1

U1

; w21 6
A1

U1

and

w23 6
A3

U3

; w3 >
1

U3

:

It follows that

w21 6 A1w1 6 w1 ;

and

w23 6 A3w3 6 w3 :
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As before, w3 6 w4, and so,

q2 � q1 = w21 + w23 + w3

� w1 + w2 + w3

< 2w1 + 2w4 ;

which implies that

3(q2 � q1) < 2(w1 + w2 + w3 + w4) :

�

In Case II, the diameter of e(�; t) tends to in�nity as t " !. For
each e(�; t), there exists a translation so that the origin is located

on an arc of negative curvature with tangent e1. When there exist

M;�, and ftjg; tj " !, such that each e(�; tj), after a translation, lies
between the lines y = �(x�M), y = ��(x+M), and eu1 > �"j, with
"j �! 0 as j �! 1, we can follow the argument in Case I to draw

a contradiction. Here, eu1 corresponds to the dilation of u1. There-

fore, we may assume, for all large M and small � > 0, each e(�; t),
after a suitable translation, touches one of the lines y = �(�x�M).

Let b(�; t) be the length-preserving expansion of (�; t). By noting

the facts that e(�; t) has �xed enclosed area and its total absolute

curvature tends to 2�, we know that b(�; t) must collapse into a line
segment on the x-axis after a suitable translation depending on t.

Let `1 and `2 be the vertical lines x = a(t) and x = b(t), re-

spectively. Any vertical line x = ` between `1 and `2 cuts u1 (resp.

u2) at one point transversely. Denote its slope by tan�i, j�ij < �=2,

i = 1; 2. We claim that, for each �xed " > 0, there exists t00 such

that, if j�ij > " for some i, the minimum distance between ` and `1,

and the distance between ` and `2, is less than "(b(t)� a(t)) for all t

in [t00; !). For, we can look at the length-preserving expansion b(�; t)
which collapses into a line segment after a time-dependent transla-

tion. Since its total absolute curvature tends to 2�, the slopes at the
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intersections of any vertical lines based at a point [ba(t) + ";bb(t)� "]

and b(�; t) must tend to zero as t " !. Hence, there exists t00 such

that j�ij 6 j tan�ij < ".

Now, for some small " to be speci�ed below, we consider t >

maxft0; t00g, where t0 is chosen according to Lemma 6.11. Let

bt = t+

�1
2
+
�max

�min
"
�
A(t)Z

�(�)d�

:

We have

A(bt) = A(t)�
Z

bt

t

Z


�
�k +	

�
dsd�

= A(t)�
�Z

�(�)d�
��1

2
+
�max

�min
"
� A(t)Z

�(�)d�

�
Z

bt

t

Z


	dsdt

>

h1
2
� �max

�min
"�

�1
2
+
�max

�min
"
� j	jmaxZ

�d�

max[t;bt] L(�)
i
A(t) ;

where L(t) is the length of (�; t).
As L(t) tends to zero as t " !, for small " and t close to !,

A(bt) > 5

11
A(t) : (6.14)

Next, for a �xed t, we consider q1 and q2 for (�; t) as determined
in Lemma 6.12. The vertical lines passing q1 and q2 divide (�; t),
� 2 [t;bt], into, at most, three parts. At the left piece, either
(i) for all � 2 [t;bt], the angles � made with the tangents at the

intersection of x = q1 and (�; �) do not exceed ", or
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(ii) there exists � 2 [t;bt] such that one of these angles satis�es

j�j > ".

In the �rst case, denote the area of this piece by A`(�). We have

�dA`(�)

d�
=

Z 2�+�

���
�(�)d� �

Z
C(�;�)

	ds

>

Z 2��"

�+"

�(�)d� � j	jmax � L(�) ;

where C(�; �) is the arc (�; �) \ f(x; y) : x 6 q1g. We have

A`(bt)
6 A`(t)�

� Z 2��"

�+"

�d� � j	jmaxmaxL(�)
��1

2
+
�max

�min
"
� A(t)Z

�d�

=
A(t)Z
�d�

"
1

4

R
�d� �

� Z 2��"

�+"

�d� � j	jmaxmaxL(�)
��1

2
+
�max

�min
"
�#

6
A(t)Z
�d�

"
(1 + 2"� �)�max"+

1

2
j	jmaxmaxL(�)+

"j	jmax
�max

�min

maxL(�)

#
:

Notice that we have used (6.2) to getZ 2�

�

� =
1

2

Z 2�

0

� :

After a further restriction on t, we �nd that, for small ",

A`(bt) < 0 ;
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which is impossible.

So, with this choice of ", Case (ii) must hold. In other words,

there is some � 2 [t;bt] such that

q1 � a(�) 6 "
�
b(�)� a(�)

�
� "w(�) :

Clearly, under (6.3), straight lines translate in constant speed. By

comparing (�; t) with the evolution of the vertical line at b(t), we

have, for t1 < t2,

a(t2) > a(t1)� j	jmax(t2 � t1) ;

b(t2) 6 b(t1) + j	jmax(t2 � t1) :

Therefore,

q1 � a(bt) 6 q1 � a(�) + j	jmax(bt� �)

6 "w(�) + j	jmax(bt� �)

6 "w(t) + 2"j	jmax(� � t) + j	jmax(bt� �)

6 "w(t) + (1 + 2")j	jmax(bt� �) :

Similarly, we have

b(bt)� q2 6 "w(t) + (1 + 2")j	jmax(bt� �) :

It follows from the isoperimetric inequality Cw2(t) > A(t) that we
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have, by Lemma 6.12,

w(bt) 6 q2 � q1 + 2"w(t) + 2(1 + 2")j	jmax(bt� �)

= q2 � q1 + 2"w(t) + 2(1 + 2")j	jmax

�1
2
+
�max

�min
"
�
� A(t)Z

�d�

6

�2
3
+ 2"+ eCw(t)�w(t) ;

where eC is a positive constant depending only on � and 	. As w(t)

tends to zero, for every suÆciently small ", there exists t� suÆciently

close to ! such that

2

3
+ 2"+ ecw(t) 6 2

3
� 100

99
:

Therefore,

w(bt) 6 200

297
w(t) :

Taking t1 = t�,

tj+1 = tj +
�1
2
+
�max

�min
"
� A(t)Z

�d�

; for j > 1 ;

we have

A(tj+1)

w2(tj+1)
>

5
11
A(tj+1)�

200
297

�2
w2(tj+1)

> 1:002
A(tj)

w2(tj)
:

So,

A(tj+1)

w2(tj+1)
> (1:002)j

A(t�)
w2(t�)

�! 1 as j �!1 ;
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and yet, on the other hand,

A(tj+1)

w2(tj+1)
�! 0 ; as j �!1 ;

as b(�; t) converges to a line segment. This contradiction �nally shows
that Theorem 6.1 must hold.

Notes

The content of this chapter is based on Grayson [66], Angenent [13],

[14], Oaks [92], and Chou-Zhu [36]. In particular, Theorem 6.4 is

taken from [13], Theorem 6.6 from [92], and Theorem 6.1 from [36].

The limit curve �. Theorem 6.4 continues to hold for immersed

closed ows of (1.21) on a surface under assumptions (i){(vi) (see

Notes in Chapter 1). The behaviour of this ow near the singularities

is studied in some depth in [14] and [92]. Let's follow the latter and

describe a basic result. First, we call [a; b] a singular interval of the

ow if it is the largest interval satisfying the following two conditions:

(a) k([a; b]; t) becomes unbounded as t " ! and (b) �([a; b]) is a

singularity. Let Q = �(p0). For any " > 0, we denote by [a"; b"]

the maximal arc containing p0 over which  converges entirely inside

N"(Q). We have

Theorem Let (�; t) be a maximal ow of (1.21) where (i){(vi) hold

and ! is �nite. Then,

(A) if (�; t) is embedded, then it shrinks to a point as t " ! ,

(B) let Q = �(p0) be a singularity. Then, p0 is contained in

some singular interval I and either (a) there is a self-intersection in

([a"; b"]; t) converging to Q (\a loop contracts"), or (b) there are

p1; p2 62 I such that �([p1; p0]) = �([p0; p2]) (\parametrization dou-

bling").

It is commonly believed that subcase (B)(b) cannot happen.
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Convexity result. Theorem 6.1 was �rst conjectured in Gage [57]

when 	 � 0. After proving that the ow shrinks to a point, the

proof of convexity follows Grayson [66] closely. Nevertheless, one

can show that Hamilton's approach (see Chapter 5) can be extended

to the anisotropic case. In fact, Zhu [113] has used this approach to

establish the convexity and asymptotic behaviour of the ow (6.3)

on a surface.
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Chapter 7

Embedded Closed

Geodesics on Surfaces

As an application to the theory of curve shortening ows developed

in the previous chapters, we shall prove the existence of embedded

closed geodesics on a closed surface.

A standard approach for �nding closed geodesics is to look for

curves which minimize the length among a given homotopy class.

However, for a simply-connected surface, the homotopy class is triv-

ial and this approach fails. When the surface is convex, Poincar�e

proposed to look for a geodesic by minimizing length among all em-

bedded closed curves which divide the surface into two pieces each

having total Gaussian curvature 2�. Gage [56] found a certain curve

shortening ow which preserves curves in this class. It turns out that

this ow does exist for all time and subconverges to an embedded

closed geodesic. For a general closed surface, the same proof shows

that the standard curve shortening ow either exists for all time or

shrinks to a point in �nite time. Together with a topological mini-

max argument, one can show that there are always three embedded

closed geodesics on a 2-sphere|a result �rst formulated by Lusternik

and Schnirelmann in 1929.

179
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7.1 Basic results

Let M be an oriented smooth surface. Here, surface always means a

two-dimensional Riemannian manifold with the metric g. Consider

a family of smooth closed curves  = (u; t) : S1 � [0; T ) �! M .

Denote by @=@t = �(@=@t) its velocity vector �eld and @=@u =

�(@=@u) its tangent vector �eld. The unit tangent vector T is given

by u=juj and the unit normal vector N is chosen such that (T ;N )

agrees with the orientation of the surface.

Given a smooth function F de�ned inM�R, consider the Cauchy
problem

@

@t
= F (; k)N ; 0 embedded closed ; (7.1)

where k is the geodesic curvature of the curve . In the following,

we let s = juj.

Lemma 7.1 Let (�; t) be a solution of (7.1). Then, the following

hold:

(i)
@s

@t
= �Fks,

(ii)
@T

@t
= FsN ,

(iii)
h @
@t
;
@

@s

i
= kF

@

@s
,

(iv)
@k

@t
= Fss + k2F +KF ,

(v)
d

dt

Z
(�;t)

kds =
R

KFds,
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(vi)
d

dt

Z
(�;t)

ds = � R
(�;t)

Fkds,

where s = s(�; t) is the arc-length parametrization of (�; t) and K is

the Gaussian curvature of M .

Proof: Recall that @=@s = s�1@=@u. Let

@2

@t@u
= rZ

�
�
� @
@u

��
;

@2

@u@t
= ru

�
�
� @
@t

��
;

Z = �
� @
@t

�
;

where r is the Levi-Civita connection on M . From tu = ut and

the Frenet formulas (1.1), which hold on surfaces, we have (i) and

(ii).

Next, h @
@t
;
@

@s

i
f =

@

@t

�1
s

@f

@u

�
� 1

s

@

@u

�@f
@t

�

= kF
@f

@s
;

by (i). Hence, (iii) follows.

In addition, by using the de�nition of the Riemannian curvature

tensor and (iii), we have

@

@t
(kN ) = rZrTT

= rTrZT +r[Z;T ]T +R(Z;T )T
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= rT
�
FsN

�
+r[@=@t;@=@s] T +R

�
Z;T

�
T

= FssT � FskT + Fk2N +R
�
Z;T

�
T :

On the other hand, by (7.1),

@

@t

�
kN

�
= ktN + k

@N

@t
:

Taking the inner product with N yields (iv). Finally, (v) and (vi)

follow from (i) and (iv). �

Now we show that the solution of (7.1) exists for some positive

time. Let the initial curve 0 be smooth and closed. We extend

its parameterization to an immersion � : S1 � [�1; 1] �! M with

�
���
S1�f0g

= 0. Then, any smooth closed curve which is C2-close to

0 can be parametrized as f (u) = �(u; f(u)) for some C2-function

f with
��f(u)�� < 1.

Consider a smooth solution (�; t) : S1 � [0; T ) �! M of (7.1)

starting at 0. For small t, the solution can be represented as the

image under � of the graph of a function f(u; t), i.e., (u; t) =

�
�
u; f(u; t)

�
. The pull-back of the metric g on M under � is given

by

��(g) = A(u; v)(du)2 + 2B(u; v)dudv + C(u; v)(dv)2 ;

where A;B, and C are smooth in S1�[�1; 1], and D = AC�B2 > 0.

Setting ` = A+2Bfu+Cf2u, the tangent T and normal N to (�; t)
are given, respectively, by

T = d�
�
`�

1
2

� @
@u

+ fu
@

@v

��
and

N = d�
n�
`D
�� 1

2
�� �B + Cfu

� @
@u

+
�
A+Bfu

� @
@v

�o
;
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where A;B;C, and D are evaluated at (u; f(u; t)). By the Frenet

formulas, we have

k = `�
3
2D

1
2

�
fuu + P +Qfu +Rf2u + Sf3u

�
; (7.2)

where P;Q;R, and S are smooth functions evaluated at (u; f(u; t)).

The vertical velocity of (�; t) is given by ft@=@v. So, its normal

velocity is

��g
�
ft

@

@v
;
�
`D
�� 1

2

h
� �B +Cfu

� @
@u

+
�
A+Bfu

� @
@v

i�
= `�

1
2D

1
2 ft :

It follows from these computations that (�; t) solves (7.1) if and only
if f solves

ft = `
1
2D� 1

2F (�; k) : (7.3)

where `;D; � � � etc. are evaluated at f(u; t).

>From now on, we shall assume F in (7.1) is of the form

F = ak ; (7.4)

where a is a smooth, positive function in M . Then, equation (7.3)

is a quasilinear parabolic equation under this assumption. It follows

from Fact 3 in x1.2 and the proof of Proposition 1.2 that the following
result holds.

Proposition 7.2 Consider the Cauchy problem for (7.1) where F

satis�es (7.4) and 0 is a smooth, closed curve. Then, it admits a

unique maximal solution (�; t) in M � [0; !). Moreover, when ! is

�nite, the geodesic curvature of (�; t) becomes unbounded as t " !.
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The next crucial lemma shows that the total absolute of the

solution remains bounded on any �nite time interval.

Lemma 7.3 We have

d

dt

�
e��t

Z
(�;t)

jkjds
�
6 �2e��t

X
j

��Fs(uj(t); t)�� ;
where the summation in the right-hand side of this inequality is over

all inection points uj(t) of (�; t) and � = (aK)max.

Notice that the Sturm oscillation theorem can be applied to the

equation in Lemma 7.1 (iv) to show that the number of inection

points on (�; t) is �nite for all t 2 (0; !).

Proof: By Lemma 7.1,

d

dt

Z
(�;t)

jkjds = �2
X��Fs(uj(t); t)�� + Z

k>0

aKkds�
Z
k60

aKkds

6 �2
X���Fs(uj(t); t)��� + (aK)max

Z
(�;t)

jkjds ;

and the lemma follows. �

The following lemma is similar to Proposition 1.10.

Lemma 7.4 There exist positive constants Æ and C depending only

on M and a such that, for any solution (�; t) of (7.1),

(�; t) � N
C
p
t

�
(�; 0)� ;

for 0 6 t < minfÆ; !g.

Proof: Let P be any point in M which does not lie on the initial

curve (�; 0). Let d(t) be the distance from P to (�; t). Since the
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solution is smooth, d is Lipschitz continuous in t.

Let �0 > 0 be the injectivity radius of M . That means the ex-

ponential map expP : TPM �!M is an embedding on the disk D�0

centered at the origin of TPM . If, at some instant t, the distance

function is less than �0=2, we can choose Q on (�; t) which minimizes
dist

�
(�; t); P �. This point must lie in the image of D�0 under the

exponential map.

Let (r; ') be the geodesic polar coordinates at P . We can rep-

resent the solution near Q as a graph r = f('; t), where Q =�
d(t); '0

�
. Then f('0; t) = d(t) and @f=@'('0; t) = 0. Moreover,

@2f=@'2('0; t) > 0. In these geodesic polar coordinates, the metric

g is given by

g = (dr)2 +A(r; ')(d')2 :

By a direct computation, the geodesic curvature of the graph of r =

f('; t) is

k =
A

1
2

(A+ p2)
3
2

 
@2f

@'2
� Ar

A

�@f
@'

�2
� A'

2A

@f

@'
� 1

2
Ar

!
;

where A' and Ar are evaluated at r = f('; t). Hence, the geodesic

curvature of (�; t) at Q is at least the curvature of the geodesic circle

with radius d(t) centered at P . On the other hand, it is not hard to

see that the curvature of a geodesic circle with radius r, r 6 �0=2,

is not less than ��2=(2r) for some � depending only on the surface.

Therefore, by (7.1), the distance function satis�es

d0(t) > � C0

d(t)
; (7.5)

whenever d(t) 6 �0=2. Here, C0 depends on M and F only.

Now, let Æ = �20=(8C0). If P lies on (�; t) for some t, then

d(t) = 0. Integrating (7.5) gives

0 = d2(t) > d2(0)� 2C0t ;
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which means that P lies in a
p
2C0t�neighborhood of (�; 0). �

7.2 The limit curve

In this and the next section, we shall show that the ow (7.1) shrinks

to a point when ! is �nite. As usual, we shall assume this is not true

and draw a contradiction by analyzing the ow near a singularity.

First of all, when 0 is embedded and closed, we note that (�; t)
is also embedded. This is a consequence of Proposition 1.5. Suppose

! is �nite. By the same argument as in the proof of Chapter 6,

as t " !, the solution converges in the Hausdor� metric to a limit

curve � which is the image of a Lipschitz continuous map from S1

to M . Moreover, after a slight modi�cation of the proof of Theorem

6.1, we deduce from Lemma 7.3 that there exists a �nite number

of singularities fQ1; � � � ; Qmg on �, such that � n fQ1; � � � ; Qmg
consists of smooth curves. Away from the singularities, the curve

(�; t) converges to � smoothly. Furthermore, for any P in � n
fQ1; � � � ; Qmg, there exists a neighborhood U of P and t0 2 [0; !)

such that U \ (�; t) is a connected evolving arc for all t > t0. On

the other hand, for any singularity Q, we can �nd t1 close to ! and

a small �1 > 0 such that the evolving arc �(�; t) = D2�1(Q) \ (�; t),
where D2�1(Q) is the geodesic disk of radius 2�1 at Q, is connected,

and has exactly two endpoints converging to two distinct points on

�\@D2�1(Q) as t " !. We employ isothermal coordinates to express

the evolution of �(�; t) on M as an evolution in the plane.

Without loss of generality, we may assume D2�1(Q) is covered

by isothermal coordinates. So, there is a conformal di�eomorphism

� from D2�1(Q) to some open set V � R
2 such that the metric g

becomes

g = J2(x; y)(dx2 + dy2) ;
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where J is bounded between two positive constants. LetX = J�1@=@x

and Y = J�1@=@y be the unit vectors. Let �0(u; t) = �
�
�(u; t)

�
.

Since � is conformal, ��(N ) = J�1n0, where n0 is the unit normal of

the plane curve �0(�; t). It implies that �0(�; t) evolves according to

@�0

@t
=

1

J
Fn0 : (7.6)

It is well-known that the Christo�el symbols in isothermal coordi-

nates are given by the following relations:

rXX = �
�JY
J

�
Y ; rXY =

�JY
J

�
X ;

rYX =
�JX
J

�
Y ; rY Y = �

�JX
J

�
X ;

(7.7)

where JX = rXJ and JY = rY J . Let � be the angle between T

and X. So,

T = cos �X + sin �Y

and

N = � sin �X + cos �Y : (7.8)

By (7.7) and (7.8), we have

kN = rTT

=
� 1
J
k0 � JY

J
cos � +

JX

J
sin �

�
N ;

where k0 is the curvature of �0(�; t). Hence, the Liouville formula,

k =
1

J
k0 � JY

J
cos � +

JX

J
sin � ; (7.9)
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holds. In view of this, the ow (7.6) can be written in the form

@�0

@t
=
�
�k0 +	

�
n0 : (7.10)

where � = �(x; y) is pinched between two positive constants and 	

satis�es

	(x; y; � + �) = �	(x; y; �) ; 8(x; y; �) 2 V � S1 :

In other words, (7.10) is uniformly parabolic and symmetric.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that �(Q) is the origin

and V contains the unit disk centered at the origin D1. Also, the

intersection of �0(�; t) with @D1=2, A
0(t), and B0(t), converges to two

distinct points on � as t " !.

7.3 Shrinking to a point

Next, we'd like to derive an isoperimetric type estimate for the evolv-

ing arc �0 as described in the last paragraph of the previous section.

For each �xed t 2 [t1; !), let � be any embedded curve whose

distinct endpoints lie on �0(�; t) and whose interior is disjoint from

�0(�; t). Let L(t) be the class of all such curves. Letting L be the

length of �, we de�ne

G(�) = L2
� 1
A
+ 1
�

and

g(t) = inf
n
G(�) : � 2 L(t)

o
;

where A is the area of the region enclosed by � and �0(�; t). It is

not hard to see that there exists a small "0 > 0 such that, whenever

g(t) < "0, the in�mum g(t) is taken on the subclass

L0(t) =
n
� 2 L0(t) : the endpoints of � lie on �0(�; t) \D1=4

o
:
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Lemma 7.5 If g(t) < "0, the in�mum g(t) is attained in L0(t). It

has constant curvature and is perpendicular to �0(�; t) at its end-

points.

Proof: Let f�jg be a minimizing sequence of g(t) in L0(t). Let Aj be

the area enclosed by �j and �
0(�; t). We �rst consider the minimizing

problem:

Lj = inf
n
length of � : � is a curve in L0(t) whose enclosed area

with �0(�; t) is equal to Aj

o
:

It is well-known that this constrained minimization problem is at-

tained by a curve �0
j
whose endpoints intersect �0(�; t) at right an-

gles. Arguing as in x5.1, one can show that the interior of �0
j
does

not touch �0(�; t). Hence, �0
j
is a circular arc or a line segment whose

interior is disjoint from �0(�; t). Replacing the minimizing sequence

f�jg by f�0jg, we can argue as before that it subconverges to a mini-

mizer of g(t), which is again a circular arc or a line segment meeting

�0(�; t) at right angles and disjoint from �0(�; t) at its interior points.
�

Now we compute the �rst and second variations at a minimizer

�0 for a �xed time. Here, the time variable is suppressed. For � 2
[��0; �0]; �0 > 0. Let �� be any one-parameter family of admissible

curves, A(�) and L(�) are, respectively, the area enclosed by �� and

�0(�; �), and the length of ��. For simplicity, we assume the curvature
of �0; k0, is nonzero. The case k0 = 0 can be treated similarly. Using

polar coordinates at the center of �0, which is a circular arc, �� is

given by the graph of r = r(�; �) between �� = ��(�) and �+ = �+(�)

and �0 =
�
(r; �) : r = jk0j�1, � 2 [��; �+]

	
.

Since the function r(�; 0) is constant and �0 is perpendicular to
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�0(�; t), we have
@r

@�
= 0 ;

@2r

@�2
= 0

and

@�+

@�
= 0 ;

@��
@�

= 0 ;

at � = 0. The curvatures of �0(�; t) at � = �+ and � = �� are given

by k0+ and k0�, respectively. They can be computed as the graph of

� = �+(�) and r = r
�
�+(�); �

�
or

� = ��(�) and r = r
�
��(�); �

�
;

except with a possible sign change, since we keep the sign convention

for k0 in the ow (7.10). By a direct computation, we have�
r
d2�

d�2

�
+
= �k0+

� @r
@�

�2
+

and �
r
d2�

d�2

�
�
= k0�

� @r
@�

�2
�
;

at � = 0. Here and in the following subscript, \ + " or \� " means

evaluation at � = �+ or ��.

The computation and result could be easily expressed in terms

of the velocity v and the acceleration z of ��,

v =
@r

@�
and z =

@2r

@�2
;

at � = 0. The length of �� is given by

L(�) =

Z
�+

��

r
r2 +

�dr
d�

�2
d� :
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For simplicity, we may assume the region enclosed by �� and �0(�; t)
is on the origin side of ��. Then,

A(�)�A(0) =

Z
�

0

Z
�+(�)

��(�)

r
@r

@�
d�d� :

By a straightforward computation, we have,

Lemma 7.6 At � = 0, we have

dL

d�
=

Z
�+

��

vd� ;

d2L

d�2
=

Z
�+

��

zd� + jk0j
Z

�+

��

�dv
d�

�2
d� �

�
k0+v

2
+ + k0�v

2
�
�
;

dA

d�
=

1

jk0j
Z

�+

��

vd� ; and

d2A

d�2
=

1

jk0j
Z

�+

��

zd� +

Z
�+

��

v2d� :

Since logG attains its minimum at �0, we have

0 =
d

d�

���
�=0

logG

=
� 2
L
+

1

jk0j(A+ 1)
� 1

jk0jA
� Z �+

��

vd� :

One can choose the integral on the right non-zero. Therefore,

2

L
=

1

jk0jA(A+ 1)
: (7.11)
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Next, by Lemma 7.6 and (7.11),

0 6
d2

d�2

���
�=0

logG

=
2

L

h Z �+

��

zd� + jk0j
Z

�+

��

�dv
d�

�2
d� �

�
k0+v

2
+ + k0�v

2
�
�i

� 2

L2

�Z �+

��

vd�
�2

+
1

A+ 1

� 1

jk0j
Z

�+

��

zd� +

Z
�+

��

v2d�
�

� 1

(A+ 1)2

� 1

jk0j
Z

�+

��

vd�
�2
� 1

A

� 1

jk0j
Z

�+

��

zd� +

Z
�+

��

v2d�
�

+
1

A2

� 1

jk0j
Z

�+

��

vd�
�2

=
2jk0j
L

Z
�+

��

h�dv
d�

�2
� v2

i
d� � 2

L

�
k0+v

2
+ + k0�v

2
�
�

+
1

2jk0j2
4A+ 1

A2(A+ 1)2

�Z �+

��

vd�
�2

:

Choosing

v =

q
�
�jk0j�1 cos �; jk0j�1 sin �� ; � 2 [��; �+] ;

we have �dv
d�

�2
6 C1

� 1

jk0j2 + 1
�

for some positive constant C1 depending on �. Noting that jk0j =
(�+ � ��)=L, we deduce from (7.11) that

2jk0j
L

Z
�+

��

�dv
d�

�2
d� 6 2C1

h
1 +

L2

A2(A+ 1)2

i
:

Thus,

2

L

�
k0+�(x+; y+) + k0��(x�; y�)

�
6 C2

�
1 +

L2

A2(A+ 1)2

�
(7.12)
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for some constant C2 depending on �. Here, (x+; y+) and (x�; y�)

are the position vectors of the endpoints of �0.

Now we can state the isoperimetric type estimate.

Lemma 7.7 There exists a positive constant Æ such that g(t) > Æ >

0 on [t1; !).

Proof: Fix t 2 [t1; !) and let � be the minimizer of g(t). For t close

to t, let �t be the continuously changing circular arcs or line segments

whose endpoints lie on �0(�; t) and �
t
= �. The time derivative of the

length of �t at t is the sum of the negative normal speed of �0(�; t) at
the endpoints of �t. By noting the orientation of �0(�; t), the length
L(t) of �t satis�es

dL

dt

���
t=t

= �
�
�(x�; y�)k0� +	(x�; y�; ��) + �(x+; y+)k

0
+

+	(x+; y+; �+ + �)
�
:

According to (1.19),

dA

dt
= �

Z
0(�;t)

�
�(0)k0 +	(0; �)

�
ds ;

where 0(�; t) is the portion of �0(�; t) which together with � bounds

the area A(t).

Let (x; y) be any �xed point on 0(�; t). By a direct computation,

d

dt

���
t=t

logG = � 2

L

�
�(x+; y+)k

0
+ +�(x�; y�)k

0
� �	(x+; y+; �+)

+	(x�; y�; ��)
�
+

1

A(A+ 1)

Z
0(�;t)

�
�k0 +	

�
ds
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> � 2

L

�
�(x+; y+)k

0
+ +�(x�; y�)k

0
� �	(x+; y+; �+) + 	(x�; y�; ��)

�

+
1

A(A+ 1)

Z
0(�;t)

�(x; y)k0ds� 1

A(A+ 1)

�Z
0(�;t)

����(x; y)
��(x; y)

���jk0jds+ ��	��
max

L
�
�0(�; t)

��
; (7.13)

where L
�
�0(�; t)� is the length of �0(�; t).

By Lemma 7.3, we knowZ
0(�;t)

���(x; y)� �(x; y)jk0jds

6 C3 max
0(�;t)

����(x; y)� �(x; y)
��� ;

where C3 only depends on �;	, and the initial curve. Without loss

of generality, we assume �� 6 0 6 �+. Then,

Z
0(�;t)

�(x; y)k0ds =

Z
��+2�

�++�

�(x; y)d�

= �(x; y)
�
� � �+ + ��) :

Thus, (7.13) can be written as

d

dt

���
t=t

logG >

� 2

L

h
�(x+; y+)k

0
+ +�(x�; y�)k0� �	(x+; y+; �+) + 	(x�; y�; ��)

i
+

1

A(A+ 1)
�(x; y)

�
� � (�+ � ��)

�
� 1

A(A+ 1)

�
C3 max

0(�;t)

���(x; y)� �(x; y)
��+ ��	��

max
L
�
�0(�; t�� :
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An application of the mean value theorem shows

d

dt

���
t=t

logG > � 2

L

�
�(x+; y+)k

0
+ +�(x�; y�)k0�

�� C5

�
1 +

�+ � ��
L

�
+

C4

A(A+ 1)

�
� � (�+ � ��)

�� C5

A(A+ 1)
L
�
�0(�; t)� :

Finally, we use (7.11), (7.12), and �+ � �� = jk0jL to get

d

dt

���
t=t

logG>
1

A(A+ 1)

n
C4� � C6

�
g(t) + L

�
�0(�; t)�+A

�o
; (7.14)

where C4 and C6 depend only on �;	, and the initial curve.

Observe that �0(�; t) converges to a portion of � smoothly away

fromQ and the total absolute curvature of �0(�; t) is uniformly bounded.
By replacing �0(�; t) by the portion lying on a suÆciently small neigh-
borhood of the origin, if necessary, we may assume L

�
�0(�; t)� and A

are so small that

C6

�
L
�
�0(�; t)�+A

�
<

1

2
C4� ; for all t 2 (t1; !) :

Hence, by (7.14), for t < t, and close to t,

g(t) 6 G(�t) < G(�
t
) = g(t) :

We conclude that there exists Æ 6 "0 such that g(t) > Æ > 0 for all t

in [t1; !). �

Theorem 7.8 Let (�; t) be the solution (7.1) where (7.4) holds. If

! is �nite, (�; t) shrinks to a point as t " !.

Proof: We employ the blow-up argument in x5.2 to (7.10). In case

the ow does not shrink to a point, we get a limit ow 1 satisfying

@1
@t

= �(0; 0)k1n
0 :
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As before, one can show that 1 is uniformly convex and with total

absolute curvature �. Now we can follow the proof of Theorem 5.1,

using Lemma 7.7 to replace Proposition 5.2, to draw a contradiction.

�

7.4 Convergence to a geodesic

In this section, we prove the following theorem, which complements

Theorem 7.8.

Theorem 7.9 Let (�; t) be the solution of (7.1) where (7.4) holds.

If it exists for all t > 0, its curvature converges to zero uniformly as

t �! 1. Consequently, (�; t) subconverges to an embedded, closed

geodesic of (M; g).

Lemma 7.10

lim
t�!1

Z
(�;t)

k2(s; t)ds = 0 :

Proof: By Lemma 7.1, we have

d

dt

Z
k2ds =

Z h
2k
�
Fss + k2F +KF

�� Fk3
i
ds (7.15)

=

Z
(�2ak2s � 2askks + ak4 + 2aKk2)ds :

Here and in the followings, the integration is over (�; t).
Since the ow exists for all time, its length L(t) must have a

positive lower bound, for otherwise (�; t) would be contained in a

very small geodesic disk and, by (7.10), shrinks to a point in �nite

time. Consequently, we can �nd some constant C depending only on

a and M such that inf k(�; t) � C for all t. So,

max
(�;t)

k2 6 C2 + L(t)

Z
k2sds :
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Putting this into (7.15), we have

d

dt

Z
k2ds 6 �

Z
ak2sds+ L(t)

Z
k2sds

Z
ak2ds+ C1

Z
k2ds :

By Lemma 7.1, for any " less than amin(2L(0)amax)
�1, we can �nd

t1 such that

Z
(�;t1)

k2ds <
"

2
(7.16)

and

1Z
t1

Z
(�;t)

ak2 < "2 : (7.17)

Therefore, as long as the total squared curvature of (�; t) is less than
",

d

dt

Z
(�;t)

k2ds 6 �amin

2

Z
(�;t)

k2sds+ C2

Z
(�;t)

k2ds (7.18)

for some C2. We claim that

Z
(�;t)

k2 < "

for all t > t1. For, if on the contrary, there is a �rst time t2 > t1

such that

Z
(�;t2)

k2 = " ;
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then, by (7.18), (7.16), and (7.17),

"

2
<

Z
(�;t2)

k2ds�
Z

(�;t1)

k2ds

6
C2

amin

Z
t2

t1

Z
ak2ds dt

<
C2"

2

amin
;

which is impossible after a further restriction on ". �

Lemma 7.11

lim
t�!1

Z
(�;t)

k2s(�; t)ds = 0 :

Proof: By Lemma 7.1,

d

dt

Z
k2sds =

Z h
2ks
�
Fss + k2F +KF

�
s
+ kFk2s

i
ds

=

Z h
� 2ak2ss + 4asskkss + 2assskks + 2ask

3ks � 2aKkkss

+7ak2k2s

i
ds :

By the chain rule,

jasj 6C0 ;

jassj 6C0

�
1 + jkj� ; and

jasssj 6C0

�
1 + k2 + jksj

�
;
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where C0 depends only on a. So,

d

dt

Z
k2sds

6+ C1

Z �
k2 + k4 + jkksj+ jk3ksj+ jkk2s j+ k2k2s

�
ds (7.19)

� 2

Z
ak2ssds ;

where C1 only depends on a and M .

Since L(t) is decreasing, there exists a constant C2 such thatZ
(�;t)

k2sds 6 C2

Z
(�;t)

k2ssds :

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

max
(�;t)

k2s 6 L(t)

Z
(�;t)

k2ssds :

So, for " > 0,

Z
k4ds 6 L(t)

Z
k2ds

Z
k2sds ;

Z ��kks��ds 6 "

Z
k2sds+

1

4"

Z
k2ds ;

Z ��k3ks��ds 6 L(t)

Z
k2ds

Z
k2ssds+

Z
k4ds ;

Z ��kk2s ��ds 6 L(t)

Z
jkjds

Z
k2ssds

6 L(t)3=2
� Z

k2ds
�1=2�Z

k2ssds
�
;

and Z
k2k2sds 6 L(t)

Z
k2ds

Z
k2ssds :
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Putting all these estimates into (7.19) and using Lemma 7.10,

we conclude

d

dt

Z
k2sds 6 C3

Z
k2ds

6 � C3

amin

d

dt
L(t)

for all large t. Hence, the limit

lim
t�!1

Z
k2s(�; t)ds

exists. In view of (7.18), the limit must, equal to 0. �

Proof of Theorem 7.9 By Lemmas 7.10 and 7.11, we know that

the curvature k(�; t) tends to zero uniformly as t!1. On the other

hand, by Lemma 7.1, we can express the curvature k as a function

on
�
0; L(t)

� � [0;1) and it satis�es a uniformly parabolic equation.

By parabolic theory and interpolation, all derivatives of k also tend

to zero as t ! 1, as well. So, subconvergence to a closed geodesic

follows from the Ascoli-Arzela theorem. Let
�
(�; tj)

	
satisfy

lim
t
j
�!1

(�; tj) = 1(�) ;

where 1 is a closed geodesic of length L1. By the strong maximum

principle, there exists a positive integer N > 1 such that 1
����
0;L1=N

�
is an embedding. Any given narrow tubular neighborhood of 1

is di�eomorphic to S1 � (�1; 1). (�; tj) are contained inside this

neighborhood for all large tj and collapse to 1 as j ! 1. When

N > 2, (�; tj) would turn around 1 more than once. Since each

(�; tj) is embedded, this is not possible. So, N must be equal to 1.

The proof of Theorem 7.9 is completed.
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As an application of Theorems 7.8 and 7.9, we consider the ow

on a convex surface M ,

@

@t
=

k

K
N ; (7.20)

where K is the Gaussian curvature of M . We consider the Cauchy

problem of (7.20), where 0 is an embedded, closed curve satisfyingZ
0

k0ds = 0 :

By the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, 0 divides M into two regions of

total curvature equal to 2�. By Lemma 7.1(v), we know that the

ow (�; t) satis�es Z
(�;t)

k(�; t)ds = 0

for all t in [0; !). Since the ow cannot shrink to a point, for otherwise

the total curvature of one of the regions it divides would tend to zero,

we conclude from Theorem 7.9 that (�; t) exists for all time, and so

there exists a closed geodesic on (M; g). We have proved:

Corollary 7.12 There exists an embedded closed geodesic on a closed

surface with positive Gaussian curvature.

One may also look at the standard curve shortening problem on

M ,

@

@t
= kN ; (�; 0) = 0 ; (7.21)

where 0 is an embedded closed curve and M is simply-connected.

Then, either (�; t) shrinks to a point or it subconverges to a geodesic.

Corollary 7.13 There exist three embedded closed geodesics on any

2{sphere.
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202 CH. 7. Embedded Closed Geodesics on Surfaces

We sketch the proof following Grayson [66]. Let (�;�0) be the

space of embedded closed curves relative to the point curves �0. It

can be shown that there exists a retract of (�;�0) onto (RP
3nD3; @).

So, this space has homology classes h1; h2; h3 of dimensions one, two,

and three, respectively. For each h 2 H�(�;�0), one may consider

the minmax problem,

�(h) = inf
C

sup


L();

where  belongs to the cycle C representing h. We can solve (7.21)

using each  2 C as the initial curve and obtain (�; t) in the same

cycle. By the curve shortening property of the ow and the de�ni-

tion of �(h), the set f : L() > �(h) � "g, " > 0, is nesting and is

non-empty for all time. Hence, we can �nd a solution which exists

for all time in C. By Theorem 7.11, it subconverges to an embedded

closed geodesic of length �(h). By a topological argument, one can

show that, if �(hi) = �(hj) for some distinct i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, there
are in�nitely many embedded closed geodesics. Hence, in any case,

there are at least three of them.

Notes

Poincar�e's approach to the existence of an embedded closed geodesic

on a convex surface was �rst rigorously justi�ed in Croke [39]. The

ow approach (7.20) was proposed in [56], and its long-time existence

is established in [92]. Here, our proof is based on [113].

The theorem of three geodesics was �rst outlined by Lusternik

and Schnirelmann. See [66], Ballmann-Thorbergesson-Ziller [20], and

Klingenberg [85] for further discussion on the minimax scheme and

the topological part of the proof.

Other geometric applications of the CSF or its variants can also

be found in Gage [55] and Angenent [16].
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Chapter 8

The Non-convex

Generalized Curve

Shortening Flow

In this chapter, we study the Cauchy problem for the generalized

curve shortening ow (GCSF),

@

@t
= jkj��1kn ; (�; 0) = 0 ; (8.1)�

where 0 is a C
2-embedded closed curve. We shall investigate whether

the ow exists until it shrinks to a point and whether the Grayson

convexity theorem still holds. The main diÆculty is that the equa-

tion is singularndegenerate parabolic. The main result of this chapter
is the following almost convexity theorem.

Theorem 8.1 The maximal solution of (8.1)�, � 2 (0; 1), converges

to a line segment or a point, and its total absolute curvature tends

to 2� as t " !.

Since the equation becomes singular when � 2 (0; 1), the strong

maximum principle does not always hold. We need to redo everything

carefully. This is done in Sections 1 and 2. Of particular interest is

a direct generalization of a result of Angenent-Sapiro-Tannenbaum

which gives an upper bound on the number of convex arcs of the

203
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204 CH. 8. The Non-convex Generalized Curve Shortening Flow

ow. Collapsing into a line segment or a point is proved in Section

3. In Sections 4 and 5, we prove the total absolute curvature of the

ow tends to 2�.

8.1 Short time existence

We shall always assume the ow is non-convex and, so, the GCSF

has to be singular or degenerate. We cannot deduce local existence

directly from the results in Chapter 1. Instead, we use an approxi-

mation argument.

We �rst approximate jkj��1k by

FÆ(k) = �

Z
k

0

(Æ + s2)
��1
2 ds ; where Æ 2 (0; 1) :

Consider the Cauchy problem8>><>>:
@

@t
= FÆ(k)n ;

(�; 0) = 0 :

(8.2)

By Proposition 1.2, (8.2) has a maximal solution in [0; !Æ).

By (1.16), the curvature of Æ, kÆ, evolves by

@kÆ

@t
= (FÆ)ss + k2ÆFÆ : (8.3)

Let M0 be the supremum of the curvature of 0. It follows from

applying the maximum principle to (8.3) that there exist positive

constants M and T depending only on M0 such that

jkÆ(�; t)j 6M ; 8t 2 [0; T ] ; 8Æ 2 (0; 1) : (8.4)

Lemma 8.2 Let � 2 (0; 1). There exists a constant C depending on

M0 and the length of 0 such thatZ

Æ
(�;t)

�
FÆ(kÆ)

�2
s
ds 6

C

t
; t 2 [0; T ] ; 0 < Æ < 1 :
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Proof: For simplicity, we set

k = kÆ ; v = F = FÆ(kÆ) ; and w = vs = F 0
Æ(kÆ)(kÆ)s :

We have

vt = F 0vss + F 0k2v

and

wt = (F 0ws)s +
�F 00

F 0 k
2v + 3kv + F 0k2

�
w :

We note from (8.4) that (F 0)�1F 00k2v + 3kv + F 0k2 is uniformly

bounded on [0; T ]. Therefore,

1

2

d

dt

Z

Æ

(�;t)
w2ds =

Z

Æ

(wwt � w2Fk)ds

6 �
Z

Æ

F 0w2
sds+B1

Z

Æ

w2ds

6 ��1
Z

Æ

w2
sds+B1

Z

Æ

w2ds ;

where �1 and B1 depend only on M0. By interpolation,

Z

Æ

v2sds 6
� Z


Æ

v2ds
� 1
2
� Z


Æ

v2ssds
� 1
2

6 B2

�
L(0)

� 1
2
� Z


Æ

w2
sds
�1
2 ;

where L(0) is the initial length. Therefore, letting �2 = �1(L(0)B
2
2 )
�1,

1

2

d

dt

Z

Æ

w2ds 6 ��2
� Z


Æ

w2ds
�2
+B1

Z

Æ

w2ds ;
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which impliesZ

Æ

w2ds 6 max
� 1

�2t
;
2B1

�2

	
: �

Lemma 8.1 implies that the curvature of Æ(�; t) is uniformly

H�older continuous on every compact subset of S1 � (0; T ]. Thus, we

can �nd a subsequence fÆ
j

(�; t)g which C2-converges to a solution

of (8.1) in every compact subset of S1 � (0; T ].

Next, by applying the weak comparison principle (x1.2) to (1.5),
where F is given by (8.1), we have the containment principle: let

1 and 2 be two GCSFs in [0; T ). Suppose that 1(�; 0) is bounded
by 2(�; 0). Then, 1(�; t) is bounded by 2(�; t) for all t 2 (0; T ). As a

consequence of this principle, we obtain the existence and uniqueness

of (8.1)� as well as the �niteness of !. Summing up, we have the

following proposition.

Proposition 8.3 For every C2-embedded closed 0, the Cauchy prob-

lem for the GCSF has a unique, embedded solution in C(S1�[0; !))\eC2;�(S1 � (0; !)) for some � 2 (0; 1) and ! is �nite. The curvature

becomes unbounded as t " !.

It remains to show that the ow is embedded. For uniformly

parabolic ows, the embeddedness preserving property is a conse-

quence of the strong maximum principle. Although the strong max-

imum principle is not available now, we can still prove that the ow

is embedded by the monotonicity property of the following isoperi-

metric ratio introduced by Huisken [78]. In fact, we shall see more

applications of this ratio in the subsequent sections.

Let  : [a; b] � [t0; t1] ! R
2 be an evolving arc satisfying (8.1)� .

De�ne the extrinsic and intrinsic distance functions d and ` : [a; b]2�
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[t0; t1]! R by

d(p; q; t) = j(p; t)� (q; t)j

and

`(p; q; t) =

Z
q

p

ds(�; t) :

Proposition 8.4 Suppose d=` attains a local minimum at (p; q; t) 2
(a; b)2 � (t0; t1). Then,

d

dt
(
d

`
)(p; q; t) > 0 ; (8.5)

and \=" holds if and only if  is a straight line. Consequently,

inf(d=`) is increasing as long as it attains interior minimum.

Proof: Since d=` has a global maximum on the diagonal of [a; b]2,

we may assume p 6= q and s(p) > s(q) at t.

Denote

! =
(q; t)� (p; t)

j(q; t)� (p; t)j
and

e1 =
d

ds
(p; t) ; and e2 =

d

ds
(q; t) :

By the assumption, we have

0 =
d

ds

���
s=0

� j(s(p) + s; t)� (q; t)j
`+ s

�

=
1

`
h�!;e1i � d

`2
; (8.6)

0 =
d

ds

���
s=0

� j(p; t)� (s(q) + s; t)j
`� s

�

=
1

`
h!;e2i+ d

`2
; (8.7)
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and

0 6
d2

ds2

���
s=0

� j(s(p) + s; t)� (s(q)� s; t)j
`+ 2s

�
=

2

`2
h!;e1 + e2i+ 1

`

h je1 + e2j2
d

+


!; k(q; t)n(q; t)

�k(p; t)n(p; t)�� h!;e1 + e2i2
d

i
+
4d

`3
:

By (8.6) and (8.7),

2

`2
h!;e1 + e2i+ 4d

`3
= 0 :

Noticing that !==e1 + e2, we have

je1 + e2j2 = h!;e1 + e2i2 :

Thus,

0 6


!; k(q; t)n(q; t)� k(p; t)n(p; t)

�
: (8.8)

By (8.6) and (8.7), again,



!;n(q; t)

�
= �
!;n(p; t)�
=

p
1� (d=`)2 > 0 :

So,

k(q; t) + k(p; t) > 0 : (8.9)
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Now,

d

dt

�d
`

�
(p; q; t)

=
1

`

�
1� d2

`2

�1
2
�jkj��1k(q; t) + jkj��1k(p; t)�+ d

`2

Z
p

q

jkj�+1ds(�; t)

> 0 : �

Remark 8.5 More generally, Proposition 8.4 holds for the ow (1.2)

if F = F (q) is odd and parabolic.

In concluding this section, we state two maximum principles for

the curvature and the tangent angle of the ow. On where the cur-

vature does not vanish we have, by (1.15) and (1.16),

kt = (jkj��1k)ss + k2(jkj��1k) (8.10)

and

�t = �jkj��1�ss (8.11)

Lemma 8.6 (a) If k(p; t0) > 0 for p 2 [a; b] and k(a; t0) > 0,

k(b; t0) > 0, then, for some small " > 0, k(p; t) > 0 in [a; b] �
(t0; t0 + ").

(b) If �(p; t0) > �0, for p 2 [a; b] and �(a; t0) > �0, �(b; t0) > �0,

then, for some small " > 0, �(p; t) > �0 in [a; b]� (t0; t0 + ").

Proof: (a) and (b) can be proved in a similar way. In the following,

we present a proof of (a).

First we note that the ow can be approximated by a sequence

fÆ(�; t)g; Æ = Æj ! 0, satisfying (8.2). Its speed vÆ = FÆ(k) satis�es

@vÆ

@t
= F 0

Æ(k)
@2vÆ

@s2
+ F 0

Æ(k)k
2vÆ: (8.12)
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Since the curvature of Æ is uniformly bounded, we can �nd constants

� and M , 0 < � < 1 6M , such that

F 0
Æ(k) > � > 0 and 0 6 k2F 0

Æ(k) 6M

for all Æ = Æj .

We shall construct a subsolution of (8.12). Let sÆ(p; t) be the

arc-length along Æ(�; t) from a to p. By the commutation relation

[@=@t; @=@s] = kvÆ@=@s, we have

@

@s

�
@sÆ

@t

�
= �kvÆ ;

which is uniformly bounded. Set

wÆ(p; t) = � �(sÆ(p; t) + �(t� t0) + 1; �(t � t0)) ;

where � and � are constants to be speci�ed later and

�(x; �) =
1p
�
exp

�
� x2

4�

�
is the heat kernel. Notice that �x < 0 for x > 0 and �xx > 0 for

(2�)1=2.

Choose � > � inff@sÆ=@t : (p; t) 2 [a; b]� [t0; t0+"]g where " > 0

is so small that (1 + �")2 > 2". It follows that

(sÆ(p; t) + �(t� t0) + 1)2 > (1 + �")2

> 2�(t � t0)

and

@wÆ

@t
= � � �� + �

�
� +

@sÆ

@t

�
�x

= �
@2wÆ

@s2
+ �

�
� +

@sÆ
@t

�
�x

6 F 0
Æ(k)

@2wÆ

@s2
+ F 0

Æ(k)k
2wÆ:
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We conclude that wÆ is a subsolution of (8.12) in [a; b] � [t0; t0 + ")

for all Æj , and wÆ vanishes identically at t = t0. If we further choose

" and � small (if necessary), we may assume that wÆ 6 vÆ on the

lateral boundary of [a; b] � [t0; t0 + "]. By the maximum principle,

wÆ 6 vÆ in [a; b]� [t0; t0+"]. Letting j !1, we conclude v > w0 > 0

in [a; b]� [t0; t0 + "]. �

8.2 The number of convex arcs

Let (�; t) be a maximal solution of (8.1)� in (0; !). An arc � of (�; t)
is called a convex arc if it is the image of a maximal arc [a; b] � S1

on which k(�; t) > 0 and k(p; t) > 0 for some p 2 (a; b). An arc �

is called a concave arc if it is the image of (a; b) � S1 on which

k(�; t) 6 0 and k(p; t) < 0 for p 2 (a; a+ ")
S
(b� "; b) for some " > 0.

First, we show that the number of convexnconcave arcs does not
increase in time.

Lemma 8.7 For any (p0; t0) with k(p0; t0) 6= 0, there exists a con-

tinuous map: p : [0; t0] �! S1 such that p(t0) = p0 and k(p(t); t) 6= 0

for all t.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume k(p0; t0) > 0. Consider

the set f(p; t) 2 S1 � [0; t0] : k(p; t) > 0g and let U be its connected

component containing (p0; t0). It is suÆcient to show that U
T
(S1�

f0g) is non-empty.
Suppose this is not true. Then e�ctk has a positive maximum

at (p1; t1) in U where t1 > 0. If we choose c > max
U

k�+1, it follows

from (8.10) that 0 6 (e�ctk)t 6 (k�+1 � c)e�ctk < 0 at (p1; t1). But

this is impossible. �

>From this lemma, we immediately conclude that, if 0 is com-

posed of �nitely convex and concave arcs, then the number of convexnconcave
arcs does not increase in time.
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Next, we present a rather suprising feature for (8.1)� , (0 < � <

1), due to Angenet-Sapiro-Tannenbaum [19].

Proposition 8.8 Let K be the total absolute curvature of 0. Then,

the number of convex arcs of any solution of (8.1)�, 0 < � < 1, at

time t� does not exceed

Kmax
n1 + CL2(0)

t
1

1��
�

;
2

�

o
; (8.13)

where C is an absolute constant.

When � = 1, we know that the ow becomes analytic at an instant,

and so it has �nitely many convex and concave arcs. However, no a

priori estimate like (8.13) is known.

By approximating the initial curve by analytic curves with �nite

inection points, it suÆces to derive (8.13) assuming there are �nitely

many convexnconcave arcs in [0; !). Let � = f(p; t�) : p� 6 p 6 p+g
be a convex arc. There are intervals (p�� "; p�) and (p+; p++ ") on

which k(�; t�) < 0. Set

U� = the connected component of fk 6= 0g
containing the segment (p� � "; p�)� ft�g ;

and

U+ = the connected component of fk 6= 0g containing
the segment (p+; p+ + ")� ft�g.

By Lemma 8.7, for each t 2 [0; t�], there exist (p; t) 2 U� and (q; t) 2
U+. So, we can de�ne

p�(t) = supfp : (p; t) 2 U�g and

p+(t) = inffp : (p; t) 2 U+g :
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Let �(�; t) be the image of [p�(t); p+(t)] under (�; t). We call �(�; t); t 2
[0; t�] the history of the arc � = �(�; t�).

Set

q�(t) = inffp > p�(t) : k(p; t) > 0g and

q+(t) = supfp < p+(t) : k(p; t) > 0g :

Lemma 8.9 k(p; t) = 0 for all p 2 [p�(t); q�(t)]
S
[q+(t); p+(t)].

Proof: Suppose k(p0; t0) < 0 for some (p0; t0), p0 2 (p�(t0); q�(t0)).

By Lemma 8.6, k < 0 in [p�(t0)� "; p0]� (t0; t0 + ") for small " > 0.

We can connect (p0; t0) to (p�(t0)�"; t0) in fk 6= 0g. In other words,
(p0; t0) belongs to U�. The contradiction holds. A similar argument

shows that k vanishes on [q+(t); p+(t)]. �

Lemma 8.10 We have

lim inf
t!t0

p�(t) > p�(t0) and lim sup
t!t0

p�(t) 6 q�(t0) ;

and

lim sup
t!t0

p+(t) 6 p+(t0) and lim inf
t!t0

p+(t) > q+(t0) :

Proof: We only prove the �rst two cases. For small " > 0, (p�(t0)�
"; t0) � U�. Thus,

k(p�(t0)� "; t) < 0; 8t 2 (t0 � Æ; t0 + Æ) ;

where Æ is a small number. Since p�(t) > p�(t0) � " for all t 2
(t0 � Æ; t0 + Æ), by the de�nition of p�(t), the �rst inequality holds.

Next, by the de�nition of q�, k(q�(t0)+"; t0) > 0 for some small

". By continuity, k(q�(t0)+ "; t) > 0 for t in jt� t0j < Æ, Æ small. We

claim that p�(t) 6 q�(t0) + " for all t 2 (t0 � Æ; t0 + Æ).

Let � be the segment fq�(t0) + "g � (t0 � Æ; t0 + Æ). Suppose
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that p�(t1) > q�(t0) + " for some t1 2 (t0 � Æ; t0 + Æ). There is some

p1 2 (q�(t0) + "; p�(t1)) such that (p1; t1) 2 U�. Applying Lemma

8.7 to [t1; t�], we can connect (p1; t1) to (p�(t�) � "; t�) by a path

�1 in U�
T
(S1 � [t1; t�)). There is also a continuous function u =

p(2)(t); 0 6 t 6 t1, u1 = p(2)(t1), whose graph �2 lies in U�
T
(S1 �

[0; t]). The paths �1 and �2 together form a path in U� connecting

(p�(t�)� "; t�) to the bottom S1 � f0g. Since k > 0 on �, this path

must be disjoint from �. Consequently, p > q�(t0) + " for any point

(p; t) in this path for t 2 (t0 � Æ; t0 + Æ). But this is in conict with

the de�nition of p�(t0) and q�(t0). �

Set

�t = f�(p; t) : p�(t) 6 p 6 p+(t)g :

Lemma 8.11 �t is strictly nesting in time.

Proof: Let ��(t) = �(p�(t); t) and �+(t) = �(p+(t); t). We are going

to show that ��(t) is strictly increasing and �+(t) strictly decreasing.

Since k(�; t) = 0 on [p�(t); q�(t)]; ��(t) = �(p; t) for all p 2
[p�(t); q�(t)]. Together with Lemma 8.10, we know that ��(t) is con-

tinuous. At any �xed t0 2 (0; t�), there is " > 0 such that k(�; t0) < 0

on [p�(t0)� "; p�(t0)) and k(�; t0) > 0 on (q�(t0); q�(t0) + "]. Thus,

�(p; t0) > ��(t0) on [p�(t0) � "; q�(t0) + "] and the inequality is

strict at the endpoints of this interval. By Lemma 8.6, we have

�(p; t) > ��(t0) on [p�(t0)� "; q�(t0)+ "]� (t0; t0+ Æ) for some small

Æ > 0. By Lemma 8.10, p�(t) lies between p�(t0)� " and q�(t0) + "

for t close to t0. So, ��(t) > ��(t0) for t 2 (t0; t0 + Æ). We have

shown that ��(t) is strictly increasing in t. Similarly, one can show

that �+(t) is strictly decreasing. �

Now we can prove Proposition 8.8.
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Let

4�(t) = supfj�(p1; t)� �(p2; t)j : p�(t) 6 p1; p2 6 p+(t)g :

We �rst show that

4�(0) > min

8<: t
1

1��
�

1 + CL(0)2
;
�

2

9=; (8.14)

for some constant C.

Assume that 4�(0) < �=2. We let �0 � [�4�(0)=2;4�(0)=2].
On any strictly convexnconcave part of �t, we can use the tangent

angle to parametrize the ow. The resulting equation for v = jkj��1k
is given by

@v

@t
= �jvj 1+�� (v�� + v) : (8.15)

Let

v = A(t) cos

�
3��

44�(0)
�
;

where

A(t) =

�
A(0)�

1+�
� +

Ct

(4�(0))2
�� �

1+�

:

We have

@v

@t
= � �

1 + �
A(t)

1+
�+1
�

C

(4�(0))2 cos
�

3��

44�(0)
�

> ��A(t)1+
�+1
�

�
cos

�
3��

44�(0)
��1+�+1

�

��
3�

4

�2

� (4�(0))2
�

1

(4�(0))2

= �jvj 1+�� (v�� + v)

,

provided C is suÆciently small. So v is a supersolution of (8.15). By

the maximum principle, we obtain,

jv(�; t)j 6 C(4�(0)) 2�
1+�

t
�

1+�

(8.16)
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(choose A(0) =1) , and

jv(�; t)j 6
�
C
� 1+�

� +
Ct

(4�(0))2 sup�0
jvj 1+��

�� �

1+�

sup
�0

jvj (8.17)

(choose A(0) = C sup
�0

jvj and C = (cos 3�
8
)�1:) To explain how the

maximum principle is applicable, we observe that each �t is the union

of a �nite number of convexnconcave arcs. On each arc, the tangent

angle � is single-valued and takes values in (�4�(0)=2;4�(0)=2) by
Lemma 8.11. This image interval changes in time, but v always

vanishes at its endpoints. On the other hand, v has a uniformly

positive lower bound in [�4�(0)=2;4�(0)=2] for t 2 [0; t�]. Hence,

we can apply the maximum principle.

Set

t � T 1
2
(sup
�0

jvj; 4�(0))

= 2
1+�
�

(4�(0))2
C(sup

�0

jvj) 1+��
:

We have

sup
�
T1=2

jvj 6 1

2
sup
�0

jvj :

By the same argument, we get

sup
�
t+T1=2(t)

jvj 6 1

2
sup
�t

jvj ;

for T 1
2
(t) = T 1

2
(sup
�t

jvj; 4�(t)).
We now de�ne an increasing sequence ftjg1j=0 inductively by

setting

tj+1 = tj + T 1
2
(sup
�t
j

jvj ; 4�(tj)) :
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We have

sup�t
j+1
jvj 6 1

2
sup
�t
j

jvj :

Since

4�(tj) 6

Z
�t
j

jkjds(�; tj)

6 (sup
�t
j

jvj) 1� � L(tj) ;

we have

tj+1 � tj 6

�
2
1+�
� L2

C

��
sup
�t
j

jvj
� 2

�

� 1+�
�

6

�
2
1+�
� L2

C

��
2�j sup

�0

jvj
� 1��

�

:

By (8.16),

t1 = lim
j!1

tj 6 t0 +

�
2
1+�
� L2

C

�� 1X
0

2
��1
�

j

��
sup
�t0

jvj
� 1��

�

6 t0 +
CL2(4�(0)) 2(1��)1+�

t
1��
1+�

0

:

Choosing t0 = (4�(0))1�� , we deduce

t1 6 (1 + CL2)(4�(0))1�� :

As the arc � = �t� is not at, we must have t1 > t�. Hence,

4�(0) > t
1

1��
�

1 + CL2
:

To �nish the proof, we note that disjoint convex arcs have disjoint

histories. So, the number of convex arcs at t� does not exceed

Kmax

�
1 + CL2

t
1

1��
�

;
2

�

�
;
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where K is the total absolute curvature of the initial curve. �

In view of Proposition 8.8, without loss of generality, we may

assume that the numbers of convex and concave arcs of the ow are

always constant. We call an evolving arc � an evolving convex

(or concave) arc if, for each t 2 [0; !), �(�; t) is a convexnconcave
arc and the family f�(�; t0) : 0 6 t0 < tg is the history of �(�; t).
Now the ow can be decomposed into a �nite union of evolving

convexnconcave arcs. Notice by Lemma 8.11 the spherical images

of evolving convexnconcave arcs are strictly nesting in time.

8.3 The limit curve

First of all, by comparing the ow with an evolving circle, one can

argue as in the proof of Proposition 1.10 that

(�; t) � N
Ct

1
1+�

(0) :

As before, the curve (�; t) converges to a limit curve � in the Haus-
dor� metric. In this section, we shall show that � is either a single

point or a line segment.

In the previous chapters, we have seen that counting the inter-

section points of two evolving curves is very useful in understanding

the behaviour of the ow near the singularity. We now consider this

issue for (8.1).

Given two embedded but not necessarily closed C2-curves 1 and

2, we count their intersections by the following method: (i) if 1

and 2 intersect at a point transverally, then count the number of

intersections in a small neighborhood of this point, to be 1; and (ii)

if 1 and 2 do not intersect transversally at a point, we choose a

coordinate system on a suitable small tubular neighborhood along

one of the curves such that this neighborhood contains the point and

the restrictions of the curves in this neighborhood are expressed as
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graphs of two functions u1 and u2. We count the number of inter-

sections in the neighborhood to be the number of sign changes of

u1 � u2. The number of crossing of 1 and 2 is the sum of the

number of these intersections.

By Lemma 8.7, which only uses the weak maximum principle,

we have:

Proposition 8.12 Let 1 and 2 : [0; 1]� [0; T ) ! R be two evolving

arcs of (8.1) which satisfy

@1(�; t)
\

2(�; t) = @2(�; t)
\

1(�; t) = �

for all t 2 (0; T ). Then, the number of crossing of 1(�; t) and 2(�; t)
is non-increasing in t.

We point out that this proposition does not assert the number

of crossing is �nite, or is decreased by tangency of intersection.

Theorem 8.13 Let (�; t) be a maximal solution of (8.1). There

exists �nitely many points fQ1; � � � ; Qmg on the limit curve � such

that � n fQ1; � � � ; Qmg consists of C2-arcs. Away from Qjs, (�; t)
converges to � in C2-norm.

Proof: We closely follow the notation and the proof of Theorem

6.4. As before, fKtg, the push-forward of jk(p; t)jdp, are uniformly
bounded Borel measures in R

2 , by Lemma 8.11. We can select a

sequence tj " ! such that fKt
j

g converges weakly to a limit measure
K,

K =Kc +
X
i

KiÆQ
i

;

where Kc = 0 at points, fQig is countable, and K1 > K2 > � � � > 0

with
P

Ki bounded by the total absolute curvature of the initial

curve. Let m be the �rst integer for which Km+1 < �. Then, for any
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P 2 � n fQ1; � � � ; Qmg, there is an " > 0 such that K(D"(P )) < �.

After throwing away the �rst few tjs, we may assume there exists

� > 0 such that

Kt
j

(D"(P )) 6 � � � (8.18)

for all j.

By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can �nd a �xed

numberN such that there are exactlyN components in (�; tj)
T
D"(P )

which also intersect D"=2(P ), and these components are graphs of

uniformly Lipschitz continuous functions yj;1(x); � � � ; yj;N(x) over some
�xed interval on the x-axis. For simplicity, let's take P to be the

origin. We can �nd �; � > 0 small such that the two line seg-

ments `� = [��; �] � f��g lie inside D"=2(P ) and are disjoint from

(�; t) for all t 2 [tj0 ; !) where tj0 is close to !. Any line seg-

ment � connecting `+ and `� is a stationary solution of (8.1). By

Proposition 8.12, the number of crossing of � and (�; t) is non-

increasing in time. When the slope of � is steeper than those of

yj0;1; � � � ; yj0;N ; (�; t) will have exactly N crossings with � for all

t 2 [tj0 ; !). So, (�; t)T [��=2; �=2] � [��; �] consists of exactly

N many curves which are graphs of uniformly Lipschitz continu-

ous functions y1(x; t); � � � ; yN (x; t) whose Lipschitz constants only

depend on �.

Next, we derive a uniformC2-bound for these functions in [��=2+
Æ; �=2�Æ]� [tj0 +Æ; !) for small Æ > 0. Denote by ' a �xed travelling

wave solution of unit speed of (8.1) which is non-negative and convex

over some interval (�a; a), a 61, and let

v(x; t) = c '

�
x� x

c

�
+

�
1

c

��
t+ y ;

where c > 0 and (x; y) 2 R
2 (see x2.1). Let y = yi for some i

and (x0; t0) 2 [��=2 + Æ; �=2 � Æ] � [tj0 + Æ; !). We can choose x; y
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depending on c such that

y(x0; t0) = v(x0; t0)

and

yx(x0; t0) = vx(x0; t0) :

Accordingly, we choose c small (depending on Æ and �) such that

jvx(x; tj0)j is greater than the uniform gradient bound of y in [��=2; �=2]
�[tj0 ; !) whenever jv(x; tj0)j 6 �. We also require that v(x; tj0) > �

for jxj > �=2. Under these conditions, the function y(x; tj0)�v(x; tj0)
has exactly two simple zeroes in [��=2; �=2] and

y(��

2
; t)� v(��

2
; t) < 0 ; 8 t 2 [tj0 ; !) :

On the other hand, w = y�v satis�es a uniformly parabolic equation
of the form

wt = a(x; t)wxx + b(x; t)wx ;

because v is uniformly convex. By the Strum oscillation theorem,

w(�; t0) has no other zero other than the one at x0. So,

yxx(x0; t0) 6
1

c
'xx

�
x0 � x

c

�
:

A similar argument establishes a lower bound for yxx. We have

proved that yi(1 6 i 6 N) are C2-uniformly bounded in [��=2 +
Æ; �=2 � Æ]� [tj0 + Æ; !).

Now we may apply a regularity result of DiBennedetto on porous

medium equations (x4.15 in DiBenedetto [43]) to the evolution equa-
tion of (yi)xx (see (1.3)) to conclude that each (yi)xx is equicontinuous

in [��=2 + 2Æ; �=2 � 2Æ] � [tj0 + 2Æ; !). Thus, yi converges to � in

C2-norm around P . �
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Next, we shall show that � in fact consists of line segments.

Suppose there is a non-inection point on the regular part of �. We

shall see how this will lead to a contradiction.

Lemma 8.14 Let P be a non-inection point. There exist "0 > 0

and to 2 [0; !) such that D"(P )
T
(�; t) is a connected arc for all t

in [t0; !).

Proof: Near the point P (�; t) and � are C2 with non-zero curva-

ture. Hence, the lemma follows from the strong maximum principle.

�

Proposition 8.15 � consists of, at most, a �nite number of line

segments.

Proof: Suppose on the contrary there are two regular non-inection

points P and Q on � n fQ1; � � � ; Qmg. By Theorem 8.13, there exist

a; b 2 S1 such that (a; t) and (b; t) tend to P and Q, respectively,

as t " !. By Lemma 8.14, we can �nd D"(P ) and D"(Q) such

that (�; t)TD"(P ) and (�; t)TD"(Q) contain a single connected

component of (�; t) for all t close to !. In particular, we have

dist((a; t); (�; t) nD"(P )) > Æ

and

dist((b; t); (�; t) nD"(Q)) > Æ ; (8.19)

for some Æ. Let p(t) be given by

jk(p(t); t)j = max
(�;t)

jk(�; t)j :

Since jk(p(t); t)j ! 1 as t " !, there exists ftjg such that

jk(p; t)j 6 jk(p(tj); tj)j; 8(p; t) 2 S1 � [0; tj ] :
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Without loss of generality, we may assume

a < p(tj) < b ; 8j : (8.20)

We consider the rescaling of the blow-up sequence f(�; tj)g as we

did in Chapter 5 by setting

j(p; t) =
(p(tj) + "jp; tj + "1+�

j
t)� (p(tj); tj)

"j
;

where (p; t) 2 R � [�tj "�1��j
; (! � tj) "

�1��
j

) and

"j = jk(p(tj); tj)j�1 :

Each j satis�es (8.1) with jkj(p; t)j 6 1 = jkj(0; 0)j: By the regu-

larity result of DiBenedetto [43], we can choose a subsequence, still

denoted by fjg, which converges to some 1 in C2-norm in every

compact subset of R � (�1; 0]. The limit 1 solves (8.1) with cur-

vature k1 satisfying jk1j 6 jk1(0; 0)j = 1. It is also clear that 1

is complete and noncompact. We claim that it is also convex and

embedded.

The number of convexnconcave arcs of 1 is �nite, and is non-

increasing in time by Lemma 8.7. Therefore, we may assume that

the number of convex arcs is constant for t 2 (�1;�M ];M > 0. It

suÆces to show 1(�; t) is convex in (�1;�M ].

Supposing not, then we can �nd p; q lying on two adjacent arcs

of 1(�;�M) such that k1(p;�M) < 0; k1(q;�M) > 0, and p < q.

Let's denote by �� the evolving concave arc containing (p;�M)

and by �+ the evolving convex arc containing (q;�M). For each

t 2 (�1;�M ] we let ��(t) be the tangent angle of the inection

point (or spot) which separates �� and �+. By Lemma 8.11, ��(t)

is strictly increasing in t. So,

��(�M)� ��(�M � 1) > 2"0 > 0
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for some "0. In other words, the minimum tangent angle of the two

adjacent arcs increases at least 2"0 as time t goes from �M � 1 to

M .

For large j, j(p;�M) belongs to an evolving concave arc �
(j)
�

of j(�; t) and j(q;�M) belongs to an evolving convex arc �
(j)
+ of

j(�; t). Though �
(j)
� and �

(j)
+ may not be adjacent, it is clear that,

for large j, the minimum tangent angle of both �
(j)
� and �

(j)
+ must

increase at least "0 as time goes from �M � 1 to �M . By Lemma

8.11, the total absolute curvature of j(�; t) must drop at least "0 dur-
ing [�M � 1;M ]. By the invariance of the total absolute curvature

under scaling, the total curvature of (�; t) drops at least "0 during

[tj + "1+�
j

(�M � 1); tj + "1+�
j

(�M)], but this is impossible. So, 1

must be convex and, hence, is embedded.

Our next claim is that the total absolute curvature of 1 must

be equal to �. In fact, if it is less than � at some t0 6 0, we can rep-

resent 1(�; t0) as the graph of some convex function u(x; t0) over the
entire x-axis. By the same reasoning in the proof of Proposition 5.4,

the whole family (�; t) can also be represented as graphs of convex

functions u(x; t) whose gradients are uniformly bounded. It follows

from the following lemma that uxx � 0, contradicting jk1(0; 0)j = 1.

Lemma 8.16 Let u : R � [0;1)! [0;1) be a convex solution of

ut =
u�xx

(1 + u2x)
1
2
(3��1) ; (8.21)

where juxj and juxxj are uniformly bounded. Then,

juxx(x; t)j 6 Ct�
1

1+� ; 8(x; t) 2 [�2; 2] � [2;1) :

Proof: Let A = supfjux(x; t)j : (x; t) 2 R � [0;1)g. Without loss

of generality, assume u(0; 1) = 1. Let v be an expanding self-similar

solution of (8.1) satisfying v(x) > u(x; 1) and sup jvxj = A + 1 (see
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x2.1). By the comparison principle,

0 6 u(x; t) 6
1

1 + �
t

1
1+� v((1 + �)t

�1
1+� x) (8.22)

in R � [1;1).

Let

w(x; t) = c '
�x� �

c

�
+
�1
c

��
(t� 1) + �

be the travelling wave solution of (8.1) with speed c. Recall that '

is an even, nonnegative convex function in (��; �), � > 2, satisfying

'(0) = 0 and

j'0(x)j > A in (��;�2] [ [2; �) : (8.23)

Fix (x0; t0) where x0 2 [�2; 2] and t0 > 2. By (8.22),

0 6 u(x0; t0) 6 Bt
1

1+�

0 ; (8.24)

where B = maxfv(x) : x 2 [�4; 4]g. Now we �rst choose the wave

speed c = (2B)�
1
� t

1
1+�

0 . By (8.23) and (8.24), we can choose � 2
[�2� 2c; 2 + 2c] and � < 0 such that

u(x0; t0) = w(x0; t0)

and

ux(x0; t0) = wx(x0; t0) :

On the other hand, it is easy to see that the graphs of u and w

intersect exactly twice at t = 1. By applying the Sturm oscillation

theorem to u � w, we conclude that u� w has, at most, two zeroes

(counting multiplicity) for t > 1. It follows that

uxx(x0; t0) 6
1

c
'xx
�x0 � �

c

�

6
(2B)

1
� sup

�
'xx(x) : x 2 [�2� ��2

2
; 2 + ��2

2
]
	

t
1

1+�

0
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for all x0 2 [�2; 2] and t0 > 81+�(2B)1+
1
� (��2)�(1+�), � = minf�; 3g.

�

We have shown that 1 always has total absolute curvature �.

Consequently, for any " > 0, we can choose two points on 1(�; 0)
such that the ratio of the extrinsic distance d" and the intrinsic dis-

tance `" at these two points is less than ", i.e.,

d"=`" < " : (8.25)

Recall the choice of a and b in (8.19) and (8.20). We consider the

extrinsic and intrinsic distances in [a; b] � [t0; !), where t0 is chosen

so that (8.19) holds in [t0; !). We can �nd some Æ1 > 0 such that

inf

�
d(a; q; t)

`(a; q; t)
: q 2 [a; b]; t 2 [t0; !)

�
> Æ1

and

inf

�
d(p; b; t)

`(p; b; t)
: p 2 [a; b]; t 2 [t0; !)

�
> Æ1 :

By Proposition 8.4, (we choose " < Æ1)

inf

�
d(p; q; t)

`(p; q; t)
: p; q 2 [a; b]; t 2 [t0; !)

�
> inf

�
Æ1; min

�
d(p; q; t0)

d(p; q; t0)
: p; q 2 [a; b]

��
:

On the other hand, by (8.25), this is impossible. The contradiction

shows that every regular arc of � must be at. Proposition 8.15 is

proved.

Finally, we prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 8.17 Any maximal solution (�; t) of (8.1) converges to a

point or a line segment in the Hausdor� metric as t " !.

Proof: By what we have shown, we know that, for any small " > 0,

there exists t0 close to ! such that, for all t 2 [t0; !); (�; t) is con-
tained in the "2-neighborhood of � and the total absolute curva-

ture of (�; t) outside S
i
D"(Qi) is less than ". In particular, each
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component of (�; t) n S
i
D"(Qi) is a graph over the corresponding

line segment in � nS
i
D"(Qi). By counting the crossing number of

(�; t)nS
i
D"(Qi) with suitable transversal line segments, we may as-

sume that the number of graphs over a line segment in �nS
i
D"(Qi)

is constant for all t.

Suppose on the contrary that � has two line segments �1 and �2

which meet at Q with an angle not equal to zero or �. It is not hard

to see that we can �nd a connected arc C(t0) of (�; t0) satisfying

(i) C(t0) is contained in Dr0=2(Q), where r0 = minfjQi � Qj)j :
i 6= jg; and

(ii) C(t0) nD"(Q) consists of two components C1(t0) and C2(t0) so

that Ci(t0) is a graph of some function over �i
T
(Dr0=2(Q) n

D"(Q)) for i = 1; 2.

We follow the evolution of C(t0) to obtain a connected evolving arc

C(t) of (�; t) for all t 2 [t0; !) satisfying

(i)0 C(t) is contained in Dr0=2(Q) and converges to �
T
Dr0=2(Q)

in the Hausdor� metric as t " !, and
(ii)0 C(t) n D"(Q) consists of two components C1(t) and C2(t) so

that Ci(t); i = 1; 2; is the graph over �i
T
(Dr0=2(Q) n D"(Q))

which converges to �i
T
(Dr0=2(Q)

T
D"(Q)) in C2-norm.

Let's examine d=` for two points on C(t). As before, by Proposition

8.4, we have

inf

�
d(p; q; t)

`(p; q; t)
: p:q 2 C(t); t 2 [t0; !)

�
> Æ0 > 0

for some Æ0. On the other hand, C(t) converges to �
T
Dr0=2(Q)

and Q is a singularity. By repeating the blow-up argument in the

proof of Theorem 8.15, we have a contradiction. Hence, � must be

a single line segment or a single point. �
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8.4 Removal of interior singularities

In the last section, we have shown that � is a line segment. It may

happen that there are some singularities lying on its interior. Now

we prepare to show that this is impossible. First of all, we need to

establish a whisker lemma for (8.1).

In view of the discussion in previous sections, we may assume

the number of convexnconcave arcs is constant in time. Furthermore,
their total absolute curvature is either greater than � or less than

� � Æ0 for some positive Æ0. By the de�nition of convex and concave

arcs, we know that each concave arc cannot have interior inection

points, and, for a convex arc, its inection spots, if they exist, always

lie at the ends.

For any real number �, we call P 2 (�; t) a �-point if its tangent
angle is � (mod 2�).

Lemma 8.18 Let A1 be a �-point on (�; t) for some t1 2 (0; !).

Suppose it is not an inection point. Then, there exists a C2-family

fAtg, t 2 [0; t1], of �-points on (�; t) such that At1 = A1.

Proof: As A1 is not an inection point, the implicit function theorem

ensures that there exists a C2-family of �-points for t near t1; t 6 t1.

Let (t0; t1] be the largest interval on which the family is de�ned. The

point At will accumulate at inection spots of (�; t0). However, as
any inection spot is connected by a convex arc and a concave arc,

it follows from Lemma 8.6 that there are no �-points around the

accumulation point for t slightly above t0, and contradiction holds.

�

An arc b(t) � (�; t) is called a �-inward arc (resp. �-outward
arc) if the following hold:

(a) the arc b(t) has negative (resp. positive) curvature,
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(b) the inward (resp. outward) pointing unit tangents to b(t) at

the endpoints are both given by (cos �; sin�), and

(c) both endpoints are not inection points of (�; t).

By this de�nition, the endpoints of a �-inward arc (resp. �-outward

arc) are a �-point and a (� + �)-point, respectively. We can use

Lemma 8.18 to trace back in time to form a continuous family of

�-inward arcs (resp. �-outward arcs). Now we have the following

lemma, whose proof is similar to that of the whisker lemma in x6.4.

Lemma 8.19 (whisker lemma) There exists Æ > 0 depending only

on 0 such that, for any P on a �-inward arc (or �-outward arc),

b(t) � (�; t) with t 2 (0; !), the Æ-whisker,

`P;Æ;� = fP + r(cos �; sin�) : 0 6 r 6 Æg ;

is disjoint from (�; t) n b(t).

The following lemma tells us that any convex or concave arc of total

absolute curvature less than � � Æ0 disappears as t " !.

Lemma 8.20 There exists K > 0 depending only on 0 such that

the curvature on any convexnconcave arc with total absolute curvature
less than � � Æ0 is bounded between �K and K.

Proof: Let C(t) be an evolving convexnconcave arc with total abso-
lute curvature less than �� Æ0. By disposing the inection spots, we

may assume C(t) is free of inection points and can be parametrized

by its tangent angle �. Then, k = k(�; t) satis�es

kt = k2(v�� + v) ; (8.26)

where v = jkj��1k(�; t). Without loss of generality, we may assume

the tangent range of C(0) is contained in [Æ0=2; ��Æ0=2]. By Lemma
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8.11, the tangent range of C(t) lies inside the same interval for all

t > 0. Equation (8.26) admits two stationary solutions given by

k� = �(A(sin Æ0
2
)�1 sin �)

1
� ; � 2 [0; 2�] ;

where A = max
0

jk(�; 0)j� . It follows from the comparison principle

that

jk(�; t)j 6 A
1
�

�
sin

Æ0

2

�� 1
�

for all t 2 [0; !). �

Now, suppose that � is a line segment [0; `] on the x-axis. Let

(0; 0) = Q1 < Q2 < � � � < Qm = (`; 0) be its singularities. For

any small 2" < r0 = minfdist (Qi; Qj) : i 6= jg, there exists t"

such that, for all t > t", (�; t) is contained in the "2-neighborhood

of �. Furthermore, (�; t) converges in C2-norm to � away from
m[
j=1

D"(Qj), and the number of connected arcs, which are now graphs

of C2-functions over the intervals of [0; `] n
m[
j=1

D"(Qj), are constant

in time. We are going to show that m = 2 by assuming there is an

interior singularity Q2, and then draw a contradiction. Imagine at

some time close to !, an arc enters D"(Q2) from the side of Q1 or Q3.

It would stay and wriggle inside D"(Q2) and then come out either

along the same side or the opposite side. According to the di�erent

possibilities, we classify the arc into two types.

Speci�cally, a connected arc c(t0) of (�; t0) is of type I if its

total absolute curvature is greater than � � Æ0=2 and it connects a

point on the vertical line fx = Q2 � r0=2g to a point on the vertical

line fx = Q2+r0=2g such that c(t0)\([Q2�r0=2; Q2�r0=4]�R) and
c(t0) \ ([Q2 + r0=4; Q2 + r0=2]� R) are connected. A connected arc

c(t0) is of type II if it connects a vertical point (i.e., �-point with
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� = ��=2) P (t0) to a point R(t0) on the vertical line fx = Q2+r0=2g
(or fx = Q2 � r0=2g) such that the following hold:

(II1) c(t0)\ ([Q2+ r0=4; Q2 + r0=2]�R) (or c(t0)\ ([Q2 � r0=2; Q�
2� r0=4] � R)) is connected,

(II2) c(t0)\ ([Q2� r0=2; Q2� r0=4]�R) (or c(t0)\ ([Q2+ r0=4; Q2+

r0=2]�R) has exactly two components b1(t0) and b2(t0). Here,
b1(t0) is the subarc which is closer to P (t0) and b2(t0) is closer

R(t0),

(II3) P (t0) is not an inection point, and it lies on a convexnconcave
arc �(t0) whose total curvature is greater than �,

(II4) the total absolute curvature of the subarc d1(t0) connecting

P (t0) and b1(t0) is nearly �=2,

(II5) the total absolute curvature of the subarc d2(t0) connecting

R(t0) and b2(t0) is nearly 0 , and

(II6) denoting the tangent vector of c(t0) at P (t0) along the direction

from P (t0) to R(t0) by e, the ray fre : r > 0g intersects to

d2(t0).
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Lemma 8.21 For any small " > 0, there exists some t0 close to !

such that (�; t0) admits either a type I or a type II arc around an

interior singularity.

Proof: Let �(t0) be an evolving convexnconvex arc developing the

singularity Q2, and O(t0) a vertical point on �(t0). We shall �nd a

type Intype II arc by tracing (�; t0) starting at O(t0).
Let's �rst trace along the curve from O(t0) in the counterclock-

wise direction. It is obvious that we can �nd a connected arc c1
0(t0)

which connects O(t0) to a point G1(t0) on the vertical line fx =

Q2� r0=2g (or fx = Q2+ r0=2g) such that c1
0(t0)\ ([Q2� r0=2; Q2�

r2=4]�R) (or c10(t0)\ ([Q2+r0=4, Q2+r0=2]�R)) is connected and

c1
0(t0) \ ([Q2 + r0=4, Q2 + r0=2] � R) = � (or c1

0(t0) \ ([Q2 � r0=2,

Q2�r0=4]�R = �). By the same reasoning, along the clockwise direc-

tion, we can �nd c2
0(t0) connecting O(t0) and some point G2(t) lying

on fx = Q2�r0=2g (or fx = Q2+r0=2g) such that c20(t0)\([Q2�r0=2,
Q2�r0=4]�R) (or c20(t0)\([Q2+r0=4, Q2+r0=2]�R)) is connected
and c2

0(t0)\([Q2+r0=4, Q2+r0=2]�R) = � (or c2
0(t0)\([Q2�r0=2,

Q2 � r0=4] � R) = �). If G1(t0) and G2(t0) lie on di�erent vertical

lines, the union of c1
0(t0) and c2

0(t0) forms a type I arc. If not, we

consider Case (1) G1(t0) and G2(t0) lie on fx = Q2 � r0=2g, and
Case (2) G(t0) lies on fx = Q2 + r0=2g separately.

Consider Case (1). When tracing the curve in the counter-

clockwise direction from G1(t0), it is clear that we can �nd an arc

c1
00(t0) connecting G1(t0) to a point R(t0) on the vertical line fx =

Q2+r0=2g such that c100(t0)\([Q2+r0=4, Q2+r0=2]�R) is connected.
Now we want to choose a better vertical point on c1

0(t0)[ c100(t0) to
replace O(t0). We start at R(t0) and trace back along c1

0(t0)[c100(t0).
Since (�; t0) lies inside the "2-neighborhood of �, we will go in and

out of the disk D"(Q2). Then it goes into D"(Q1) and then returns

to hit a point P 0(t0) on @D"(Q2). Since c1
0(t0) and c1

00(t0) are con-
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nected in [Q2+ r0=4, Q2+ r0=2]�R, the curve cannot leave the disk
to the right. This means that, as tracing from the �rst re-hit point

P 0(t0) along c10(t0)[ c100(t0), we arrive at a vertical point, P (t0), for
the �rst time. In the following, we show that the subarc, denoted by

c(t0), of c1
0(t0)[ c100(t0), which connects P (t0) to R(t0), is of type II.

First of all, it follows from the de�nition of c(t0) that (II1) and

(II2) are ful�lled. The sum of the total absolute curvature of the

\small" convexnconcave arc is arbitrarily small when t0 is suÆciently
close to !. As we trace from P 0(t0) to P (t0), the tangent turns

nearly �=2, and so it must meet a \large" convexnconcave �(t0). To-
gether with the fact that P (t0) is the �rst vertical point from P 0(t0),

we know that (II3) and (II4) also hold. Now, consider the subarc

d2(t0) connecting R(t0) to b2(t0). Suppose that the total absolute

curvature of d2(t0) is not arbitrarily small. Then, d2(t0) contains a

convexnconcave subarc whose total curvature inside D"(Q2) is not

less than � � Æ0=4. This says that d2(t0) is of type I. So, we may

always assume that (II5) holds in this case. Finally, to verify (II6),

we trace the curve from b1(t0) into D"(Q1) in counterclockwise direc-

tion. SinceQ1 is the left endpoint of 
�, we will stop at a �rst vertical

point, P 00(t0), in D"(Q1). The same reasoning as above shows that

P 00(t0) is not an inection point, and it lies on a convexnconcave arc
�00(t0) whose total curvature is greater than �, and the total absolute

curvature of the arc d3(t0) of c(t0), which connects b1(t0) to P
00(t0), is

nearly �=2. It follows from the whisker lemma that �00(t0) is a convex

arc, and the Æ-whisker at P 00(t0), `P 00(t0);Æ;� (� is close to �), is dis-

joint from (�; t0)nfP 00(t0)g. Also, the Æ-whisker at P (t0), `P (t0);Æ;0, is
disjoint from (�; t0)nfP (t0)g. If the arc �(t0) which contains P (t0)

is convex, any point slightly passing beyond P (t0) in the clockwise

direction would not be able to be connected to G2(t0) by avoiding

the Æ-whisker at P (t0). Thus, �(t0) must be concave. Furthermore,
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the Æ-whisker at P 00(t0) forces (II6) to hold in this case.

Next, we consider Case (2). Exactly as before, we trace along

the curve starting at G1(t0) in the counterclockwise direction to

get an subarc c1
00(t0) connecting G1(t0) to some R1(t0) on fx =

Q2 � r0=2g so that c1
00(t0) \ ([Q2 � r2=2; Q2 � r0=4] � R) is con-

nected. Then, by tracking back from R1(t0) along c1
0(t0) [ c1

00(t0),

we �nd a vertical point P1(t0) on c1
0(t0) [ c1

00(t0) and a sub-arc

c1(t0) of c1
0(t0)[c100(t0) connecting P1(t0) and R1(t0) such that (II1)

{ (II5) hold with, c(t0); P (t0); R(t0); b1(t0); b2(t0); d1(t0); d2(t0) re-

placed by c1(t0); P1(t0); R1(t0); b
(1)
1 (t0); b

(1)
2 (t0); d

(1)
1 (t0); d

(1)
2 (t0), ac-

cordingly. Similarly, we trace the curve starting at G2(t0) along

the clockwise direction to get a connected subarc c2
00(t0) connecting

G2(t0) to some R2(t0) on the vertical line fx = Q2 � r0=2g. Then,

we trace back from R2(t0) along c2
0(t0) [ c2

00(t0) to get a subarc

c2(t0) of c2
0(t0) [ c2

00(t0) which connects a vertical point P2(t0) to

R1(t0) such that (II1) { (II5) hold with c(t0); P (t0) � � � ; replaced by

c2(t0); P2(t0) � � � ; accordingly.
The same as in Case (1), it follows from (II3), (II4), and the

whisker lemma that the Æ-whisker at P1(t0), `P1(t0);Æ;�, is disjoint from

(�; t0) n fP1(t0)g and the Æ-whisker at P2(t0), `P2(t0);Æ;�, is disjoint

from (�; t0)nfP2(t0)g. Also, as we continue to trace along the curve
from R1(t0) to R2(t0) to the left, we will arrive at a corresponding

�rst vertical point P1
00(t0) and P2

00(t0) in D"(Q1) such that the Æ-

whisker at P1
00(t0), `P100(t0);Æ;�1 , where �1 is close to �, is disjoint from

(�; t0)nfP1 00(t0)g and the Æ-whisker at P200(t0), `P200(t0);Æ;�2 , where �2
close to �, is disjoint from (�; t0) n fP2 00(t0)g. Let's denote by e1 (or
e2) the tangent of c1(t0) (resp. c2(t0)) at P1(t0) (resp. P2(t0)) along

the direction from P1(t0) (resp. P2(t0)) to R1(t0) (resp. R2(t0)). We

claim that either c1(t0) or c2(t0) satis�es (II6)

For, suppose c1(t0) does not satisfy (II6). In other words, the
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ray fre1 : r > 0g does not intersect d
(1)
2 (t0). Note that P1

00(t0) lies

on a convex arc. We have already seen that b
(1)
1 (t0); b

(1)
2 (t0); b

(2)
1 (t0),

and b
(2)
2 (t0) are disjoint graphs over [Q2+ r0=4; Q2 + r0=2]. The em-

beddedness of the curve and the Æ-whiskers force b
(2)
1 (t0) and b

(2)
2 (t0)

to lie between b
(1)
1 (t0) and b

(1)
2 (t0), and, hence, c2(t0) must satisfy

(II6). �

Now, we can show:

Proposition 8.22 There are no interior singularities on �.

Proof: By Lemma 8.21, it suÆces to show that there are no type In
type II arcs on (�; t0) when t0 is close to !.

Suppose that c(t0) is a type I arc. We follow the evolution of

c(t0) to obtain an evolving arc c(t) of (�; t), t 2 [t0; !), where c(t)

connects a point P (t) on fx = Q2 � r0=2g to another point R(t) on
fx = Q2 + r0=2g such that both c(t) \ ([Q1 � r0=2; Q2 � r0=4] � R)

and c(t) \ ([Q2 + r0=4; Q2 + r0=2] � R) are connected and collapse

to the x-axis in C2-norm. There is a convexnconcave subarc of c(t0)
whose total curvature inside D"(Q2) is nearly �. (Notice that the

whisker lemma forces that its total curvature cannot be much away

from �.) So c(t) continues to have total absolute curvature close to

� in D"(Q2) for all t 2 [t0; !) as it develops a singularity at Q2.

We look at the ratio of extrinsic and intrinsic distances of two

points on c(t). Exactly as before, by Proposition 8.4 and the C2-

convergence of the ow away from the singularities, we know that

inf

�
d(P;Q; t)

`(P;Q; t)
: P;Q 2 c(t); t 2 [t0; !)

�
> Æ0 > 0

for some Æ0. However, as c(t) develops a singularity at Q2, by re-

peating the blow-up argument in Proposition 8.15, we deduce that

inf

�
d(P;Q; t)

`(P;Q; t)
: P;Q 2 c(t); t 2 [t0; !)

�
= 0 ;
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and the contradiction holds. Hence, (�; t0) cannot admit any type I
arc.

Next, suppose c(t0) is a type II arc of (�; t). Without loss of

generality, we may assume c(t0) connects a vertical point P (t0) in

D"(Q2) to some R(t0) on fx = Q2 + r0=2g satisfying (II1) { (II6).

Recall that P (t0) is a non-inection point on a convexnconcave arc

�(t0) whose total curvature is greater than �. Let �(t) be the cor-

responding evolving convexnconcave arc from �(t0). By the whisker

lemma, the total curvature of �(t) tends to � and the unique vertical

point P (t) is always a non-inection point. By the implicit function

theorem, P (t) is C2 in t 2 [t0; !). We can follow the evolution of

c(t0) to get a connected evolving arc c(t) of (�; t) which connects

P (t) to some R(t) on fx = Q2 + r0=2g such that for all t 2 [t0; !),

(II1)
0 c(t) \ ([Q2 + r2=4; Q2 + r0=2]� R) is connected,

(II2)
0 c(t)\ ([Q2� r0=2; Q2� r0=4]�R) has exactly two components
b1(t) and b2(t), where b1(t) is the arc closer to P (t),

(II3)
0 P (t) is the only vertical point of �(t),

(II4)
0 the total absolute curvature of the subarc d1(t) of c(t) which

connects P (t) and b1(t) tends to �=2,

(II5)
0 the total absolute curvature of the subarc d2(t) of c(t) which

connects R(t) and b2(t) tends to 0, and

(II6)
0 the vertical vector e, which is the tangent at P (t) along the

direction from P (t) to R(t), points in such a way that the ray

fre : r > 0g intersects d2(t).

Here, in (II4)
0 and (II5)

0, we have used C2-convergence of the ow

away from the singularities and the fact that the spherical image of

each evolving convexnconcave arc is strictly nesting in time.

As before, consider the ratio of extrinsic and intrinsic distances

on c(t). We claim that, for each t 2 [t0; !), the ratio attains its
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minimum in the interior of c(t)�c(t). For, the boundary of c(t)�c(t)
consists of fP (t)g � c(t) and c(t) � fR(t)g. By the C2-convergence

of c(t) inside [Q2+ r0=4; Q2+ r0=2]�R, it is clear that the minimum
of d=` over fP (t)g � c(t) is strictly less than the its minimum over

c(t)�fR(t)g when t0 is close to !. It is also clear that there is some
interior point P 0(t) on c(t) such that d(P (t); P 0(t); t)=`(P (t); P 0(t); t)

attains the minimum of d=` inside fP (t)g� c(t). For simplicity, let's

assume the arc length parametrization satis�es s(P 0(t)) > s(P (t)).

Let

! =
(P (t); t)� (P 0(t); t)
j(P (t); t) � (P 0(t); t)j

and

e0 =
d

ds
(P 0(t); t) :

At (P (t); P 0(t); t), we have

0 =
d

ds

����
s=0

j(s(P 0(t)) + s; t)� (s(P (t)); t)j
`+ s

=
1

`
h�!;e0i � d

`2
:

So,

h!;e0i = �d
`
: (8.27)

By de�nition, the right-hand side of (8.27) can be arbitrarily small

as t0 tends to !. It follows from (II04), (II5)
0, and (8.27) that P 0(t)

lies on the subarc d2(t), and ! approaches �e as t " !. We compute

d

ds

����
s=0

� j(s(P (t)) + s; t)� (s(P 0(t)); t)j
`� s

�

=
1

`
(h!;ei+ d

`
) < 0 ;
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as t0 " !. Thus, we can �nd some interior point P 00(t) with arc length

parameter s(P (t)) + s0 (s0 > 0) such that

d(P 00(t); P 0(t); t)
`(P 00(t); P 0(t); t)

<
d(P (t); P 0(t); t)
`(P (t); P 0(t); t)

:

So, d=` attains its minimum in the interior. By Proposition 8.4,

inf

�
d(P;Q; t)

`(P;Q; t)
: P;Q 2 c(t); t 2 [t0; !)

�
> Æ0 > 0

for some positive Æ0. On the other hand, as c(t) develops a singularity

at some Qj with j 6= 2, this in�mum should be zero. This leads to a

contradiction. The proof of Proposition 8.22 is completed. �

8.5 The almost convexity theorem

Finally, we can prove the Theorem 8.1.

In view of Theorem 8.17 and Proposition 8.22, it remains to show

that there is no evolving concave arc with total curvature greater

than � at the endpoints for all t suÆciently close to !. Suppose that

there is such an evolving concave arc �(t) which persists at the end.

We can �nd a �-inward arc b(t) � �(t) (� = 0 or �), and so �

cannot be a point. So, for all small " > 0, (�; t) nD"(Q1) [D"(Q2)

consists of exactly two arcs converging to a line segment in C2-norm.

Without loss of generality, we assume �(t) develops a singularity at

Q1.

Let G1(t) and G2(t) be two points of (�; t) lying on the mid-

dle line fx = `=2g and G1(t) lies below G2(t). To understand the

behaviour of (�; t) inside D"(Q1), we trace the curve from G1(t) in

the clockwise direction. It goes into D"(Q1) and hits a �rst vertical

point P1(t). Since the number of convexnconcave arcs is �xed and

their total curvature either tends to 0 or is always greater than � as
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t " !, P1(t) must be located on a convexnconcave arc �1(t) whose

total curvature is greater than �, and the total absolute curvature

of the arc connecting G1(t) and P1(t) tends to �=2. By the whisker

lemma, �1(t) must be convex. We claim that the total curvature of

�1(t) tends to �.

To see this, we trace the curve from �1(t) along the clockwise

direction. After passing through one or more \small convexnconcave
arcs," we will arrive at a concavenconvex arc �2(t) whose total cur-

vature is greater then �. If the total curvature of �1(t) is uniformly

greater than �, there is some �-inward arc (or �-outward arc) b(t) on

the second \large arc" �2(t) such that the corresponding Æ-whisker

on b(t) crosses (�; t) n b(t). This contradicts the whisker lemma.

Hence, the total curvature of �1(t) tends to � at the end.

Let's examine the next \large arc," �2(t). The total absolute

curvature of the arc between �1(t) and �2(t) tends to zero. There

exists a vertical point P2(t) on �2(t). Again, by de�nition and the

whisker lemma, there is a �-inward arc (or �-outward arc) on �2(t)

with � = 0, and the total curvature of �2(t) also tends to �. Observe

that �2(t) is concave. In fact, if it is convex, the horizontal Æ-whisker

`P2(t);Æ;0 would prevent the points slightly beyond P2(t) in the clock-

wise direction from connecting G2(t) along (�; t). Continue to trace
along (�; t) in the clockwise direction. After passing through some

\small arcs" from �2(t), we will get into the third \large arc," �3(t),

with a vertical point P3(t). It is clear that �3(t) is convex. If we do

not meet any \large arc" by tracing from �3(t) to G2(t), the total

absolute curvature of the arc between �3(t) and G2(t) is very small.

So, the arc between �3(t) and G2(t) is nearly horizontal. The total

curvature of �3(t) also tends to �, and the total absolute curvature

of the arc connecting P3(t) and G2(t) tends to �=2. If we meet a

fourth \large arc," �4(t), then, exactly as before, the total curvature
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of �3(t) tends to �, and �4(t) is concave with total curvature nearly

equal to �, too. By repeating this argument, we can decompose

the arc from G1(t) to G2(t) into \large" and \small arcs" where the

\large arcs," �1(t);�2(t); � � � ;�2n�1(t); (n > 2), satisfy (i) the total

curvature of each �i(t) tends to �, and (ii) �2k�1(t) is convex and

�2k(t) is concave. For each i; 1 6 i 6 2n� 1, there is a unique path

Pi(t) consisting of vertical points on �i(t) which is C2 for t 2 [t0; !):

Consider (�; t) inside D"(Q1). Let R(t) 2 (�; t) \ D"(Q1) be

the maximum point of jk(�; t)j on (�; t) \ D"(Q1). There exists a

sequence ftjg which converges to ! such that

jk(�; t)j 6 jk(R(tj); tj)j; 8 t 6 tj ;

on (�; t) \D"(Q1). By Lemma 8.20, R(tj) lies on some \large arc."

Without loss of generality, we may assume all R(tj) lie on a single

�i0(tj); i0 2 [1; 2n � 1]. By using a blow-up argument, we conclude

as before that

inf

�
d(P;Q; t)

`(P;Q; t)
: P;Q 2 �i0(t); t 2 [t0; !)

�
= 0 : (8.28)

Now we consider two cases (a) i0 = 1 or 2n � 1, and (b) i <

i0 < 2n � 1 separately. Take i0 = 1 in Case (a). Now we are

in a similar situation of a type II arc near an interior singularity.

Denote by c1(t) the subarc connecting G1(t) to the vertical point

P2(t) on �2(t) along the clockwise direction. As before, consider

the ratio d=` on c1(t) � c1(t). It is clear that the minimum of d=`

restricted on the boundary of c1(t) � c1(t) is attained at P2(t) and

some interior point P 0(t) 2 c1(t). In the following, we assume the arc

length parametrization is along the counterclockwise direction. Set

!1 =
(P2(t); t)� (P 0(t); t)
j(P2(t); t)� (P 0(t); t)j ;
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e2 =
d

ds
(P2(t); t) and

e0 =
d

ds
(P 0(t); t) :

We have

0 =
d

ds

����
s=0

� j(s(P 0(t)) + s; t)� (s(P2(t)); t)j
`+ s

�

= �1

`

�h!1;e
0i+ d

`

�
; (8.29)

d

ds

����
s=0

� j(s(P2(t)) + s; t)� (s(P 0(t)); t)j
`� s

�

=
1

`

�h!1;e2i+ d

`

�
: (8.30)

In the following, we want to show that there exists a positive

"0 such that, whenever the minimum of d=` over c1(t)� c1(t) is less

than "0, d=`, it attains its minimum in the interior of c1(t)� c1(t).

Let's assume that the minimum of d=` over c1(t)� c1(t) is equal

to the minimum over the boundary. By an algebraic argument, we

may also assume the line segment between P2(t) and P 0(t) has no

interior intersection with c1(t). In fact, suppose then is an interior

intersection eP (t). We let d1 and `1 be the extrinsic and intrinsic

distances between P2(t) and eP (t), and let d2 and `2 be the extrinsic

and intrinsic distances between eP (t) and P 0(t). Then d = d1 + d2

and ` = `1 + `2. By de�nition,

d1 + d2

`1 + `2
6
d1

`1
:

We have

d2

`2
6
d1

`1
;
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and then

d2

`2
6
d1 + d2

`1 + `2
;

which shows that the value of d=` at ( eP (t); P 0(t)) is not greater than

the minimum of d=` over the boundary. Hence, we may always as-

sume the interior of the line segment does not touch c1(t).

When the minimum of d=` over c1(t) � c1(t) is less than a very

small "0; (8.29) shows that !1 is nearly orthonormal to e
0. It is easy

to see that P 0(t) cannot lie on the arc between P1(t) and P2(t). To

avoid interior intersection, e0 is nearly horizontal, and then !1 is

close to �e2. Thus, by (8.30), d=` attains its minimum in the inte-

rior of c1(t)� c1(t).

Now we can apply Proposition 8.4 to conclude that d=` has a

positive lower bound in c1(t)�c1(t) for all t 2 [t0; !), a contradiction

to (8.28).

Next, we treat Case (b). Assume that i0 = 2. We let c2(t) be

the subarc connecting P1(t) to P3(t) in the clockwise direction. It

is clear that the minimum of d=` over @(c2(t)� c2(t)) is attained at

some (P 00(t); P3(t)), P 00(t) 2 c2(t). Set

!2 =
(P3(t); t)� (P 00(t); t)
j(P3(t); t)� (P 00(t); t)j ;

e1 =
d

ds
(P1(t); t) ;

e3 =
d

ds
(P3(t); t) ; and

e00 =
d

ds
(P 00(t); t) ;

where the arc length parametrization is along the counterclockwise

direction.
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We �rst claim that P 00(t) belongs to the interior of c2(t). In

fact, if P 00(t) is an endpoint, then it must be P1(t). The algebraic

argument in the last paragraph shows that the line segment between

P1(t) and P3(t) has no interior intersection with c2(t). Because P1(t)

and P3(t) are vertical points, the line segment is vertical. However,

by minimality,

0 6
d

ds

����
s=0

� j(s(P 00(t))� s; t)� (s(P3(t)); t)j
`� s

�

=
1

`

�h!2;e1i+ d

`

�

=
1

`

�d
`
� 1
�

< 0 ;

which is impossible. Hence, P 00(t) must be interior.

As in Case (a), we want to show that the minimum of d=` over

c2(t)� c2(t) is attained in the interior whenever it is less than some

small "0. Again, we assume the minimum of d=` is attained on the

boundary. The algebraic argument above shows that one may as-

sume the line segment connecting P3(t) and P 00(t) has no interior

intersection with c2(t). By minimality, we have

0 =
d

ds

����
s=0

� j(s(P 00(t)) + s; t)� (s(P3(t)); t)j
`+ s

�

= �1

`

�h!2;e
00i+ d

`

�
: (8.31)

When the minimum is less than some suitably small "0, we see from

(8.31) that !2 is nearly orthonormal to e00. It is also clear that

P 00(t) cannot lie on the subarc connecting P3(t) to P2(t). To avoid

an interior intersection, e00 must be almost horizontal, and so !2 is
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close to �e3. We compute

d

ds

����
s=0

� j(s(P3(t)) + s; t)� (s(P 00(t)); t)j
`� s

�

=
1

`

�h!2;e3i+ d

`

�

< 0 ;

provided "0 is suitably small. So, d=` has an interior minimum and

this leads to a contradiction as before. We have �nally �nished the

proof of the Theorem 8.1. �

Notes

Whether the Grayson convexity theorem holds for the GCSF

remains an open problem. In Angenent-Sapiro-Tannenbaum [19], it

is proved that the aÆne CSF shrinks an embedded closed curve to

a point with total absolute curvature converging to 2�. We have

adapted and made straightforward generalizations of many results

in this paper to (8.1)� , � 2 (0; 1). Another main ingredient in the

proof of Theorem 8.1 is the monotonicity of Huisken's isoperimetric

ratio [78]. We observe that it continues to hold for a large class of

ows, including (8.1)� . See Remark 8.5.
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